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IntroductionIntroduction
This document is part of a larger series converting 4th

edition powers into 5th edition abilities. This particular

document presents Barbarian, Druid, (Some) Ranger, Seeker,

Shaman, and Warden themed Rites. Any Rite in this

document is not intended to be only for these classes. It is

intended to add a little dash of magical Primal flavor to any

character.

That being said, there are abilities presented here that

benefit certain classes more. Those Rites often refer to

marking, a variant combat option in the DMG. There are also

a number of Rites that have the “Bestial” keyword, which

allows the ability to be used while wild shaped or

polymorphed.

What is a rite?What is a rite?
Rites are abilities converted from 4th edition Primal Powers,

taken from Barbarian, Druid, (Some) Ranger, Seeker,

Shaman, and Warden.

They are Primal which means they are fueled by the

Primal magic that permeates the natural land.

These Rites are divided by Rank, with each rank about

equal in power to a spell of the same level or a permanent

magic item of equal rarity. See the Rite Rank and Rarity table

for comparison.

How to use Rites in your gameHow to use Rites in your game
These Rites are intended to be used as either special abilities

for NPCs to use to make them unique, or as rewards for

players in place of magic items. They do not take up an

attunement slot, but are also more limited in function than a

magic item.

Each rank is intended to have a minimum character level

to acquire, but that is ultimately up to the DM to decide.

How Players can Acquire RitesHow Players can Acquire Rites
It is up to you to decide how they are introduced into your

game, and which ones are available. Here are a few examples

of how you could allow players to acquire them.

You could have NPCs reward them as special training

instead of treasure. Similar in the way Boons are awarded.

The players find a magical scroll that when studied is

consumed as it bestows the knowledge of the Rite on the

character.

You could use the "Buying a Magic Item" Downtime

Activity from Xanathar's Guide to Everything as a

framework for spending downtime to train a rite from a

teacher. This is the method I use most often outside of

awarding them as treasure.

If using the training method or rewarding them instead of

treasure, it is unlikely that an instructor knows all of the

Rites. I would recommend picking 3-5 Rites that the

instructor is willing to teach, and allowing the players to

pick from that list.

Rite Rank and Rarity Comparison
Rank Spell Level Magic Item Rarity Level Range

1 1st Common 1-4

2 2nd Uncommon 5-8

3 3rd Rare 9-12

4 4th Very Rare 13-16

5 5th Legendary 17-20

Reading a riteReading a rite

Name of RiteName of Rite
Rank of Rite • Keywords (How often the Rite recharges)

Rite text. This section describes the activation

requirements and mechanical benefits of the Rite.

Flavor text. This section describes how the Rite appears in

the world

How often the Rite recharges
Turn. The Rite recharges at the start of your turn.

Short. The Rite recharges after a short or long rest.

Long. The Rite recharges after a long rest.

"As an action / bonus action / When
X happens,…"
Whenever a rite starts with one of these, it means
that you are using your action, bonus action, or
some other trigger to activate the Rite. If another
creature must use it's an action to do something, it
will always appear later. If a rite doesn't require an
action or bonus action to activate, it will list a
different trigger, such as, "When you hit a
creature...". If a Rite requires you to use your
reaction, it will specify it after the trigger, for
example: “When an enemy damages an ally you can
see within 25 feet of you, you can use your
reaction to…"

Rites and Wizard Schools
All Rites have magic schools listed as keywords.
When a Wizard is learning a Rite, I allow that
school's Savant class feature to apply to learning
these Rites. So if a rites has the Evocation keyword,
then an Evocation Wizard could learn that Rites in
half the time for half the cost (when using the
training method). It is up to you how much you
want Rites to act as spells. I personally, make them
susceptible to anti-magic and counterspell, so that
they aren't an always "better" option. This also
makes Martial Exploits feel different, since those
are not magical at all.
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New Rules & TermsNew Rules & Terms
ConditionsConditions
BleedingBleeding
Bleeding is a new condition. A creature that is bleeding takes

the listed amount of damage (usually a die amount) at the

beginning of its turn. Bleeding can be stopped by a using an

action to make a DC 15 Wisdom (Medicine) check or through

the application of any effect that allows the creature to regain

hit points.

GMs can choose to have bleed damage stack with itself or

not, depending on the type of campaign they wish to play.

Variant: A bleeding creature can make a DC 15
Constitution saving throw at the end of each of its
turns, ending the bleeding on a success.

DazedDazed
This is a new condition that means a creature may not take

reactions, and on its turn, it can use either an action or a

bonus action, not both. Regardless of the creature’s abilities

or magic items, it can’t make more than one melee or ranged

attack during its turn.

RulesRules
MarkedMarked
This is the variant rule presented on page 271 of the

Dungeons Masters Guide. When a creature marks a target,

the mark lasts until the end of the attacker’s next turn unless

specified otherwise, and any opportunity attack it makes

against the marked target has advantage. The opportunity

attack doesn’t expend the attacker’s reaction, but the attacker

can’t make the attack if anything, such as the incapacitated

condition or the shocking grasps spell, is preventing it from

taking reactions. The attacker is limited to one opportunity

attack per turn.

Saving ThrowsSaving Throws
Some Rites require your target to make a saving throw to

resist its effects. The saving throw DC is calculated as

follows:

Rite Save DC = 8 + your proficiency bonus +

your Intelligence or Charisma modifier (your choice)

Attacking ObjectsAttacking Objects
With your DM's permission, you can use a rite to target an

object when it would normally target a creature.

AbjurationAbjuration
Abjuration Rites are protective in nature, though some of

them have aggressive uses. They create magical barriers,

negate harmful effects, harm trespassers, or banish creatures

to other planes of existence. Abjuration Rites gain the

benefits of a Wizard’s Abjuration Savant class feature.

BestialBestial
Bestial Rites often transmogrify part of your body to gain

some sort of teeth, claws, or armored hide. They can be used

while using the Wild Shape ability and while polymorphed by

another effect. If they trigger off of a weapon, a creature’s

natural weapons will suffice. If a bestial rite has the Focus

keyword and you are Wild Shaped or polymorphed, it is

fulfilled if the focus has been absorbed into your body as part

of that transformation.

CharmCharm
A charm Rite controls a creature's actions in some way. This

control is often represented by the creature being forced to

attack its ally or being subjected to the dominated condition.

This keyword is mostly used to identify which Rites ally to

creatures that are resistant or immune to charm effects.

ConjurationConjuration
Rites that have the conjuration keyword create conjurations,

objects or creatures of magical energy. Conjuration Rites

gain the benefits of a Wizard’s Conjuration Savant class

feature. A conjuration you create uses these rules, unless a

rite description says otherwise;

Occupies no Spaces: The conjuration can be moved

through by allies and enemies alike, and movement can

end in its space.

Unaffected by the Environment: Terrain and

environmental phenomena have no effect on the

conjuration. For example, a conjuration that is an icy hand

functions in an inferno without penalty. The conjuration

does not need to be supported by a solid surface, so it can

float in the air.

Your Defenses: Normally, a conjuration cannot be

attacked or physically affected. If a conjuration can be

attacked or physically affected, it uses your saving throw

modifiers and its AC is 10 + the Rites rank + your

spellcasting ability modifier. Unless an attack specifically

targets conjurations, only the attack’s damage (not

including ongoing effects) affects the conjuration.

Attacking with a Conjuration: If you can attack with a

conjuration, you make the attack, or it uses your saving

throw DC. You determine line of sight normally, but you

determine line of effect from the conjuration.

Movable Conjurations: If the Rite you use to create a

conjuration allows you to move it, it’s a movable

conjuration. At the end of your turn, the movable

conjuration ends if you are not within range of at least 1

space it’s in (using the Rite’s range) or if you don’t have

line of effect to at least 1 space it’s in.

When you move a conjuration, you can’t move it through a

solid obstacle.

Death Ends: If you die, the conjuration ends immediately.
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DivinationDivination
Rites with the divination keyword reveal information,

whether in the form of secrets long forgotten, glimpses of the

future, the locations of hidden things, the truth behind

illusions, or visions of distant people or places. Divination

Rites gain the benefits of a Wizard’s Divination Savant class

feature.

EnchantmentEnchantment
Enchantment Rites alter creatures’ emotions, thoughts, and

actions, including beguiling onlookers, terrifying foes, and

encouraging allies. Enchantment Rites gain the benefits of a

Wizard’s Enchantment Savant class feature.

EvocationEvocation
Evocation Rites bring various magical effects into being,

including explosions, rays of magical energy, and lingering

environmental effects. This is the most widely practiced

school of magic. Scholars have various theories about the

connection, if any, between this school of magic and primal

Rites, which are sometimes called rites. Both evocation Rites

and primal rites involves calling on magical energy in the

cosmos. Evocation Rites draw on the very fabric of existence,

whereas primal rites call on the spirits found throughout the

world. Evocation Rites gain the benefits of a Wizard’s

Evocation Savant class feature.

FamiliarFamiliar
Familiar Rites require you to have an active familiar like that

summoned by the find familiar spell in order to gain the Rites

effects, unless otherwise specified in the Rites description.

FearFear
A fear Rite inspires fright. This fright is often represented by

a creature being forced to move, taking a penalty to attack

rolls, or granting advantage on attack rolls. Creatures

immune to fear effects will be immune to parts of a rite, if not

the whole thing.

FocusFocus
A focus normally refers to a spellcasting focus, items wielded

by certain characters to channel their magical abilities. Your

class description or a special feature tells you which focuses

you can wield, if any. Any Rite that has the focus keyword

essentially has the material component requirement of a

spellcasting focus. Rites count as spells for the purpose of

spellcasting foci that increase spell save DCs and spell attack

rolls.

HexHex
To use a rite with the hex keyword, you must know either the

hex spell, possess the "Hexblade's Curse" class feature, or

any similar effect with DM approval.

IllusionIllusion
An illusion Rite deceives the mind or the senses. Illusions

often obstruct vision or redirect attacks. If an illusion Rite

deals damage, the damage itself is not an illusion. Illusion

Rites gain the benefits of a Wizard’s Illusion Savant class

feature.

NecromancyNecromancy
Necromancy Rites generally deal with the forces of life and

death. Necromancy is actually made up of two schools,

necromancy being the more commonly known one, but also

nethermancy. Nethermancy magic focuses more of the

negative energy that permeates realms like the Shadowfell.

Necromancy Rites gain the benefits of a Wizard’s

Necromancy Savant class feature.

OffensiveOffensive
You can only activate one Rite per turn with the “Offensive”

keyword. This is intended to prevent stacking damage dealing

Rites on a single trigger, and to prevent offensive Rites from

triggering off of each other.

Variant: Offensive could also be limited to once per
round, depending on if you want to make players
choose between using an offensive Rite to attack,
or hold back and be able to activate an offensive
Rite during a reaction.

PolymorphPolymorph
Polymorph powers change a target’s physical form in some

way. You use these rules when you’re affected by a polymorph

Rite;

One Polymorph at a Time: If you are affected by more

than one polymorph effect, only the most recent one has

any effect. The other effect remain on you and their

durations expire as normal, but those effects don’t apply.

However, when the most recent effect ends, the next most

recent one that is still active applies to you.

Changing Size: If a polymorph effect reduces your size,

you do not provoke opportunity attacks for leaving spaces

as you shrink.

If a polymorph effect makes you too large to fit in the

available space, the effect fails against you, but you are

stunned. While stunned in this way, you can make a

Constitution saving throw at the end of each of your turns,

ending the effect on a success. For example, if you are

crawling through a narrow tunnel and a polymorph effect

tries to turn you into a creature that is too large for the

tunnel, the effect fails, but you are stunned until you save.

Death Ends: If you die, polymorph effects end on you

immediately.

RagingRaging
A raging rite allows you to enter a rage specified in the rite. A

rage lasts until you enter a new rage, or any of the other

conditions specified in the Barbarian’s Rage class feature.

These rites can be activated while in a Barbarian Rage and

stack with the normal rage effects.

Skill or ToolSkill or Tool
When an exploit has a Skill or Tool tag, you must be

proficient in that skill or tool to activate the exploit. If it

requires a tool, you must have the tool on hand.
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SpiritSpirit
When a rite has the "Spirit" keyword, you must have a spirit

companion present in the encounter, either with the Call

Spirit Companion Rank 1 Rite, or with a similar class

feature, like the Shepard Druid’s Spirit Bond or a familiar.

StanceStance
When a rite has the "Stance" keyword, the stance lasts for 1

minute, until you are knocked unconscious, or until you enter

another stance. You can end a stance on your turn (no action

required).

The DM might also decide that certain environmental

phenomena, such as a wave crashing over you while you’re on

a storm-tossed ship, could require you to succeed on a DC 10

Constitution saving throw to maintain your stance.

SummoningSummoning
Rites that have the summoning keyword bring creatures from

elsewhere, often other planes, to serve you in a variety of

ways. Unless the summoning Rite states otherwise, the

summoned creature lasts for 1 hour and then disappears. As

a bonus action, you can dismiss the summoned creature.

SusceptibilitySusceptibility
Being susceptible to a damage type means you take extra

damage from that damage type. If you have a 1d6

susceptibility to fire, then any time you take fire damage, you

take an additional 1d6 fire damage.

TransmutationTransmutation
A transmutation Rite magically transforms its target in some

way, changing the target’s form, composition, or both.

Damage caused by such a rite is usually the result of the

trauma brought about by the transformation. Transmutation

Rites sometimes cause such extensive changes that they are

also polymorph Rites, but the Rite might also keep a target’s

form intact. For instance, a transmutation Rite that slows a

creature by turning its feet to stone is not subjecting the

creature to a polymorph effect. The creature’s original form

remains, though the material of its body has been altered.

Transmutation Rites gain the benefits of a Wizard’s

Transmutation Savant class feature.

UtilityUtility
Utility Rites are generally buffs for the user or their allies,

and generally don't interact with enemies in any way.

Sometimes these Rites have no combat application at all.

WeaponWeapon
Weapon Rites apply any special properties of that weapon to

the Rite. If the Rite requires a saving throw, you can apply

your weapon’s enhancement bonus to the save DC, and any

special on hit effects of your magic weapon apply on a failed

save, such as dealing extra fire damage, or causing a bleeding

wound.

Teleportation Effects and Rules

Instantaneous: Teleportation is instantaneous.
The target disappears and immediately appears
in the destination space you choose. The
movement is unhindered by intervening
creatures, objects, or terrain.
Destination Space: The destination of the
teleportation must be an unoccupied space that
the target can occupy without squeezing. If
arriving in the destination space would cause
the target to fall or if that space is hindering
terrain, the target can make a saving throw. On
a save, the teleportation is negated.
Line of Sight: You must have line of Sight to the
destination space.
No Reactions: The target doesn't provoke
opportunity attacks for leaving its starting
position.
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TermsTerms
“Attacks and abilities”“Attacks and abilities”
This wording refers to pretty much any damaging effect

originating from you. So, a damage dealing attack, ability,

spell, or Rite would fall under this, but throwing someone off

of a cliff would not count since it's gravity doing the damage.

Charging AttackCharging Attack
If a rite refers to a charging attack and you don't have rules

for that in your game. Consider using the following:

Charging Attack. As an action, move up to your speed and

make a melee weapon attack, with advantage, against a

creature within reach. All attack rolls against you have

advantage until the start of your next turn.

Spending Hit DiceSpending Hit Dice
When a rite has you "spend a hit die" it will always specify

what the benefit is. The benefit is often to recover hit points,

but not always. If you are recovering hit points using a hit die,

it is just like during a short rest. You roll your die and add

your Constitution modifier. This means you do no regain hit

points for spending hit dice unless the effect tells you to do

so.

Some Rites will reference "as if you had spent a hit die"

which refers to rolling the die and adding your Constitution

modifier without actually needing to expend the die. These

effects can be used even if you have no hit dice remaining.

RiteRite
Drawing on magical energy that permeates the cosmos, the

Primal power source can be used for a variety of effects, from

fireballs to flight to invisibility. Wizards and Warlocks are

examples of Primal magic users. Primal powers are called

Rites.

Lesser HexLesser Hex
A *"lesser hex" acts just like the hex spell except that it does

not require concentration, does not cause a penalty on an

ability checks, and only lasts for 1 minute or until the target is

reduced to 0 hit points.

Movement and Safe MovementMovement and Safe Movement
When a rite allows you to move, this is normally in addition to

any other movement on your turn. Unless specified

otherwise, this bonus movement is only available as part of

the Rite. Meaning, if a rite allows you to move 20 feet, you

must use that movement then, you can’t use 10 feet and save

the other 10 feet for later.

If a rite allows you to safely move, jump, fly, etc., it means

the movement does not provoke opportunity attacks. The

disengage action is another example of safe movement. The

Sentinel feat interacts with safe movement in the same way it

interacts with the disengage action.
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Converting Rites into SpellsConverting Rites into Spells

This section will be a rough outline on how to convert the

Rites into normal spells. I'll give a sample spell block with

descriptions of where to find the info you need for each field. I

will then give examples of various kinds of Rites being

converted. Hopfully, you will be able to deduce your own

conversions from the examples.

SampleSample
This is based on the Rank and keywords

Casting Time: This is usually the first thing in the mechanics

block

Range: Often found within the first two sentenses

Components: When it doubt use V, S, M (a spellcasting

focus), but this can easily change based on how you

envision the Rite interacts with the world. If it is just

speaking, this might only require a verbal component.

Duration: If the effect is resolved right away it's

"Instantaneous", by the end of the next round is "1 round"

and anything longer should be "Concentration, up to X

minute/s"

This can be a mix of flavor text and mechanics, but I find it's

simple enough to just list the flavor followed by the

mechanics.

All-Encompassing NatureAll-Encompassing Nature
Rank 1 Rite • Divination, Nature, Utility (Short)

When you would make an ability check that benefits from

proficiency in Arcana or Religion, you can apply your

proficiency in Nature instead.

Your view of nature is broader than most, expanding your

knowledge.

All-Encompassing NatureAll-Encompassing Nature
1st-level divination

Casting Time: 1 reaction, which you take when you make an

ability check that benefits from proficiency in Arcana or

Religion.

Range: Self

Components: V

Duration: Instantaneous

Your view of nature is broader than most, expanding your

knowledge, allowing you to apply your proficiency in Nature

on the triggering ability check instead of Arcana or Religion.

Aspect of the Primeval BearAspect of the Primeval Bear
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one Large

or smaller creature within your reach. On a hit, the target

takes slashing damage equal to 1d10 + your spellcasting

ability modifier, and it is grappled by you.

In addition, for 1 minute, you gain a +1d4 bonus to melee

damage rolls.

You assume the form of the primeval bear, a monstrous

creature of great strength and savagery.

Aspect of the Primeval BearAspect of the Primeval Bear
1st-level transmutation

Casting Time: 1 action

Range: Touch

Components: S, M (a spellcasting focus)

Duration: Concentration, up to 1 minute

You assume the form of the primeval bear, a monstrous

creature of great strength and savagery. Make a melee spell

attack against one creature within range. On a hit, the target

takes slashing damage equal to 1d10 + your spellcasting

ability modifier, and it is grappled by you.

Until the spell ends, you also gain a +1d4 bonus to melee

damage rolls.

Always Falling RageAlways Falling Rage
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and you

knock the target prone. Additionally, you enter the rage of the

Always Falling spirit. Until the rage ends, when one of your

allies hits an enemy within 5 feet of you, you can safely move

up to 10 feet (no action required).

The fury of the waterfall and the relentless push of the

waters propels you past any defenses.

Always Falling RageAlways Falling Rage
1st-level transmutation

Casting Time: 1 bonus action

Range: Self

Components: V

Duration: Concentration, up to 1 minute

The fury of the waterfall and the relentless push of the waters

propels you past any defenses. Until the spell ends, when one

of your allies hits an enemy within 5 feet of you, you can move

up to 10 feet (no action required). This movement does not

provoke opportunity attacks.

Once before the spell ends, when you hit a creature with a

melee attack using a weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10

damage, and you can knock the target prone.
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Battering ClawsBattering Claws
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one or two

creatures within your reach. On a hit, the target takes

slashing damage equal to 1d6 + your spellcasting ability

modifier, and it must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or

you can move the target up to 10 feet.

You fall upon your foes like a thunderbolt, hurling them

aside with a series of ferocious attacks.

Battering ClawsBattering Claws
1st-level transmutation

Casting Time: 1 action

Range: Touch

Components: S, M (a spellcasting focus)

Duration: Instantaneous

You fall upon your foes like a thunderbolt, hurling them aside

with a series of ferocious attacks. Make a melee spell attack

against one or two creatures within your reach. On a hit, the

target takes slashing damage equal to 1d6 + your spellcasting

ability modifier, and it must make a Dexterity saving throw.

On a failed save, you can move the target up to 10 feet.

Bear’s StrengthBear’s Strength
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose yourself or one ally you can see

within 5 feet. The target gains the following benefits for 8

hours.

+1d4 bonus to Strength based damage rolls

+2 bonus to Strength ability checks

The target’s Strength increases by 4 for the purpose of

determining carrying capacity and jumping distance.

Primal Energy surges through your ally, granting them the

strength of a wild beast.

Bear’s StrengthBear’s Strength
1st-level transmutation

Casting Time: 1 bonus action

Range: 5 feet

Components: V, S

Duration: 8 hours

Primal Energy surges through your ally, granting them the

strength of a wild beast. Choose yourself or one ally you can

see within 5 feet. The target gains the following benefits for 8

hours.

+1d4 bonus to Strength based damage rolls

+2 bonus to Strength ability checks

The target’s Strength increases by 4 for the purpose of

determining carrying capacity and jumping distance.

Dust Storm BindingDust Storm Binding
Rank 1 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, you target each creature within 10 feet of

your spirit companion. Each target must make a Constitution

saving throw. On a failed save, a target is blinded for 1

minute. On a successful save, a target suffers a -2 penalty to

attack rolls until the end of your next turn. A target blinded by

this rite can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its

turns, ending the effect on itself on a success.

In addition, your spirit companion disappears. The rite

creates a zone that fills a 10-foot radius centered on your

spirit companion that lasts for up to 1 minute. The zone is

heavily obscured, and any enemy that starts its turn within

the zone takes 1d4 necrotic damage.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

Your spirit companion explodes in an obscuring cloud of

dust, sand, and silt that blinds and stings your foes.

Dust Storm BindingDust Storm Binding
1st-level transmutation

Casting Time: 1 action

Range: Within 10 feet of your spirit companion

Components: V, S, M (a spellcasting focus)

Duration: Concentration, up to 1 minute

Your spirit companion explodes in an obscuring cloud of dust,

sand, and silt that blinds and stings your foes. Each creature

within 10 feet of your spirit companion must make a

Constitution saving throw. On a failed save, a target is blinded

for 1 minute. On a successful save, a target suffers

disadvantage on attack rolls until the end of your next turn. A

target blinded by this rite can repeat the saving throw at the

end of each of its turns, ending the effect on itself on a

success.

In addition, your spirit companion disappears. The spell

creates a zone that fills a 10-foot radius centered on were

your spirit companion was that lasts until the spell ends. The

zone is heavily obscured, and any enemy that starts its turn

within the zone takes 1d4 necrotic damage.

Spell Schools

Many Rites fall under more than one spell school,
so I mostly just picked the one that seems to apply
more. You are more than welcome to change the
school keywords to something you feel is more
appropriate, or even just give them multiple
schools.
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Rank 1 RitesRank 1 Rites
All-Encompassing NatureAll-Encompassing Nature
Rank 1 Rite • Divination, Nature, Utility (Short)

When you would make an ability check that benefits from

proficiency in Arcana or Religion, you can apply your

proficiency in Nature instead.

Your view of nature is broader than most, expanding your

knowledge.

Always Falling RageAlways Falling Rage
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and you

knock the target prone. Additionally, you enter the rage of the

Always Falling spirit. Until the rage ends, when one of your

allies hits an enemy within 5 feet of you, you can safely move

up to 10 feet (no action required).

The fury of the waterfall and the relentless push of the

waters propels you past any defenses.

Aspect of the Primeval ApeAspect of the Primeval Ape
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one

creature within your reach. On a hit, the target takes

bludgeoning damage equal to 1d10 + your spellcasting ability

modifier, and it must succeed on a Strength saving throw or

be pushed up to 15 feet and knocked prone.

In addition, for 1 minute, you gain a +4 bonus to Strength

(Athletics) checks and always jump as if you had a running

start. Additionally, when you jump, the distance you jump is

not limited by your speed.

You assume the aspect of the primeval ape, a more

powerful and ancient version of the modern age.

Aspect of the Primeval BearAspect of the Primeval Bear
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one Large

or smaller creature within your reach. On a hit, the target

takes slashing damage equal to 1d10 + your spellcasting

ability modifier, and it is grappled by you.

In addition, for 1 minute, you gain a +1d4 bonus to melee

damage rolls.

You assume the form of the primeval bear, a monstrous

creature of great strength and savagery.

Aspect of the Primeval BoarAspect of the Primeval Boar
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one

creature within your reach. On a hit, the target takes piercing

damage equal to 1d10 + your spellcasting ability modifier,

and you can move the target up to 5 feet.

In addition, for 1 minute, you gain a +1d6 bonus to the

damage rolls of charging attacks.

When you use this rite as part of a charging attack, you do

not grant advantage on attack rolls against yourself as part of

the charge.

You assume the form of the primeval bear, a tusked

creature who hunts in the darkest of primeval forests

Aspect of the Sprinting ElkAspect of the Sprinting Elk
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you assume the aspect of the Sprinting

Elk for 1 minute. While you are in this aspect, your speed

increases by 20 feet, but you cannot attack, cast spells,

manipulate objects, or activate any magic items. Once on

each of your turns until this rite ends, you can Dash as a

bonus action.

Your form shifts as you assume the aspect of a great elk

and quickly bound away.

Assistance of the Strong SpiritAssistance of the Strong Spirit
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Spirit, Utility (Turn)

As an action, choose one ally or object that is within 5 feet

of your spirit companion while your spirit companion is

within 100 feet of you. You can move the target up to half

your speed, and your spirit companion moves along with it,

ending in a space within 5 feet of the target.

You grant your spirit companion the mass and leverage it

needs to drag a companion to saftey.

Avalanche StrikeAvalanche Strike
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 + 2 damage, and

until the end of your next turn, you suffer a -2 penalty to AC

and saving throws.

You drop your guard and put all your strength into a

devastating overhead swing.

Batter DownBatter Down
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and you

knock the target prone.

You hammer your enemy, knocking it to the ground before

you.

Battering ClawsBattering Claws
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one or two

creatures within your reach. On a hit, the target takes

slashing damage equal to 1d6 + your spellcasting ability

modifier, and it must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or

you can move the target up to 10 feet.

You fall upon your foes like a thunderbolt, hurling them

aside with a series of ferocious attacks.

Bear’s StrengthBear’s Strength
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose yourself or one ally within 5 feet.

The target gains the following benefits for 8 hours.

+1d4 bonus to Strength based damage rolls

+2 bonus to Strength ability checks

The target’s Strength increases by 4 for the purpose of

determining carrying capacity and jumping distance.

Primal Energy surges through your ally, granting them the

strength of a wild beast.
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Blade SweepBlade Sweep
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and each

enemy within 5 feet of you takes 1d4 damage of the same

type as your weapon.

Though the fury of your attack is directed at a single foe, no

nearby enemy is spared your wrath.

Blessing of the Seven WindsBlessing of the Seven Winds
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet. The target must make a Strength saving throw. On a

failed save, the target takes 2d10 bludgeoning damage, and

you can move it up to 10 feet. On a successful save, the target

takes half as much damage.

In addition, a zone of swirling winds fills a 10-foot radius

centered on the target that lasts for 1 minute. As a bonus

action, you can move the zone up to 25 feet. At the end of this

movement, you can move each creature in the zone up to 5

feet.

You call on the spirits of the seven winds. They roar over

the battlefield, knocking aside a foe and sending other

enemies sprawling.

Blood Bear RageBlood Bear Rage
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and you

knock the target prone. Additionally, you enter the rage of the

Blood Bear. Until the rage ends, you gain a +4 bonus to ability

checks to grapple a target. If an enemy starts its turn

grappled by you, it takes damage equal to your unarmed

strike.

You strike, then call on the spirit of the blood bear, drawing

on its great strength and crushing grip to destroy your foes.

Blood StrikeBlood Strike
Rank 1 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, or an extra

3d10 damage if you or the target is bloodied.

Blood calls to blood. Your pain and your enemy’s give

strength to your assault.

Bloodhunt RageBloodhunt Rage
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and enter

the rage of the Bloodhunt. Until the rage ends, you gain a

+1d4 bonus to melee damage rolls while either you or your

target is bloodied.

Your rage surges up from the depths of your pain to bring

pain to the wounded.

BloodlettingBloodletting
Rank 1 Rite • Divination, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, or 3d10

damage if the target is bloodied.

Your powerful attack is meant to finish off a wounded foe.

Bloodseeker’s RageBloodseeker’s Rage
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and enter

the rage of the Bloodseeker. Until the rage ends, enemies

provoke opportunity attacks from you whenever they leave a

space within 5 feet of you, even if they took the Disengage

action before moving.

As you strike, flashes of spectral teeth and blood-red hide

reveal the bloodseeker drake predator spirit that inspires

your rage.

Bloodthirsty ResurgenceBloodthirsty Resurgence
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Short)

When you allow yourself to regain hit points, you can

choose any number of creatures within 10 feet of you who

can see or hear you. Each target gains 1d4 temporary hit

points.

When you call upon your hidden reserves, you evoke the

same new will in your allies.

Bonds of the ClanBonds of the Clan
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

As a reaction, when an ally you can see within 50 feet of

you takes damage, you and the triggering ally each take half

of the damage.

You take on a portion of your ally’s injury.

Bounding StrideBounding Stride
Rank 1 Rite • Necromancy, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you move up to your speed + 10 feet, or

your speed + 30 feet if you are bloodied.

You lope across the battlefield, your wounds fueling your

stride.

Bramble AllyBramble Ally
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a ranged spell attack against one

creature within 25 feet. On a hit, the target takes 2d10

piercing damage, and until the end of your next turn, any

enemy that starts its turn within 5 feet of your spirit

companion must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or have

its speed reduced to 0 until the end of that turn.

You hurl brambles from the spirit world at your enemy and

then cause them to sprout from your spirit companion,

limiting the movement of nearby enemies.
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Breath of ChaosBreath of Chaos
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures in a 10-foot cube originating from

you, with a separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your

attack deals an extra 1d6 damage, and you can move the

target up to 5 feet. If the target is marked by you, it takes an

additional 1d6 damage.

In addition, you become insubstantial until the start of your

next turn, and you can safely move up to your speed to any

unoccupied space within 5 feet of the cube.

While insubstantial you gain the following benefits:

Damage resistance to acid, cold, fire, lightning, thunder;

bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing damage from

nonmagical weapons.

Immunity to being grappled, paralyzed, petrified, and

restrained.

An upward sweep of your weapon summons the breath of

chaos to gust through your enemies’ ranks as your form fades

slightly.

Bridge of RootsBridge of Roots
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you conjure a zone of roots that fill a 15-

foot radius sphere centered on a point you can see within 50

feet of you. At least one space of the zone must be on a solid

surface, and they last for 1 minute. You and your allies can

ignore difficult and blocking terrain in the zone. In addition,

any portion of a pit, chasm, or similar feature within the zone

becomes safe, passable ground.

As a bonus action, you can move the zone up to 25 feet,

keeping at least one space on a solid surface at all times.

The primal energy you draw from the ground calls forth a

churning mass of great roots that can cover even the most

dangerous ground.

Brutal SlamBrutal Slam
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or be pushed

up to 10 feet and knocked prone. After the saving throw, one

enemy of your choice within 5 feet of the target must succeed

on a Constitution saving throw or take 1d10 + 2 bludgeoning

damage.

Your forceful blow pushes your foe into one of its

companions.

Burrowing ShotBurrowing Shot
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage.

Additionally, the first time the target makes an attack before

the end of your next turn, the target and each enemy within 5

feet of it takes 1d4 piercing damage.

Beetles burrow into your enemy’s flesh, erupting to attack

nearby foes when your target makes an aggressive action.

Burst of Earth’s FuryBurst of Earth’s Fury
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

1d6 damage, and until the end of your next turn, the target

cannot safely move or benefit from the Disengage action.

You slam your weapon into the ground, causing the earth to

toss and churn as if from an earthquake.

Call Faerie GuardianCall Faerie Guardian
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you conjure a faerie guardian in an

unoccupied space within 25 feet. The faerie lasts for 1

minute or until you dismiss it as a bonus action. As a bonus

action, you can move the faerie up to 25 feet. Whenever you

mark a target, one enemy within 5 feet of your faerie

guardian also becomes marked by you until the end of your

next turn.

A bright light answers your call and heralds the faerie

guardian’s arrival. The diminutive warrior flutters near your

foe while worrying it with feints and strikes.

Call Forth the Spirit PackCall Forth the Spirit Pack
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, target one or two creatures you can see

within 25 feet of you. Each target must succeed on a

Dexterity saving throw or take 2d6 slashing damage and be

knocked prone. If the target is marked by one of your allies,

the target takes an extra 1d6 damage.

Spectral wolves leap forth to knock your enemies down.
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Call Spirit CompanionCall Spirit Companion
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Turn)

As a bonus action, you conjure a Medium spirit companion

in an unoccupied space you can see within 100 feet. The

spirit lasts until you fall unconscious or until you dismiss it as

a bonus action. The spirit is friendly to you and your allies

and occupies its space. On each of your turns, you can

mentally command the spirit to move up to 30 feet.

The spirit can be targeted by attacks, spells, and effects,

though it lacks hit points. The spirit uses your AC and saving

throws. If the spirit takes damage from a single source equal

to 10 + your level or higher, the spirit disappears, and you

take damage equal to 5 + one-half your level. Otherwise, the

spirit is unaffected by the damage.

Each time you use this rite, you choose the form your spirit

companion takes:

Elemental Spirit. Your allies gain a +1 bonus to saving

throws while within 5 feet of your spirit companion. In

addition, if your spirit companion is not present at the

start of your turn, you can summon it once during that

turn (no action required).

Protector Spirit. Any ally within 5 feet of your spirit

companion regains additional hit points equal to your

proficiency bonus when they spend any number of hit dice

at the end of a short rest or when you allow them to regain

hit points.

Stalker Spirit. Any ally within 5 feet of your spirit

companion gains a bonus to damage rolls against

bloodied enemies equal to your proficiency bonus.

Watcher Spirit. Enemies within 5 feet of your spirit

companion can’t gain cover from other creatures.

World Speaker Spirit. Any ally who provokes an

opportunity attack from an enemy within 5 feet of your

companion spirit gains a bonus to AC and saving throws

against that attack equal to your proficiency bonus.

Your soul reaches out to your spirit friend, which faithfully

appears at your side.

Call the CrowsCall the Crows
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 10-foot radius

sphere centered on a point within 50 feet of you. Each target

must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take 2d6 force

damage.

The sphere creates a zone that lasts until the end of your

next turn. Any creature that enters the zone or ends its turn

there takes 1d4 force damage.

With a shrieking hiss of wings, a ghostly flock of crows

descends on your enemies.

Call to the Ancestral WarriorCall to the Ancestral Warrior
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 2d10 slashing damage, and until the

end of your next turn, you and your allies gain a +2 bonus to

AC and saving throws while within 5 feet of your spirit

companion.

Your spirit companion channels a mighty ancestor spirit as

it attacks your foe and bolsters your allies’ defenses.

Call to the Ancestral DefenderCall to the Ancestral Defender
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 2d10 slashing damage, and until the

end of your next turn, you and your allies gain a +1d4 bonus

to melee damage rolls.

Your spirit companion lashes out in a savage attack, filling

your allies with ferocity.

Call to the Savage ElderCall to the Savage Elder
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 2d10 bludgeoning damage, and

until the end of your next turn, you and your allies gain a +4

bonus to AC and saving throws against opportunity attacks

when leaving a space within 5 feet of your spirit companion.

Your view of nature is broader than most, expanding your

knowledge.

Capturing JawsCapturing Jaws
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 2d10 piercing damage, and its

speed is reduced to 0 until the end of your next turn.

Additionally, until the end of your next turn, your allies gain

advantage on melee attack rolls against enemies within 5 feet

of your spirit companion.

Your spirit companion catches your enemy in its jaws,

holding it steady for your allies’ strikes.

Cat’s GraceCat’s Grace
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose yourself or one ally within 5 feet.

The target gains a +2 bonus to Dexterity ability checks and

saving throws for 8 hours.

You imbue an ally with the quick reflexes and fast strike of

the jungle cat.

Certain ThreatCertain Threat
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 2d10 piercing damage, and the

target is marked by your spirit companion until the end of

your next turn or until your spirit companion disappears.

While marked by your spirit companion, the target suffers a

-3 penalty to attack rolls against targets other than your spirit

companion.

With a snarl and a savage lunge, your spirit companion

draws and holds the attention of a foe.
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Claws of the EagleClaws of the Eagle
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Offensive, Spirit (Turn)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 5 feet

of your spirit companion. One ally within 5 feet of your spirit

companion or within 15 feet of you can use their reaction to

make a weapon attack against the target. On a hit, the target

suffers the attack’s normal effects, and attack rolls against it

have advantage until the end of your next turn.

Your spirit companion swoops down on your foe, causing it

to neglect its defenses for a short time.

Cleansing Wind of the NorthCleansing Wind of the North
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

in a 25-foot cone originating from you. Each target must

make a Strength saving throw. A target takes 2d6 cold

damage on a failed save, or half as much damage on a

success.

In addition, each ally in the cone can make a saving throw

with a +5 bonus against one effect that a save can end.

You call on the spirits of the frigid north to bite into your

enemies and to carry away your allies’ ills.

Close to the KillClose to the Kill
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Bestial, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against a creature

within 5 feet. On a hit, the target takes slashing damage equal

to 1d10 + your spellcasting ability modifier. If the target is

bloodied or reduced to 0 hit points by this attack, you gain

temporary hit points equal to half your level + 2.

This close to the kill, your instincts take over.

Combat SprintCombat Sprint
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you move up to your speed + 20 feet.

Additionally, you gain a +4 bonus to AC and saving throws

against opportunity attacks you provoke during this

movement.

Having saved a bit of strength for just this moment, you

burst across the battlefield.

CondensationCondensation
Rank 1 Rite • Spirit, Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose one ally within 25 feet of your

spirit companion. Your spirit companion disappears, and

fuses with the target for 10 minutes or until you conjure your

spirit companion again. While fused, the target gains

resistance to fire damage, and regains 1d4 hit points at the

start of each of their turns if they have at least 1 hit point.

Moisture gathers in the air around your spirit companion

as you fuse its form with one of your allies to provide healing

and a protective barrier against the elements.

Conjure LightningConjure Lightning
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 10-foot radius

sphere centered on a point you can see within 50 feet of you.

Each target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take

2d6 lightning damage.

The sphere creates a zone of rumbling thunder that lasts

until the end of your next turn. While within the zone, your

enemies suffer a -2 penalty to attack rolls, and any enemy that

leaves the zone takes 1d4 thunder damage.

Bolts of lightning spear your foes as thunder rumbles

around them, distracting them and threatening to blast them

if they move away.

Cull the HerdCull the Herd
Rank 1 Rite • Charm, Enchantment, Bestial, Focus, Offensive

(Short)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet who can see you. The target must succeed on a

Charisma saving throw or take 2d10 psychic damage, and be

pulled up to 15 feet.

Your feral glare rends your foe’s mind with a sense of doom

and drags that foe toward your claws.

Daring ChargeDaring Charge
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage.

If you use this rite as part of a charging attack, you gain the

following benefits:

You do not grant advantage on attack rolls against yourself

as part of the charge.

You gain a +2 bonus to the attack roll and damage roll of

the charging attack.

You gain a +4 bonus to AC against any opportunity attack

provoked during your charge.

You leap forward and charge your foes. Those who try to

strike you as you charge ahead only embolden your attack.

Darting BiteDarting Bite
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one or two

creatures within 5 feet of you. On a hit, the target takes

piercing damage equal to 1d6 + your spellcasting ability

modifier. If at least one of the attacks hits, you can safely

move up to 10 feet.

With quickness and cunning, you bite your enemies and

dodge to avoid a counterattack.

Desperate FuryDesperate Fury
Rank 1 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and until

the end of your next turn, each time you miss with a melee

attack using a weapon, you can choose to take 5 necrotic

damage and reroll the attack using the second result. The

damage you take from this rite ignores resistances and

immunities.

Even if it kills you, you’ll accept nothing less than a solid

hit.
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Dust EddyDust Eddy
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you become lightly obscured and you

gain a 5-foot aura until the end of your next turn. Any enemy

that ends its turn in the aura is blinded until the end of your

next turn.

You surround yourself with a violent swirl of wind that fills

the air with dust and debris.

Dust Storm BindingDust Storm Binding
Rank 1 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, you target each creature within 10 feet of

your spirit companion. Each target must make a Constitution

saving throw. On a failed save, a target is blinded for 1

minute. On a successful save, a target suffers a -2 penalty to

attack rolls until the end of your next turn. A target blinded by

this rite can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its

turns, ending the effect on itself on a success.

In addition, your spirit companion disappears. The rite

creates a zone that fills a 10-foot radius centered on your

spirit companion that lasts for up to 1 minute. The zone is

heavily obscured, and any enemy that starts its turn within

the zone takes 1d4 necrotic damage.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

Your spirit companion explodes in an obscuring cloud of

dust, sand, and silt that blinds and stings your foes.

Earth RootsEarth Roots
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, target each creature in a 10-foot radius

sphere of roots centered on a point on the ground within 50

feet of you. Each target must succeed on a Strength saving

throw or take 2d6 bludgeoning damage.

The sphere creates a zone of writhing roots that lasts for

up to 1 minute. You must concentrate on this rite as if

concentrating on a spell. Any enemy that starts its turn within

the zone has its speed reduced by 10 feet until the end of its

next turn. As a bonus action on each of your turns, you can

move one enemy within 10 feet of the zone up to 10 feet to a

space within it.

Roots erupt at your command, lashing and grasping at your

enemies.

Earth SpikesEarth Spikes
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, the target takes an extra 1d10 damage, and until the

end of your next turn, the target’s space and each space

within 5 feet of it are filled with spikes. Any enemy that enters

this spike-filled area or starts its turn there takes 1d4

piercing damage.

The earth rises in concert with your attack, driving sharp

spikes of wood and stone up toward your foe even as your

weapon slams down.

Earthgrasp StrikeEarthgrasp Strike
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and you

knock the target prone. The target can’t stand up until the

end of your next turn, and the first time the target stands up

within the next minute, it takes 1d4 + 2 bludgeoning damage.

The primal power of earth courses through your weapon

and slams your foe to the ground, where rocks and roots hold

it firm.

Elk’s FortitudeElk’s Fortitude
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose yourself or one ally within 5 feet.

The target gains the following benefits for 8 hours.

1 temporary 1d10 hit dice

+2 bonus to Constitution saving throws

When on foot, your travel pace is doubled (see chapter 8

in the Player's Handbook for more information about

travel pace).

You imbue an ally with the endurance and steadfast

determination of an elk.

Encaging SpiritsEncaging Spirits
Rank 1 Rite • Necromancy, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, choose any number of creatures you can

see within 5 feet of you. Each target is pushed up to 5 feet

and its speed is reduced by 10 feet until the end of your next

turn.

The distance this rite pushes targets increases when you

reach 5th level (10 feet), 11th level (15 feet), and 17th level

(20 feet).

You call on protecting spirits to harry your foes.

Engaging PursuitEngaging Pursuit
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Spirit, Utility (Short)

As a reaction, when an enemy that started its turn within 5

feet of your spirit companion ends its movement in a space

not within 5 feet of your spirit companion, you can move your

spirit companion to a space within 5 feet of the triggering

enemy.

Your spirit companion follows your enemies closely,

preventing them from escaping your wrath.

Entangling RootsEntangling Roots
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you create a zone of roots that fills a 15-

foot radius circle centered on a point on the ground you can

see within 50 feet. The ground in the zone becomes difficult

terrain for your enemies and lasts for 1 minute. When any

enemy makes a charging attack, its movement cannot include

any space on the ground within the zone.

Thick roots emerge from the ground in response to your

command, and your foes stumble as they try to slip through

them.
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Erupting FontErupting Font
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

When you succeed on a saving throw, you can also mark

any number of creatures you can see within 25 feet of you.

This mark lasts until the end of your next turn.

As you shake off a debilitating condition, your primal might

raises your foes’ ire.

Escalating ViolenceEscalating Violence
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and choose

one ally within 25 feet of you who can see or hear you. That

ally gains a +1d4 bonus to damage rolls until the end of your

next turn.

If you take damage before the start of your next turn, you

gain a +2 bonus to your next attack roll. On a hit, your attack

deals an extra 1d10 damage.

You hack at your enemy, daring it and its companions to

incur your greater fury.

Escaping ShotEscaping Shot
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and the

target cannot take reactions until the end of your next turn.

You can then move up to 10 feet without provoking

opportunity attacks.

Brandishing your weapon, you call forth spirits to stupefy

your enemy.

Eyes of the HawkEyes of the Hawk
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you can make a Wisdom (Perception)

check that relies on sight with a +10 bonus to the roll.

You call on the primal energy in your blood, allowing you to

find your foes like a keen-eyed hawk.

Feral HarrierFeral Harrier
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, you can safely move up to 15 feet, then make

a melee spell attack against a creature within your reach. On

a hit, the target takes piercing damage equal to 1d10 + your

spellcasting ability modifier, and you can safely move up to an

additional 15 feet.

You launch yourself at your prey to tear it limb from limb.

Feral RejuvenationFeral Rejuvenation
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Long)

When you deal damage to an enemy, you can spend one hit

die to regain hit points. If the triggering damage reduced the

triggering enemy to 0 hit points, you regain additional hit

points equal to half of your level + 2.

You call upon the spirits to stitch your wounds, proudly

displaying the blood you have spilled in their names.

Ferocious TransformationFerocious Transformation
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a reaction when an enemy hits you while you aren’t

using your Wild Shape class feature and have at least 1 use

of it available, you can activate your Wild Shape and safely

move up to 5 feet. In addition, you gain advantage on attack

rolls against the triggering enemy until the end of your next

turn.

In response to an enemy’s attack, you transform into a

beast and pounce.

Fires of LifeFires of Life
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures in a 10-foot

radius sphere centered on a point you can see within 50 feet

of you. Each target must make a Dexterity saving throw. On a

failed save, a target takes 2d6 fire damage and for 1 minute

the target is set ablaze. On a successful save, the target takes

half as much damage.

While ablaze, the target can repeat the saving throw at the

start of each of its turns. On a failed save, the target takes

2d6 fire damage. On a successful save, the target is no longer

ablaze and one creature of your choice within 25 feet of the

target regains 1d4 hit points. If the target is reduced to 0 hit

points before saving against this effect, one creature of your

choice within 25 feet of the target regains 1d4 + 2 hit points.

Searing flame engulfs your foes and burns them for a time.

As each creature extinguishes the flames that burn it, healing

fire leaps to one of your allies.

Fleet PursuitFleet Pursuit
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, for 1 minute, your speed increases by 10

feet while you are Wild Shaped or polymorphed into a beast.

Your limbs propel you forward with the speed of a cheetah.

Flickering ArrowFlickering Arrow
Rank 1 Rite • Illusion, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage.

Additionally, until the end of your next turn, the target can’t

benefit from being obscured or from cover except total cover,

and enemies suffer a -2 penalty to attack rolls while within 20

feet of the target.

With a flash, primal motes of light illuminate your target

and dazzle those nearby.

Flowing SwarmFlowing Swarm
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 15-foot cone

originating from you. Each target must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or take 2d6 piercing damage.

In addition, you can safely move up to 20 feet to a space in

the cone or within 5 feet of it. During this movement, you can

move through the space of a target who failed the save. If you

do so, the target takes 1d4 poison damage.

You disperse into a cloud of insects, swarm over your

enemies, and then coalesce in a different place.
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Fog of InsectsFog of Insects
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, you target each creatures within 15 feet of

you. Each target must make a Constitution saving throw. A

target takes 2d6 piercing damage on a failed save, or half as

much damage on a success.

In addition, you gain a +1 bonus to AC and saving throws

for 1 minute.

A swarm of insects surges from you, stinging creatures all

around before swirling about you protectivly.

Form of Mountain’s ThunderForm of Mountain’s Thunder
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee weapon attack against any

number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

1d6 damage, and the target is knocked prone. After the

attacks are resolved, each enemy marked by you takes 1d4

lightning damage.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of mountain’s

thunder for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain

resistance to all damage and a +1 bonus to AC. Once per

round when you hit an enemy with a melee attack, each

enemy marked by you takes 1d4 thunder damage.

You transform to take on a protective shell of rock and

earth, shielding you and allowing you to call thunder and

lightning to strike your foes.

Form of the Dread SerpentForm of the Dread Serpent
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee weapon attack against one or

two creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate attack roll

for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 1d6

poison damage, and the target must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or be poisoned for 1 minute. While

poisoned by this rite, the target’s speed is reduced by 10 feet

and it takes 1d4 poison damage at the start of each of its

turns. The target can repeat the saving throw at the end of

each of its turns, ending the effect on itself on a success.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the dread

serpent for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain

resistance to poison damage, a +2 bonus to Dexterity saving

throws and Intelligence saving throws, and can safely move

up to 5 feet as a bonus action.

Dark scales coat your skin, allowing you to move with the

subtlety of a snake and to envenom your attack at the same

time.

Form of the Faultless TrackerForm of the Faultless Tracker
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Divination, Focus or Weapon, Offensive

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee weapon attack, your

attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and for 1 minute, the

target cannot benefit from being obscured. The target can

make a Wisdom saving throw at the end of each of its turns,

ending the effect on itself on a success.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the faultless

tracker for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain a +4

bonus to Wisdom (Perception) checks, and enemies cannot

benefit from being lightly obscured from you. In addition,

attack rolls cannot gain advantage against you or any allies

who are within 10 feet of you.

You gain the keen senses of a relentless hunter, ignoring

your foes’ attempts to conceal themselves and denying them

advantage against you and your allies.

Form of the Fearsome RamForm of the Fearsome Ram
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When you take the attack action on your turn, you can

safely move up to your speed before one of your melee

weapon attacks. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 1d10

damage, and the target must succeed on a Strength saving

throw or be pushed up to 15 feet and knocked prone. You can

then safely move into a space that must be within 5 feet of the

target.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the fearsome

ram for 1 minute. While you are in this form, your speed

increases by 10 feet, you gain a +2 bonus to the attack rolls of

Charging Attacks, and when you hit a target with a weapon

attack, you can push it up to 5 feet. If the attack already

pushes the target, the distance increases by 5 feet.

You become mightier and faster, manifesting the horns and

hooves of a ram. Your attacks push your foes around the

battlefield, and sometimes knock them prone.

Form of the Laughing KillerForm of the Laughing Killer
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Enchantment,

Offensive (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee weapon attack, your

attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and the target bleeds for

1d6 necrotic damage.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the laughing

killer for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain a +3

bonus to saving throws against charm effects and fear effects,

and your allies gain advantage on melee attack rolls against

any enemy within 5 feet of you.

Your mind guarded against assault, you take on

characteristics of a hyena, your lips curling into a cackle

sneer as you harry adjacent foes.
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Form of the Relentless PantherForm of the Relentless Panther
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When you take the attack action on your turn, you can

safely move up to your speed before one of your melee

weapon attacks. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 1d10

damage, and the target bleeds for 1d6 necrotic damage.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the relentless

panther for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain a

+2 bonus to Dexterity saving throws and Intelligence saving

throws, and a +1 bonus to attack rolls against enemies

marked by you. You can also safely move up to 10 feet as a

bonus action on each of your turns.

You take on the bestial fangs, sleek fur, and hunting grace

of a panther. You make a nimble attack, darting across the

battlefield to deal a bleeding around to one of your foes.

Form of the Swamp HunterForm of the Swamp Hunter
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee weapon attack, your

attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and the target is grappled

by you. If the target was already suffering a reduction to its

speed or it could not take reactions when you hit with the

triggering attack, it takes an extra 2d10 damage instead of

1d10.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the swamp

hunter for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you ignore

difficult terrain, gain a swim speed equal to your walking

speed, and a +2 bonus to attack rolls against creatures who

are suffering a reduction to their speed. Also, when you

reduce any enemy marked by you to 0 hit points, you can

mark one enemy within 25 feet of you until the end of your

next turn.

You take on the rough skin of a crocodile, granting you its

relentless nature and letting you pass easily through water.

Form of the Walking ConflagrationForm of the Walking Conflagration
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Evocation, Focus or Weapon, Offensive

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee weapon attack, your

attack deals an extra 1d10 fire damage, and the target must

succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or be set on fire for 1

minute. While on fire from this rite, the target takes 1d4 fire

damage at the start of each of its turns, and it cannot take

reactions. The target can repeat the saving throw at the end

of each of its turns, ending the effect on itself on a success. If

the target or a creature within 5 feet of it uses an action to

put out the flames, or if some other effect douses the flames

(such as the target being submerged in water), the effect

ends.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the walking

conflagration for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you

gain resistance to fire damage, and enemies suffer a 1d4

susceptibility to fire damage while marked by you.

Flames spring up across your body and spread until you

become living fire. Heat pours from your body and scorches

your foes, but the primal spirits ensure the flames do not

harm you.

Form of the Willow SentinelForm of the Willow Sentinel
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When an enemy within 5 feet of you makes an attack roll

against your ally, you can use your reaction to immediately

make a melee weapon attack against the triggering enemy.

On a hit, the target takes an extra 1d10 damage, and the

triggering enemy’s attack suffers a -4 penalty, potentially

causing it to miss.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the willow

sentinel for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you can

negate forced movement against yourself, and any ally gains a

+1 bonus to AC and a +2 bonus to Strength saving throws

and Constitution saving throws while within 5 feet of you.

Your skin takes on the appearance of smooth bark, and you

draw strength from the earth. Your presence heightens your

allies’ endurance, and your viny branches help protect your

nearby friends.

Form of Winter’s HeraldForm of Winter’s Herald
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Evocation, Focus or Weapon, Offensive

(Long)

As an action, make a melee weapon attack against any

number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

1d6 cold damage, and the target is restrained for 1 minute.

While restrained by this rite, the target can make a Strength

saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect

on itself on a success.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of winter’s

herald for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain a +1

bonus to AC and resistance to cold damage. Also, you gain a

10-foot aura that makes the ground around you icy difficult

terrain for your enemies.

Ice as strong as steel forms over your armor, while frost on

the ground around you hinders your enemies’ movement. You

then swing your weapon in a freezing whirlwind that holds

your enemies in place.

Frost FlashFrost Flash
Rank 1 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet. The target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw

or take 2d10 + 2 cold damage, and its speed is reduced to 0

until the end of your next turn.

You blast your enemy with cold that leaves it frozen in

place.
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Fungal BloomFungal Bloom
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or be

restrained for 1 minute. While restrained by this rite, the

target can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its

turns, ending the effect on a success.

In addition, you conjure four fungal blooms in four

different spaces adjacent to the target that last for 10

minutes. When an enemy enters a fungal bloom’s space, the

bloom bursts, targeting the triggering enemy and each enemy

within 5 feet of the bloom. Each target must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or take 1d4 poison damage, and

that bloom disappears.

When your projectile strikes your foe, the air fills with

spores that create quivering puffballs where they land.

Gale StrikeGale Strike
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, the target takes an extra 1d10 damage, and each

enemy marked by you, other than the target, takes 1d4

bludgeoning damage. In addition, you can also move each

enemy marked by you up to 5 feet.

Your attack unleashes a primal wind that batters foes

driven to engage you.

Granite ArmorGranite Armor
Rank 1 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, choose one ally you can see within 5 feet of

your spirit companion. Your spirit companion disappears, and

the chosen ally gains resistance to all damage until the end of

your next turn. You can then target each enemy within 5 feet

of the chosen ally. Each targeted enemy must succeed on a

Dexterity saving throw or take 2d6 slashing damage.

Your spirit companion enters your ally’s body, encasing

your comrade in a stony sheath and sending rocky shards

flying outward.

Grasping WindsGrasping Winds
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, the target takes an extra 1d10 damage, and you pull

each enemy within 15 feet of you up to 10 feet.

You draw on the spirit of the storm to drag does closer for

your next attack.

Great CleaveGreat Cleave
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

1d4 damage for each enemy within 5 feet of you.

The numbers arrayed against you mean nothing. You swing

your weapon in a great arc, stopped by nothing so trivial as

flesh and bone.

Greater Watcher SpiritGreater Watcher Spirit
Rank 1 Rite • Divination, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, choose one or two allies you can see within

10 feet of a point you can see within 50 feet of you. Each

target can use their reaction to immediately make one

weapon attack.

In addition, for 1 minute, attack rolls against your allies

that are within 5 feet of your spirit companion cannot gain

advantage.

The spirit of the Great Watcher shows the path to victory,

pointing out flaws in your enemy’s defenses while shoring up

your comrades’ weaknesses.

Guardian Shock WaveGuardian Shock Wave
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and the

spaces within 5 feet of the target become a zone of shifting

ground until the end of your next turn. Any enemy marked by

you that enters the zone is knocked prone.

As you hit with a brutal attack, a wave of primal energy

ripples through the ground around the target.

Guardian ThornsGuardian Thorns
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, choose one ally you can see within 25

feet. Until the end of your next turn, when any enemy marked

by you attacks the target, that enemy takes 1d4 piercing

damage.

You surround your friend with ghostly thorns that impale

any enemy that attacks them.

Gust of WindGust of Wind
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 15-foot cone

originating from you. Each target must succeed on a Strength

saving throw or take 2d6 bludgeoning damage and be

knocked prone.

In addition, you can push each target up to 10 feet.

A blast of air buffets nearby creatures, hurling them

backward as it drives them to the ground.

Hammer FallHammer Fall
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or be

knocked prone.

You swing your weapon in a great underhand arc, and the

impact lifts your target off its feet and sends it crashing to the

ground.
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Hungry EarthHungry Earth
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

1d6 damage.

In addition, until the end of your next turn, each space

within 5 feet of you is difficult terrain for your enemies.

You slam your weapon against the ground, bringing forth

primal energy that causes the earth to batter your foes and

churn beneath their feet.

Hunter’s InstinctHunter’s Instinct
Rank 1 Rite • Divination, Stance, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you enter the Hunter’s Instinct stance.

Until the stance ends, when you make a ranged weapon

attack against any creature within 10 feet of you, you can

score a critical hit on a roll of 19–20.

In the middle of battle, you know where to strike and make

it hurt the most.

Ignore PainIgnore Pain
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Long)

As a reaction, when you take damage from a hostile

creature, you gain temporary hit points equal to the triggering

damage.

When your enemies hurt you, the strength of your will

allows you to shove the pain aside for a time.

Implacable AdvanceImplacable Advance
Rank 1 Rite • Divination, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage. In addition,

the first time the target moves before the end of your next

turn, you can safely move up to your speed to a space within

5 feet of the target at the end of the triggering movement (no

action required).

You advance on your enemy and strike, continuing to close

with your foe even if it tries to flee.

Inevitable ShotInevitable Shot
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility, Weapon (Short)

As a reaction, when you miss a creature with a ranged

attack using a weapon, you can repeat the attack roll against

a different creature within 25 feet of the target you missed.

You regain the use of this rite when you finish a short or

long rest, or when you spend an inspiration.

Even as your target ducks under your shot, the projectile

moves on its own to find another enemy.

Infectious SparkInfectious Spark
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

When your spirit companion is hit by a melee attack, you

can use your reaction to target the triggering attacker. The

target must succeed on a Wisdom saving throw or take 2d10

psychic damage, and make a melee weapon attack against a

different enemy of your choice. Your spirit companion then

disappears.

Your spirit companion dissolves when struck, leaving its

mind behind to compel your enemy to an undesired action.

Insect SwarmInsect Swarm
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, you target each creature within 5 feet of you.

Each target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or

take 2d6 piercing damage.

In addition, your space and each space within 5 feet of you

is heavily obscured for your enemies until the end of your

next turn.

A buzzing drone fills the air as a heavy cloud of insects

swirls around you.

Into the Black FogInto the Black Fog
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and you

can teleport the target up to 5 feet. If you do so, the target

deals only half as much damage as normal with weapon

attacks until the end of your next turn.

You momentarily cast your enemy through a dark swamp

in the Feywild. The foe returns in a thick mud, which blunts

its attacks.

Ironbreaker ClawsIronbreaker Claws
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 2d10 slashing damage, and the

target provokes an opportunity attack from one ally of your

choice within 5 feet of it with a +2 bonus to the attack roll.

Your spirit companion sinks its claws into your foe, twisting

the enemy off balance and leaving it open to an ally’s attack.

Life Thane RageLife Thane Rage
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and you

can spend a hit die to regain hit points. Additionally, you enter

the rage of the Life Thane. Until the rage ends, any ally who

starts their turn within 15 feet of you gains 1d4 temporary hit

points.

As you strike, raging energy boils out of you as life-giving

mist, healing you and invigorating your allies.

Life-Ending StrikeLife-Ending Strike
Rank 1 Rite • Divination, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage.

When you use this rite as part of a charging attack, you do

not grant advantage on attack rolls against yourself as part of

the charge.

You lash out at your enemy with a mighty strike that

presages the end of its life.
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Lightning ArcLightning Arc
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, make a ranged spell attack against one or two

creatures within 50 feet of you, with a separate attack roll for

each target. On a hit, a target takes 2d10 lighting damage,

and the target is dazed until the end of your next turn. Also on

a hit, each creature within 5 feet of the target must succeed

on a Constitution saving throw or be knocked prone.

Twin bolts of lightning strike your foes and knock over

creatures near them.

Lightning Panther SpiritLightning Panther Spirit
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet. The target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or

take 2d10 lightning damage and until the end of your next

turn, any ally within 5 feet of your spirit companion can safely

move up to 5 feet as a bonus action.

In addition, until the end of your next turn, any ally ignores

difficult terrain in your spirit companion’s space and within 5

feet of it.

With a rumbling growl, a panther spirit appears and strikes

your foe with lightning before it vanishes. Your spirit

companion channels the panther’s swiftness to your allies.

Longstrike ChargeLongstrike Charge
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a reach

weapon you are wielding with two hands, your attack deals

an extra 2d10 damage.

When you use this rite as part of a charging attack, you do

not grant advantage on attack rolls against yourself as part of

the charge.

You surge toward your target, your momentum and the

length of your weapon adding devastating speed and power

to your attack.

Macetail’s RageMacetail’s Rage
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures you can see within 5 feet of you,

with a separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your

attack deals an extra 1d6 damage, and the target must

succeed on a Strength saving throw or be knocked prone.

Additionally, you enter the rage of the Macetail Behemoth.

Until the rage ends, whenever you hit with a melee weapon

attack, you gain 1d4 temporary hit points.

You knock your enemy to the ground with a slam like the

behemoth’s heavy tail, and the rage of the macetail fills you,

refreshing you with every blow of your weapon.

Massive CompanionMassive Companion
Rank 1 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 5 feet of your spirit companion. Each target must

succeed on a Strength saving throw or take 2d6 bludgeoning

damage and be knocked prone.

In addition, each creature within 5 feet of your spirit

companion is pushed 5 feet, and for 10 minutes, your spirit

companion becomes Huge and allies within 5 feet of it gain

half cover.

Your spirit companion grows huge and solid, shaking off

foes and sheltering your allies.

Minor RestorationMinor Restoration
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose one creature other than yourself

you can see within 50 feet. The target can make a saving

throw against one effect that a save can end, and spend one

hit die to regain hit points.

Motes of green energy suffuse your ally, letting them draw

strength from the essence of the world.

Mischief SpiritsMischief Spirits
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage.

Additionally, if the target moves on its next turn, it falls prone

at the end of that turn.

Troublesome spirits shimmer around your foe, tripping it if

it dares move.

Mountain Lion StepMountain Lion Step
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you ignore difficult terrain until the end

of your next turn.

Like an agile mountain lion, you leap across difficult

terrain with ease.

Nature’s AbundanceNature’s Abundance
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As an action, you create a zone of plants that fills a 15-foot

sphere centered on you until the end of your next turn. You

and your allies have half-cover while within in the zone.

Plants burst into life around you. They sway back and forth

to shields your allies, parting to allow attacks against your

foes.

Nomad’s RushNomad’s Rush
Rank 1 Rite • Divination, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you move up to your speed + 20 feet.

During this movement, you ignore difficult terrain.

Your training allows you to spot rough terrain with ease-

and dash over it without a second thought.

Oak SkinOak Skin
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you gain resistance to all damage for 1

minute.

Your skin takes on the texture of tough bark, protecting you

from the worse of your enemies’ attacks.
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OakenhideOakenhide
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you can touch yourself or one ally within

reach. Until the end of your next turn, the target gains a +3

bonus to AC.

A protective layer of tree bark covers your body and armor.

Obscuring MistObscuring Mist
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As an action, you create a 10-foot radius sphere centered

on a point you can see within 50 feet of you. The sphere

creates a zone that is lightly obscured and lasts for up to 1

minute. You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating

on a spell. At the start of each of your turns, you can increase

the radius of the sphere by 5 feet to a maximum of a 25-foot

radius.

A thick fog coalesces from nowhere, hiding your allies.

Persistent ArrowPersistent Arrow
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a bow,

your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage.

In addition, you conjure a persistent arrow in one

unoccupied space adjacent to the target. The arrow remains

for 1 minute or until expended. Any creature that enters a

persistent arrow’s space takes 1d4 piercing damage. You use

a bonus action on your turn to expend the arrow, making a

ranged spell attack against one creature within 25 feet of the

arrow. On a hit, the target takes piercing damage equal to

1d10 + your spellcasting ability modifier, and it is knocked

prone.

After punishing through your target, the missile halts in the

air, frozen until you command it to fly once more.

Possessing SpiritsPossessing Spirits
Rank 1 Rite • Charm, Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon

(Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Wisdom saving throw or use its

reaction if available to make a melee weapon attack against

an enemy adjacent to it. If that attack hits, the target and that

enemy are also dazed until the end of your next turn.

From your foe’s wound, a possessing spirit takes hold,

making the foe attack its companion.

Predator’s FlurryPredator’s Flurry
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one or two

creatures within reach. You can safely move up to 10 feet

between each attack. On a hit, a target takes slashing damage

equal to 1d6 + your spellcasting ability modifier, and it must

succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or be dazed until the end

of your next turn.

You dart across the battlefield, attacking your foes as you

slip through their ranks.

Predatory GuardianPredatory Guardian
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and if the

target moves before the end of your next turn, you can use

your reaction to safely move up to 15 feet.

You press the attack, slicing into your foe and standing

ready to pursue it if it attempts to flee.

Pressing AttackPressing Attack
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you take the attack action on your turn, you can

move up to 30 feet before one of your attacks using a weapon.

On a hit, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage.

You quickly close the distance to a foe, striking with a

furious attack.

Primal VitalityPrimal Vitality
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you gain temporary hit points equal to

half your level + 2. If you are raging, the number of temporary

hit points you gain is doubled.

Drawing strength from the ground beneath your feet, you

push away the pain of minor wounds.

Protecting StrikeProtecting Strike
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Turn)

As an action, choose one creature within 5 feet of your

spirit companion. Make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against the target. On a hit, the target

takes 1d10 bludgeoning damage, and each ally within 5 feet

of your spirit companion gains temporary hit points equal to

your proficiency bonus.

The damage of this rite increases by 1d10 when you reach

5th level (2d10), 11th level (3d10), and 17th level (4d10).

Roaring echoes from ancient caves and hollows

accompany your spirit companion’s attack, infusing your

allies with vitality.

Protective RootsProtective Roots
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Spirit, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you can choose yourself and any

number of creatures you can see within 5 feet of your spirit

companion. Each target gains resistance to all damage for 1

minute.

Thin roots extend from your spirit companion to clothe you

and your friends in a protective layer.

QuillsQuills
Rank 1 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 10 feet of you. Each target must succeed on a

Dexterity saving throw or take 2d6 poison damage.

Additionally, each target’s speed is reduced by 10 feet until

the end of your next turn.

Poison-tipped quills emerge from your body, then shoot out

to strike the foes that press you.
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Rage Drake’s FrenzyRage Drake’s Frenzy
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and you

enter the rage of the Rage Drake. Until the rage ends, once

per round when you reduce an enemy to 0 hit points, you can

immediately make one additional melee attack using a

weapon against a creature within reach.

You slam your weapon into your wounded foe, and the rage

drake’s spirit fills you. You erupt in violence, swinging

furiously at a new foe as soon as the last one falls.

Raging StrikeRaging Strike
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon while you are raging, your attack deals an extra 2d10

damage.

If you expend an unused raging rite or a use of your Rage

class feature, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage instead

of 2d10.

The damage dealt by expending a rite increases when you

reach 5th level (4d10), 11th level (6d10), 17th level (9d10).

You channel your primal rage into a devastating attack.

Ranger’s AgilityRanger’s Agility
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, for 1 minute, you gain a +10-foot bonus

to your speed, and whenever you safely move, the distance

you can move increases by 5 feet.

The power of the primal spirits lets you move with the

speed and subtlety of the wind.

Reckless RampageReckless Rampage
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you take the attack action on your turn, you can

move up to your speed + 10 feet before one of your melee

attacks using a weapon. If an enemy makes an opportunity

attack against you as a result of this movement, you gain

advantage against the target of the attack. On a hit, your

attack deals an extra 1d10 damage.

As you advance, enemy attacks fuel a wrath that spills over

with undeniable force against your chosen target.

Rejuvenating SpiritRejuvenating Spirit
Rank 1 Rite • Spirit, Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, choose yourself or one ally you can see

within 25 feet. The target can spend one hit die to regain hit

points. If the target does so, one ally within 5 feet of your

companion spirit, other than the target, regains 1d4 hit

points.

The number of hit dice the target can spend and the hit

points regained by the second ally increase when you reach

5th level (up to two hit dice and 2d6 hit points), 11th level (up

to three hit dice, and 3d8 hit points), and 17th level (up to five

hit dice and 5d12 hit points).

You call to the spirits on behalf of a wounded ally, closing

wounds and filling your ally with vigor.

Rending FuryRending Fury
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and until

the end of your next turn, the target suffers a -2 penalty on

attack rolls against targets other than you. If you had

advantage on the triggering attack roll and both attack rolls

would have hit, the penalty increases to -4.

You tear into the target with two fast strikes, crippling its

ability to respond to any foe but you.

Rending StrikeRending Strike
Rank 1 Rite • Divination, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and the

next time the target takes damage before the start of your

next turn, it takes an extra 1d4 damage and you can move it

up to 10 feet.

You tear your weapon through the enemy, leaving it

vulnerable to an ally’s attack.

Resist EnergyResist Energy
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

As a reaction, when you take cold, fire, lighting, or thunder

damage, you can immediately choose any number of

creatures you can see within 5 feet of you, including yourself.

Until the end of your next turn, each target gains resistance

to the triggering damage type, including the damage of the

triggering effect.

Magical energy, washes around you, but your primal magic

protects you and your allies.

Resurgent StrikeResurgent Strike
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and either

regain 1d4 + 2 hit points or gain 2d4 + 4 temporary hit

points. These temporary hit points last for 10 minutes.

You slash, your enemy’s blood wells, and you are

rejuvenated.

Rime StrikeRime Strike
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 cold damage, and

the target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or be

restrained for 1 minute. While restrained by this rite, the

target can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its

turns, ending the effect on a success.

In addition, you create a zone of difficult terrain in a 10-foot

radius on the ground centered on the target. The zone lasts

for 10 minutes. Any creature that enters the zone or starts its

turn there takes 1d4 cold damage. As a bonus action, you can

end the zone.

You attack your enemy and call on primal spirits to rime

the ground around it.
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Rimefire SpiritRimefire Spirit
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet. The target must succeed on a Wisdom saving throw or

take 1d10 cold damage, 1d10 lightning damage, and until the

end of your next turn, any enemy within 5 feet of your spirit

companion suffers a 1d4 susceptibility to cold damage and

fire damage.

A spirit of ice and flame freezes and burns your foe, and the

spirit’s energies emanate from your spirit companion, making

nearby enemies susceptible to further attacks.

Rippling BladesRippling Blades
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As a reaction, when you miss an enemy with a melee attack

using a weapon, you can take 1d4 bludgeoning damage that

cannot be reduced or negated. If you do so, choose one ally

within 5 feet of the triggering enemy who can see or hear

you. The chosen ally can make a melee weapon attack

against the triggering enemy (no action required). On a hit,

your ally’s attack deals an extra 1d10 damage.

If your foe avoids your attack, you accept a glancing blow to

maneuver that foe into a weak position, ready for your

friend’s attack.

Roar of the Unbowed BeastRoar of the Unbowed Beast
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Enchantment, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, you target each creature within 15 feet of you.

Each target who can hear you must succeed on a Wisdom

saving throw or take 2d6 thunder damage and until the end

of your next turn, the target is marked by you. Until the mark

ends, if the target makes an attack on its turn against a

creature other than you, you can safely move the target up to

20 feet (no action required) at the end of its turn.

You sound a thunderous challenge to your foes. The

thunder echoes around them, causing them to reel if they

don’t stand and fight.

Roar of TriumphRoar of Triumph
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Fear, Utility (Short)

When you reduce an enemy you can see to 0 hit points, you

target each enemy within 25 feet of you who can see or hear

you. Each target suffers a -2 penalty to AC and saving throws

until the end of your next turn.

Your howl of victory shakes your enemies to the core, as

they know your blood thirst is not yet quenched.

Roaring ChargeRoaring Charge
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Fear, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage. In addition,

each creature of your choice within a 15-foot cone originating

from you must succeed on a Wisdom saving throw or suffer a

-2 penalty to attack rolls until the end of your next turn.

Upon striking your foe, you let loose a challenging roar,

daring your foes to face you.

Room for CarnageRoom for Carnage
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon you are wielding with two hands, your attack deals

an extra 1d10 damage, and you can push any number of

creatures you can see within 5 feet of you up to 5 feet.

You drive your foes backward with the haft of your weapon,

giving you enough room to deliver a mighty blow.

Roots of StoneRoots of Stone
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

As an action, you create a a zone of rippling earth in a 5-

foot sphere centered on you until the end of your next turn.

Make a melee attack using a weapon against any number of

creatures in the zone, with a separate attack roll for each

target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 1d6 damage, and if

the target leaves the zone, it takes an additional 1d4

bludgeoning damage and is knocked prone.

The burst of primal energy you unleash ripples through the

ground around you and limits your foes’ movement.

Rough StrikeRough Strike
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 + 2 damage, and the

target’s speed is reduced by 10 feet until the end of your next

turn.

Your attack hinders your foe’s movement as much as the

roughest terrain.

Safe PassageSafe Passage
Rank 1 Rite • Divination, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you can choose yourself and any

number of creatures you can see within 25 feet of you. For 1

minute, each target ignores difficult terrain and gains a +10-

foot bonus to speed.

The spirits of earth, stone, and land accept your plea for

assistance, allowing you and your allies to move unhindered

and at great speed.

Savage ComebackSavage Comeback
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

When you are conscious and fail a saving throw, you take

2d6 necrotic damage and instead succeed on the saving

throw (this damage cannot be reduced or negated).

An enemy tried to hinder you, but you break free, ignoring

the injury you suffer in the process.

Savage CutSavage Cut
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 + 2 damage.

You drive your weapon into your enemy in the same way

that the jaws of a wolf seek its prey’s throat, and you rend it

savagely.
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Savage FrenzySavage Frenzy
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against any

number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, the target takes piercing

or slashing damage (your choice) equal to 1d6 + your

spellcasting ability modifier, and it must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or have its speed reduced by 10

feet until the end of your next turn.

In a blur of claw and fang, you strike out at nearby enemies.

Savage GrowlSavage Growl
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Short)

When you hit an enemy and don’t reduce it to 0 hit points,

you mark the target until the end of your next turn. Until your

mark ends, you and the target deal an extra 1d8 damage

against each other.

If the blow you just delivered wasn’t enough to get your

foe’s attention, your menacing growl cannot be ignored.

Savage Juggernaut RageSavage Juggernaut Rage
Rank 1 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and you

enter the rage of the Savage Juggernaut. Until the rage ends,

you gain a bonus to attack rolls equal to the number of CR

1/8 or higher hostile creatures you have reduced to 0 hit

points since you entered the rage.

Your blow triggers an inner wrath that grows more and

more unstoppable with each enemy you fell.

Scattered FormScattered Form
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, you target each creature within 5 feet of you.

Each target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take

2d6 piercing damage.

In addition, you take only half damage from melee and

ranged weapon attacks until the end of your next turn.

Your form scatters into a horde of insects to attack nearby

creatures.

Scorching SandsScorching Sands
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action choose one creature you can see within 5 feet

of your spirit companion. The target must succeed on a

Dexterity saving throw or take 2d10 fire damage, and the

target suffers a 1d4 susceptibility to fire damage until the end

of your next turn.

In addition, you and each ally within 5 feet of your spirit

companion can choose to deal fire damage until the end of

your next turn. This fire damage replaces a weapon, spell, or

ability’s normal damage types.

Once this rite is resolved, your spirit companion

disappears.

Sands infused with desert fire pour out from your spirit

companion, splashing an enemy with terrible flames as your

companion dissipates.

Seed of HealingSeed of Healing
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you can spend 1 hit die but regain no hit

points. Instead, you create a golden seed the size of an acorn.

The seed lasts until it is eaten or for 8 hours. A creature

carrying the seed can use a bonus action to eat it and regain

hit points equal to 2d4 + your hit die + your Constitution

modifier.

Primal power threads through you, coalescing into a

golden seed ripe with healing magic.

Seeker’s DueSeeker’s Due
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a bow,

your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage.

You draw and fire, exulting in your attack’s simplicty.

Serpent SpiritSerpent Spirit
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with an attack using a ranged or

thrown weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and

at the end of the target’s next turn, you can move the target

up to 5 feet and each enemy adjacent to it up to 10 feet.

Your projectile takes the form of a constrictor serpent.

Where it strikes, it binds with menacing strength. When it

releases, it scatters your foes.

Shatterbone StrikeShatterbone Strike
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Wisdom saving throw or suffer a -2

penalty to AC until the end of your next turn.

The fury of your assault knocks your foe off balance,

leaving a hole in its defenses.

Shout of TerrorShout of Terror
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Fear, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and you

can choose any number of creatures in a 15-foot cone

originating from you that includes the target. Each chosen

creature has their speed reduced by 10 feet until the end of

your next turn.

Additionally, until the end of your next turn, you gain a

+1d4 bonus against any creature suffering a reduction to its

speed.

The primal storm that rages within you manifests as a

terrifying battle scream that causes your enemies to hesitate.

Shrug It OffShrug It Off
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

As a reaction, when you are subject to an effect that a save

or ability check can end, you can make a saving throw or

ability check against the triggering effect. If you succeed, you

can safely move up to 5 feet.

With a brutal shake of your head, you slough off a

hindrance before it can affect you.
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Skittering SneakSkittering Sneak
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

For 1 hour, if you have the Wild Shape class feature, you

can use it to assume the form of a Tiny beast, such as a

mouse, cat, or large spider as many times as you like without

expending uses of Wild Shape. In this form, you gain a +4

bonus to Dexterity (Stealth) checks. You can’t attack and your

other actions are limited by the nature of your new form.

You can adopt the form of a mouse, large spider, or another

animal that wouldn’t draw a second glance from most

observers.

Skull-Taker’s RageSkull-Taker’s Rage
Rank 1 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and you

enter the rage of the Skull-Taker. Until the rage ends, you

take 1d6 necrotic damage at the start of each of your turns,

and gain a bonus to attack rolls until the end of your turn

equal to the damage you took (this damage cannot be

reduced or negated).

The ancient berserker spirit that drives this rage doesn’t

care that its presence tears you apart, vein by vein. It wants

the skull of your enemies, no matter how they’ve tried to

wedge themselves into their cowards’ armor.

Sly Fox SpiritSly Fox Spirit
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, choose one ally you can see within 5 feet of

your spirit companion. The chosen ally can use their reaction

to make one weapon attack. If that attack hits, a second ally

you can see within 5 feet of your spirit companion can also

use their reaction to make one weapon attack.

When an ally hits with an attack granted by this rite, that

ally’s attack deals an extra 1d4 damage.

Your spirit companion transforms into a cunning fox spirit

and distracts your enemies, allowing your friends to attack.

Spectral Scorpion StingSpectral Scorpion Sting
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with an attack using a ranged or

thrown weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 poison

damage. Additionally, conjure a spirit scorpion in an

unoccupied space adjacent to the target. The scorpion lasts

until the end of your next turn. Any enemy that starts its turn

adjacent to the scorpion takes 1d4 poison damage if it ends

its turn not adjacent to the scorpion.

Your attack calls forth a spirit scorpion to sting your

enemies.

Spider SpiritsSpider Spirits
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 poison damage and

until the end of your next turn, the target’s speed is reduced

by 10 feet and it suffers a -2 penalty to AC and saving throws.

The spider spirit sends forth its children to harry your foes.

Spirit CascadeSpirit Cascade
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet. The target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or

take 2d10 bludgeoning damage.

In addition, the first time any ally hits an enemy within 5

feet of your spirit companion, the attack deals an extra 1d4

damage. The second time any ally hits an enemy within 5 feet

of your spirit companion, the attack deals an extra 2d4

damage. The third time any ally hits an enemy within 5 feet of

your spirit companion, the attack deals an extra 3d4 damage.

The effect ends after the third attack hits or after 1 minute.

You summon the spirit of mountain headwaters to

repeatedly cascade against enemies that approach your spirit

companion.

Spirit HuntSpirit Hunt
Rank 1 Rite • Divination, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

You gain a +2 bonus to the attack roll if no other creatures

are within 15 feet of the target. On a hit, the target takes

2d10 slashing damage, or 3d10 slashing damage if no other

creatures are within 5 feet of the target.

Your spirit companion goes on the hunt, focusing entirely

on its prey.

Spirit InfusionSpirit Infusion
Rank 1 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Turn)

As an action, choose one ally within 5 feet of your spirit

companion. Your spirit companion disappears, and the target

can use their reaction to make a weapon attack with a +2

bonus to the attack roll. On a hit, your ally’s attack deals an

extra 1d4 damage.

The attack bonus and extra damage of this rite increase

when you reach 5th level (+3 and 1d6), 11th level (+4 and

1d8), and 17th level (+6 and 1d12).

You dismiss your spirit companion, which flows into an ally

and enables them to make a swift and sudden attack.

Spirit of Consuming TerrorSpirit of Consuming Terror
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Fear, Focus, Offensive, Spirit

(Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 2d10 psychic damage and until the

end of your next turn, the target suffers a -2 penalty to attack

rolls against allies that are within 5 feet of your spirit

companion.

In addition, for up to 1 minute, you can repeat the melee

attack as an action against the same or a different target.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

The form a spirit takes is a habit of mind. You overcome

that habit and morph your spirit companion into a terrifying

form, which you send against your foe.
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Spirit of Grief’s ShadowSpirit of Grief’s Shadow
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet. The target must make a Wisdom saving throw. On a

failed save, the target is affected by grief for 1 minute. On a

successful save, the target cannot take reactions until the end

of your next turn, and its speed is reduced by 10 feet for 1

minute. While affected by grief, the target cannot take

reactions, its speed is reduced by 10 feet, and it takes 1d4

psychic damage at the start of each of its turns. The target

can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its turns,

ending the grief or speed reduction on a success.

In addition, for 1 minute, the target suffers a -2 penalty to

saving throws while within 5 feet of your spirit companion.

You unleash a spirit of death, misery, and famine on your

foe, leaving it weak and listless.

Spirit of LifeSpirit of Life
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Long)

As an action, choose one ally within 50 feet of your spirit

companion. The target regains hit points as if they had spent

one hit die to regain hit points.

The spirit of a golden owl alights on your ally’s shoulder

and flutters off, carrying with it that friend’s aches and

wounds.

Spirit of Slavering BloodlustSpirit of Slavering Bloodlust
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

If the target is bloodied, you gain a +2 bonus to the attack roll.

On a hit, the target takes 2d10 slashing damage, and until the

end of your next turn, any ally within 5 feet of your spirit

companion gains a +2 bonus to attack rolls and a +1d4 bonus

to damage rolls against bloodied creatures.

Your spirit companion slavers at the scent of blood, and its

feral frenzy spreads to your allies.

Spirit of the Great CatSpirit of the Great Cat
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose up to three allied creatures you

can see other than yourself within 15 feet of you. For 1

minute, each target can use a bonus action to stand up

without using movement. In addition, for 1 minute, when any

ally within 15 feet of you takes the Disengage action or safely

moves, they can safely move an additional 5 feet after the

Disengage or safe movement.

The spirit of a magnificent cat overshadows you, lending

you and your allies its grace.

Spirit of the Healing FloodSpirit of the Healing Flood
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, choose any number of hostile creatures you

can see within 25 feet of you. Each target must make a

Strength saving throw. A target takes 2d6 bludgeoning

damage on a failed save, or half as much damage on a

success.

In addition, choose yourself and any number of allied

creatures you can see within 25 feet of you. Each chosen

creature regains 1d4 hit points at the start of each of their

turns if they are bloodied and have at least one hit point. As a

bonus action, a character can end this effect on themselves to

regain 2d4 hit points.

The spirit of the great flood appears, a being of storm-

tossed water. Its essence sustains your allies and drowns

your foes.

Spirit RiderSpirit Rider
Rank 1 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with an attack using a ranged or

thrown weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage.

Additionally, for 1 minute, the first time the target misses

with an attack each round, each enemy within 5 feet of the

target takes 1d4 force damage.

A malformed spirit leaps from your weapon to latch onto

your foe and then slash at nearby enemies when the foe’s

attack fails.

Spirit ZephyrSpirit Zephyr
Rank 1 Rite • Spirit, Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you can choose yourself and any

number of creatures you can see within 50 feet of you. For 1

minute, each target gains a +1 bonus to ranged attack rolls

against enemies within 5 feet of your spirit companion. In

addition, you can end this rite’s effect to grant one ally you

can see within 50 feet of you a +2 bonus to ranged attack

rolls until the end of your next turn.

A gentle wind blows around your spirit companion and

enhances your allies’ ranged attacks.

Spirit’s FangsSpirit’s Fangs
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Turn)

As a reaction, when an enemy leaves a space within 5 feet

of your spirit companion without taking the Disengage action,

you can make a melee spell attack originating from your

spirit companion against the triggering enemy. On a hit, the

target takes 1d10 piercing damage.

The damage of this rite increases when you reach 5th level

(2d10), 11th level (3d10), and 17th level (4d10).

When an enemy drops its guard, your spirit companion

leaps on it, claws and fangs bared.

Spirits of BattleSpirits of Battle
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you create a zone that fills a 30-foot

radius sphere centered on a point you can see within 50 feet

of you for 1 minute. While within the zone, your allies gain a

+1 bonus to attack rolls.

You invoke ancestral spirits of battle. Under their shadow,

your allies fight with greater might.
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Spirits of Mountain MistSpirits of Mountain Mist
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 5 feet

of your spirit companion. The target must succeed on a

Dexterity saving throw or take 2d10 cold damage, and until

the end of your next turn, attack rolls against creatures within

5 feet of your spirit companion gain advantage.

A chilling mist streams from your companion, coalescing

around your enemies and allowing your allies to attack them

more easily.

Spirit’s PreySpirit’s Prey
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Turn)

As a reaction, when an enemy leaves a space within 5 feet

of your spirit companion without taking the Disengage action,

choose one ally you can see within 50 feet of your spirit

companion. The chosen ally can use their reaction to make a

ranged weapon attack against the triggering enemy with

advantage.

Your spirit companion lashes out at a moving foe, and an

ally uses the distraction to fire on that enemy.

Spirits’ RebukeSpirits’ Rebuke
Rank 1 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As a reaction, when an enemy misses you with a melee

attack while you are wielding a thrown weapon, make a

melee weapon attack against the triggering enemy using a

thrown weapon. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 1d10

damage, and the target is pushed up to 5 feet.

You dodge your enemy’s attack and spirits coalesce around

you to punish your attacker.

Spirit’s SacrificeSpirit’s Sacrifice
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Spirit, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you can choose yourself or one ally you

can see within 25 feet of your spirit companion. You dismiss

your spirit companion and the target can make a saving

throw against one effect that a save can end or gain 1d4 + 2

temporary hit points.

Seeing an ally in need, you sacrifice your spirit companion

to give your ally a needed boost.

Spirit’s ShieldSpirit’s Shield
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Turn)

As a reaction, when an enemy leaves a space within 5 feet

of your spirit companion without taking the Disengage action,

you can force the triggering enemy to make a Dexterity

saving throw. On a failed save, the target takes 1d4 force

damage.

In addition, one ally within 25 feet of your spirit companion

gains 1d4 temporary hit points.

The damage and temporary hit points of this rite increases

when you reach 5th level (1d6), 11th level (1d8), and 17th

level (1d12).

Your spirit companion bats at a foe that drops its guard,

and a nearby ally draws healing energy from the spirit.

Spirit’s WrathSpirit’s Wrath
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Turn)

As a reaction, when an enemy leaves a space within 5 feet

of your spirit companion without taking the Disengage action,

you force the target to make a Dexterity saving throw. On a

failed save, the target takes 1d10 bludgeoning damage, and

until the end of your next turn, attack rolls against the target

have advantage.

The damage of this rite increases when you reach 5th level

(2d10), 11th level (3d10), and 17th level (4d10).

Burning hatred drives your spirit to smash into your enemy.

Spray of QuillsSpray of Quills
Rank 1 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, you target each creature in a 25-foot cone

originating from you. Each target must make a Dexterity

saving throw. On a failed save, a target takes 2d6 piercing

damage and is poisoned for 1 minute. On a successful save,

the target takes half as much damage.

While poisoned by this rite, a target takes 1d4 poison

damage at the start of each of its turns, and your allies gain a

+2 bonus to attack rolls against it. The target can make a

Constitution saving throw at the end of each of its turns,

ending the poison on itself on a success.

You shoot a barrage of poisonous quills at your foes.

Spring Renewal StrikeSpring Renewal Strike
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 2d10 bludgeoning damage, and one

ally within 5 feet of your spirit companion can spend one hit

die to regain hit points plus an additional 1d4 hit points.

Your spirit companion attacks your foe, the spirit channels

healing power into a nearby ally.

Stalker’s MistStalker’s Mist
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you create a zone of this mist that fills a

10-foot radius sphere centered on a point you can see within

50 feet. The zone is heavily obscured to your enemies and

lasts for 1 minute.

As a bonus action, you can move the zone up to 25 feet.

A thick fog settles over the area, blocking sight and

muffling sound. Though the fog confounds other creatures,

you and your allies can see through it with ease.

Stalker’s StrikeStalker’s Strike
Rank 1 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Turn)

As an action, choose one creature within 5 feet of your

spirit companion. Make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against the target. If the target is

bloodied, you gain advantage on the attack roll. On a hit, the

target takes 1d10 slashing damage, and until the end of your

next turn, allies gain advantage on melee attack rolls against

creatures that are within 5 feet of your spirit companion.

The damage of this rite increases when you reach 5th level

(2d10), 11th level (3d10), and 17th level (4d10).

As your spirit companion claws at your foe, the spirit is

filled with predatory fury, becoming a greater threat to your

enemies.
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Stampede ShotStampede Shot
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or be pushed

up to 10 feet. After the saving throw is resolved, each enemy

within 5 feet of the target must also succeed on a Strength

saving throw or be pushed up to 10 feet away from the target.

Spectral bison appear and follow your projectile as it

streaks toward your enemy.

Steadfast Mountain GuardianSteadfast Mountain Guardian
Rank 1 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 2d10 bludgeoning damage, and the

target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or be pushed

up to 10 feet.

In addition, until the end of your next turn, you and your

allies gain a +2 bonus to AC and saving throws while within 5

feet of your spirit companion.

Your spirit companion becomes a creature of rock and

earth, providing you and your allies with a protective barrier.

Steel ForestSteel Forest
Rank 1 Rite • Illusion, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a ranged attack using a bow against any

number of creatures within 10 feet of a point you can see

within your weapon’s range. You must have ammunition for

each target, as normal, and you make a separate attack roll

for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 1d6

damage.

In addition, each unoccupied space within 10 feet of your

chosen point fills with jagged barbs until the start of your

next turn. These spaces are difficult terrain, and a creature

that enters one of these spaces without fist taking the

Disengage action takes 1d4 piercing damage.

The arrows you loose in quick succession fall among your

enemies. If they strike the earth, the ground sprouts jagged

barbs.

Stinging CloudStinging Cloud
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, you create a 10-foot radius sphere of stinging

insects centered on a point within 25 feet of you that lasts

until the end of your next turn. Each creature within the

sphere must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take 2d6

poison damage. Any creature that ends its turns within the

zone takes 1d4 + 2 poison damage.

You call forth a cloud of insects to sting and poison your

foes.

Stinging NettlesStinging Nettles
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

one creature in a 10-foot cube originating from you. On a hit,

your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and each other

enemy in the cube takes 1d4 piercing damage.

In addition, each enemy in the cube is marked by you until

the end of your next turn.

An aggressive strike signals your fey allies to launch tiny

missiles into the enemies’ midst.

Stone Root SpiritStone Root Spirit
Rank 1 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within a 10-foot sphere centered on a point on the ground

within 25 feet of you. Each target must make a Dexterity

saving throw. On a failed save, you can move the target up to

10 feet and knock it prone. On a successful save, you can

move the target up to 5 feet.

In addition, the sphere creates a zone of protective earth

that lasts for 10 minutes. The zone is difficult terrain for your

enemies. You and your allies gain half cover while within the

zone.

The earth rises at your command, scattering your enemies

and creating a bastion for you and your allies.

Stone Spirit WardStone Spirit Ward
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, until the end of your next turn, you gain

resistance to all damage.

You become as resilient as stone, causing attacks to

bounce off you with little effect.

StonebreakerStonebreaker
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, until the end of your next turn, you gain

a +4 bonus to Strength checks to break objects, and you deal

double damage against objects.

Without hesitation, you smash through the door.

Storm of Spirit ShardsStorm of Spirit Shards
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a ranged attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 10 feet of a point you can see

within your weapon’s range. You only need one piece of

ammunition for all targets, and you make a separate attack

roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 2d6

damage.

Your projectile becomes a burst of spirit shards, which rain

down on your foes.

Storm ThrowStorm Throw
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

thrown weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 lightning

damage, and you gain resistance to lightning damage until

the end of your next turn.

Additionally, your weapon returns to your hand.

Calling lightning down from the clouds, you hurl your

electrified weapon at your foe.

Stormhawk’s FuryStormhawk’s Fury
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, you can move your spirit companion up to 20

feet and choose one creature you can see within 5 feet of

your spirit companion. The target must succeed on a

Dexterity saving throw or take 2d10 lightning damage. Also

on a failed save, until the end of your next turn, when any ally

hits an enemy within 5 feet of your spirit companion, that

enemy takes an extra 1d4 lightning damage.

Your spirit companion dives on your enemy and unleashes

a bolt of lightning, which lingers momentarily.
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Stormhawk VigilanceStormhawk Vigilance
Rank 1 Rite • Divination, Utility (Long)

When you roll initiative at the beginning of an encounter,

you can choose yourself and each ally you can see within 25

feet of you. You can move each target up to 15 feet, and each

target can immediately draw a weapon or focus (no action

required).

As your foes leap to attack, the spirit of Stormhawk lends

quickness to your allies as they prepare for the assault.

Strongskin ClashStrongskin Clash
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

1d6 damage.

In addition, each ally within 5 feet of you gains resistance

to all damage until the end of your next turn.

A burst of spiritual energy fuels a flurry of attacks against

your foes and grants your allies the toughened hide of a

primal beast.

Sudden BiteSudden Bite
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a reaction, when an enemy provokes an opportunity

attack from you and you have the Wild Shape class feature,

you can activate your Wild Shape and make an opportunity

attack against the triggering enemy.

You call upon the spirits to stitch your wounds, proudly

displaying the blood you have spilled in their names.

Summon Fierce BoarSummon Fierce Boar
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Summoning

(Long)

As a bonus action, you summon a Medium boar in an

unoccupied space within 25 feet.

The boar is friendly to you and your companions. Roll

initiative for the boar, which has its own turns. You can use a

bonus action on your turn to issue mental commands to it,

which it must obey. The boar persists for 1 minute or until

you dismiss it as a bonus action.

You are connected to the life force of the boar. When the

boar is reduced to 0 hit points, you can use your reaction to

allow it to immediately make one melee weapon attack

before it dies.

If you don’t issue any commands to the boar by the end of

your turn, on its turn, it makes a charging attack against the

nearest bloodied creature. If there are no targets within

range, it moves toward the nearest enemy and attacks it if

possible.

The DM has the creature’s statistics.

With a piercing squeal, a spirit takes form as a ferocious

boar and slams its tusks into your enemies.

Summon Giant FrogSummon Giant Frog
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Summoning

(Long)

As a bonus action, you summon a Medium giant frog in an

unoccupied space within 25 feet.

The giant frog is friendly to you and your companions. Roll

initiative for the frog, which has its own turns. You can use a

bonus action on your turn to issue mental commands to it,

which it must obey. The frog persists for 1 minute or until you

dismiss it as a bonus action.

If you don’t issue any commands to the giant frog by the

end of your turn, on its turn, it attacks the same creature that

it attacked during its last turn. If it can’t do that, it moves

toward the nearest enemy and attacks it if possible.

The DM has the creature’s statistics.

You summon a spirit ally, a great frog that seeks a meal

from among your enemies.

Summon Pack WolfSummon Pack Wolf
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Summoning

(Long)

As a bonus action, you summon a Medium wolf in an

unoccupied space within 25 feet.

The wolf is friendly to you and your companions. Roll

initiative for the wolf, which has its own turns. You can use a

bonus action on your turn to issue mental commands to it,

which it must obey. The wolf persists for 1 minute or until

you dismiss it as a bonus action.

If you don’t issue any commands to the wolf by the end of

your turn, on its turn, it attacks a prone creature within its

reach. If it can’t do that, it moves toward the nearest enemy

and attacks it if possible.

The DM has the creature’s statistics.

You reach out into the spirit world and find an ally, an

ancient wolf spirit made solid by your magic for these few

moments of the hunt.

Swarming BatsSwarming Bats
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a ranged attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 15 feet of a point you can see

within your weapon’s range. You must have ammunition for

each target, as normal, and you make a separate attack roll

for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 1d6

damage.

In addition, you can move each target up to 5 feet. For up to

1 minute, the rite creates a 15-foot radius sphere of difficult

terrain centered on your chosen point. While within the

sphere, enemies also grant advantage on attack rolls against

themselves. You can use a bonus action on each of your turns

to move the zone up to 20 feet.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

Your attack brings with it a flutter of bat spirits that confuse

your enemies.
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Sweeping CutSweeping Cut
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures you can see within 5 feet of you,

with a separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your

attack deals an extra 1d6 damage, and you knock the target

prone.

You sweep your weapon in a wide arc, driving your foes to

the ground where they will be at your mercy.

Swift ChargeSwift Charge
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation (Short)

When you reduce an enemy you can see to 0 hit points, you

can make a charging attack against an enemy you can see.

On a hit, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage.

As your foe falls, you rush forward toward your next victim.

Swift Panther RageSwift Panther Rage
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and you

enter the rage of the Swift Panther. Until the rage ends, your

speed increases by 10 feet, and you can safely move up to 10

feet as a bonus action.

You slash your foe with fury as the spirit of the swift

panther grants you its speed and agility.

Thorn CastleThorn Castle
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 10-foot radius

sphere centered on a point within 50 feet of you. Each target

must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or take 2d6

piercing damage and until the end of your next turn, the

target’s speed is reduced by 10 feet.

Additionally, the sphere creates a thorny zone that lasts

until the end of your next turn. The zone grants half cover to

creatures within it and creatures attacked through it. Any

creature that enters the zone takes 1d4 piercing damage.

You cause thorny vines to weave around your foes, tearing

into them and forming a defensive barrier.

Thorn SprayThorn Spray
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, you target each creature you can see in a 25-

foot cone originating from you. Each target must succeed on

a Constitution saving throw or take 2d6 piercing damage.

Also on a failed save, a target suffers a -3 penalty to AC and

saving throws until the end of your next turn.

You release a blast of thorns that puncture your foes.

Thunder Bear’s WardingThunder Bear’s Warding
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet of your spirit companion. The target must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or take 2d10 thunder damage and

you or one ally of your choice within 25 feet of you gains 1d4

+2 temporary hit points. Also on a failed save, until the end of

your next turn, whenever you or your allies gain resistance to

all damage while within 5 feet of your spirit companion.

An ancient bear spirit roars with thunder and channels its

strength originating from your spirit companion to bolster

your allies.

Thunder Hooves RageThunder Hooves Rage
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and you

enter the rage of the Thunder Hooves. Until the rage ends,

you can move through one or two enemies’ spaces during

each of your turns. When you move through an enemy’s

space, your next attack against that enemy during the same

turn deals an extra 1d10 damage on a hit.

You hammer the enemy with a heavy blow, and the spirits

of stampeding beasts fill you with strength.

Thunder Ram AssaultThunder Ram Assault
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d6 damage, and you can

push the target up to 15 feet.

In addition, choose any number of creatures you can see in

a 15-foot cone originating from you. Each secondary target

must succeed on a Strength saving throw or take 2d6

thunder damage, and be pushed up to 5 feet.

As your attack hits, you channel the spirit of the thunder

ram to knock your foe and its companions away from you.

Thundering HowlThundering Howl
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage. In addition,

each creature of your choice within a 15-foot cone originating

from you must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or

take 1d6 thunder damage and be pushed up to 10 feet.

You strike and then let out a thunderous battle cry, which

knocks your foes back.

Thundering SmashThundering Smash
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and each

enemy within 5 feet of the target must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or take 1d6 thunder damage.

You attack your enemy with such crashing force that the

foes around it feel the effect of the blow.
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Thundering StrikeThundering Strike
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 thunder damage

and until the end of your next turn, the target is deafened and

cannot take reactions.

You channel the essence of a storm into your weapon. As

your strike hammers home, a peal of thunder crashes over

your enemy.

Tremor SlamTremor Slam
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and choose

one enemy marked by you that you can see. The marked

enemy takes 1d4 thunder damage and its speed is reduced to

0 until the end of your next turn.

Your weapon crashes against your enemy and sends a

tremor to strike another foe whose attention you have bound.

Triumphant VigorTriumphant Vigor
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Long)

When you reduce an enemy to 0 hit points you can use

your reaction to regain 2d10 hit points.

One victory gives you strength to achieve the next.

Tundra WindTundra Wind
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 15-foot cone

originating from you. Each target must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or take 2d6 cold damage, be

pushed up to 10 feet, and knocked prone.

A roaring wind batters your foes, encrusting them with ice

and knocking them to the ground.

Twisting VinesTwisting Vines
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 10-foot radius

sphere centered on a point on the ground within 50 feet of

you. Each target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or

take 2d6 bludgeoning damage. Also on a failed save, each

space within 5 feet of the target becomes difficult terrain

until the end of your next turn.

Vines and roots erupt from the ground around nearby

creatures.

Tyrant’s RageTyrant’s Rage
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or be

dazed for 1 minute. While dazed, the target can repeat the

saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect

on a success.

Additionally, you enter the rage of the Tyrant. Until the rage

ends, you can push every enemy within 5 feet of you up to 5

feet as a bonus action on each of your turns.

Your blow is a prelude to a furious shriek. Your visage

reveals a berserker fury, which causes your foes to recoil.

Twin PanthersTwin Panthers
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, choose one or two creature you can see

within 25 feet of you. Each target must succeed on a

Dexterity saving throw or take 2d10 slashing damage and

until the end of your next turn, you and your allies have

advantage on melee attack rolls against any enemy within 5

feet of your spirit companion.

If you target a bloodied creature with this rite, the target

suffers a -2 penalty to the saving throw.

Two panther spirits leap on your foes, and the panthers

channel their predatory instincts originating from your spirit

companion so that it menaces nearby enemies.

Vault the FallenVault the Fallen
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d6 damage. You can then

safely move up to 10 feet and make a melee attack using a

weapon against a different creature within reach. On a hit,

your attack deals an extra 1d6 damage.

You leap from one foe to the next, leaving blood in your

wake.

Verdant BountyVerdant Bounty
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you create a 15-foot radius sphere of

plants centered on a point you can see within 50 feet of you.

The sphere creates a zone that lasts until the end of your next

turn. The zone is heavily obscured, and you and your allies

gain a +4 bonus to Dexterity (Stealth) checks while within the

zone.

Plants erupt to hide your allies.

Vexing OvergrowthVexing Overgrowth
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

1d6 damage.

Additionally, for 1 minute, enemies grant advantage on

attack rolls against themselves while within 5 feet of you.

A burst of primal power trails after your weapon as you

swing it, causing a halo of primal magic to surround you.

Violent BoltViolent Bolt
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d6 lightning damage.

Additionally, one enemy marked by you, other than the target,

must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take 2d6

lightning damage. The secondary target can choose to fall

prone (no action required) to automatically succeed on the

saving throw.

Lightning summoned by your attack arcs from the target to

strike a second foe.
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Voice of BattleVoice of Battle
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Turn)

As an action, choose one creature within 5 feet of your

spirit companion. The target must succeed on a Wisdom

saving throw or take 1d10 psychic damage.

In addition, one ally of your choice within 10 feet of your

spirit companion who can hear you can move up to 10 feet

without provoking opportunity attacks (no action required).

The damage of this rite increases when you reach 5th level

(2d10), 11th level (3d10), and 17th level (4d10).

You voice a battle cry originating from your spirit

companion, which hammers into your enemy and spurs an

ally into motion.

Wall of SmokeWall of Smoke
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Bestial, Focus, Offensive,

Transmutation (Short)

As an action, you conjure a 5-foot thick, 25-foot long wall of

poisonous smoke within 50 feet. The wall can be up to 10

feet high. Each creature in the wall must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or take 2d6 poison damage and

you can move the target up to 5 feet.

The wall lasts until the end of your next turn, and you and

your allies are lightly obscured while within the wall. Any

creature that ends its turn within the wall takes 1d4 poison

damage.

The ground blackens as the foul smoke rises in a roiling

wall that shrouds the battlefield.

War CryWar Cry
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Fear, Utility (Short)

When you reduce an enemy you can see to 0 hit points, you

can target any number of creatures within a 15-foot cone

originating from you (no action required). Each target is

pushed up to 5 feet.

Your potent victory cry sends nearby enemies reeling in

terror.

Warden’s FuryWarden’s Fury
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Turn)

When an enemy marked by you makes an attack against a

creature other than you, you can use your reaction to

immediately make one melee attack using a weapon against

the triggering enemy before the attack is made. On a hit, the

target suffers the attack’s normal effects, and all attack rolls

against it had advantage until the end of your next turn.

When you learn this rite, you also gain the Nature’s Wrath

trait which enhances the variant rule for Marking in the

DMG.

Nature’s Wrath. Once during each of your turns, you can

mark each enemy within 5 feet of you (no action required).

This mark lasts until the end of your next turn.

You lash out with nature’s wrath at a foe that has attacked

your ally and diminish its defenses.

Warden’s GraspWarden’s Grasp
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Turn)

When an enemy marked by you that is within 25 feet of you

makes an attack against a creature other than you, you can

use your reaction to pull the triggering enemy up to 5 feet

after the attack is resolved. In addition, the target’s speed is

reduced by 10 feet and it cannot safely move until the end of

your next turn.

When you learn this rite, you also gain the Nature’s Wrath

trait.

Nature’s Wrath. Once during each of your turns, you can

mark each enemy within 5 feet of you (no action required).

This mark lasts until the end of your next turn.

Spectral vines clutch at a foe that has attacked your ally,

impeding your enemy’s movement.

Warden’s SacrificeWarden’s Sacrifice
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 damage. In addition,

until the end of your next turn, when any enemy hits you, an

ally within 15 feet of you gains 1d4 + 2 temporary hit points.

In the aftermath of your attack, foes that hit you grant vigor

to your allies.

Warden’s TempestWarden’s Tempest
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you can move one target marked by you

up to 5 feet.

Your wrath is a storm, and an enemy that feels it is moved

against its will.

Warding TouchWarding Touch
Rank 1 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, choose one ally within your reach. You

touch the target and until the end of your next turn, you suffer

a -2 penalty to AC, and the target gains a +2 bonus to AC. If

the target has any creatures marked, those marks and, and if

the target makes a creature, this effect ends.

You increase your vulnerability in combat to shore up an

ally’s defense.

Warding WindWarding Wind
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

As a reaction, when you are hit my a melee attack, you

immediately gain a +2 bonus to AC and saving throws until

the end of your next turn, possibly causing the triggering

attack to miss. If the triggering attack does miss, you can

move the attacker up to 10 feet.

Winds howl around you, shielding you from harm and

hurling your attacker away.

Warding ArrowWarding Arrow
Rank 1 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

As a reaction, when you are hit by a melee attack while

wielding a bow, you immediately gain a +2 bonus to AC and

saving throws until the start of your next turn, including

against the triggering attack. If the triggering attack still hits

you, you gain advantage on attack rolls against the triggering

attacker until the end of your next turn.

Your fired arrow speeds back to intercept your enemy’s

attack.
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Whirling FrenzyWhirling Frenzy
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

As an action, while you are wielding a separate melee

weapon in each hand, make a melee attack using a weapon

against any number of creatures you can see within 5 feet of

you, with a separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your

attack deals an extra 2d6 damage.

Each time you miss with an attack granted by this rite, you

take 1d6 slashing damage that cannot be reduced or negated.

Someone will bleed after every strike of this frenzy. You

prefer to see your enemy’s blood but are prepared to see your

own.

Whirling LungeWhirling Lunge
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

When you reduce an enemy you can see to 0 hit points

while you are wielding a separate melee weapon in each

hand, you can safely move up to 10 feet and deal 1d10

damage of the same type as one of your weapons to an enemy

you can see within 5 feet of you.

Striking down one foe, you whirl deeper into enemy ranks.

Whirling StepWhirling Step
Rank 1 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon while you are wielding a separate melee weapon in

each hand, your attack deals an extra 1d6 damage, and you

can safely move up to 10 feet. You can deal 1d6 damage of

the same type as one of your weapon to one or two creatures

within 5 feet of you at some point during this movement.

You strike out and keep moving. As you pass, many

enemies bleed.

Whirlwind of SandWhirlwind of Sand
Rank 1 Rite • Bestial, Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 5 feet of you. Each target must succeed on a Dexterity

saving throw or take 2d6 thunder damage and for 1 minute,

the target’s speed is reduced by 10 feet. While its speed is

reduced, the target can repeat the saving throw at the end of

each of its turns, ending the effect on itself on a success.

Additionally, for 1 minute, spaces within 5 feet of you are

difficult terrain for your enemies.

Scourging sand rakes the air around you. The fierce wind

and drifting dust hinder your enemies’ movement.

Wildblood FrenzyWildblood Frenzy
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d6 damage, and you can

make one additional melee attack using a weapon against the

same target or a different one. On a hit, the additional attack

deals an extra 2d6 damage.

Primal power boils in your blood, and you surge into a

frenzy, making two powerful attacks.

Wind PrisonWind Prison
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet. The target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or

take 2d10 bludgeoning damage.

In addition, the target grants advantage on attack rolls

against itself until it moves or for 1 minute. When the target

first moves within the next minute, each enemy within 25 feet

of the target is knocked prone.

Gusting winds batter your foe, and when the foe moves, the

winds blast outward and knock your enemies to the ground.

Winter SpiritWinter Spirit
Rank 1 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Transmutation (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 1d10 cold damage, and

the target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or

have its speed is reduced to 0 until the end of its next turn.

Winter spirits swirl and dance in eddies of snow that

appear where your attack falls.

Wolverine’s ClawsWolverine’s Claws
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, you target each creature within 10 feet of a

point you can see within 50 feet of you. Each target must

succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take 2d6 slashing

damage.

Additionally, until the end of your next turn, any enemy that

hits or misses you with a melee attack takes 1d4 slashing

damage.

The spirit of a great wolverine pounces on your foes. As it

draws blood, it lends you its ferocity.

World Speaker’s CommandWorld Speaker’s Command
Rank 1 Rite • Enchantment, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Turn)

As a reaction, when an enemy leaves a space within 5 feet

of your spirit companion without taking the Disengage action,

you force the target to make a Wisdom saving throw. On a

failed save, the target stops moving and must take the Dash

action to move any further on that turn.

The voices and growls of primal spirits cascade on your

foe, stopping it in its tracks.

Wrath of the Spirit WorldWrath of the Spirit World
Rank 1 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 5 feet of your spirit companion, and choose any

number of creatures you can see within 10 feet of you. Each

target must make a Wisdom saving throw. On a failed save, a

target takes 3d6 psychic damage and is knocked prone. On a

successful save, a target takes half as much damage.

Angry spirits lash out at the minds of your foes all around

you and your spirit companion.
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Rank 2 RitesRank 2 Rites

Ambusher’s RageAmbusher’s Rage
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and you

enter the rage of the Ambusher. Until the rage ends, you can

safely move up to 10 feet as a bonus action as long as you end

the movement within 5 feet of a bloodied enemy.

Blood calls. The ambush drake’s throaty roar erupts from

your throat as you fling yourself around your wounded enemy

in a dizzying set-up for the death blow.

Ancient Berserker’s RageAncient Berserker’s Rage
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and you

enter the rage of the Ancient Berserkers. At the start of each

of your turns until the rage ends, you gain advantage on

attack rolls against each enemy within 5 feet of you and a

+1d6 bonus to damage rolls. These benefits last until the end

of your turn.

You lash out and the spirits of ancestral berserkers roar

their approval. As always, they are anxious to fight beside a

member of the clan.

Ancient Progenitor SpiritAncient Progenitor Spirit
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

in a 10-foot radius sphere centered on your spirit companion.

Each target must succeed on a Wisdom saving throw or take

4d6 psychic damage and for 1 minute, their mind is invaded.

While their mind is invaded, attack rolls against them have

advantage and the target cannot gain any benefit from being

concealed. The target can repeat the saving throw at the end

of each of its turns, ending the effect on itself on a success.

In addition, your spirit companion disappears, and the

sphere creates a zone that lasts for up to 1 minute. Enemies

in the zone suffer a -3 penalty to attack rolls, and any enemy

that ends its turn in the zone takes 1d6 psychic damage.

To maintain the zone, you must concentrate on this rite as

if concentrating on a spell.

With a low hum, your spirit companion fades and the

essence of an ancient ancestor comes to your aid, invading

the minds of enemies foolish enough to stay close.

Angry SpiritsAngry Spirits
Rank 2 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 10 feet of you who are

marked by you, with a separate attack roll for each target. On

a hit, your attack deals an extra 4d6 damage.

As you swing your weapon around you, you draw forth

spiritual energy to damage your foes.

Aspect of the Primeval SpiderAspect of the Primeval Spider
Rank 2 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, you target each creature in a 10-foot radios

sphere centered on a point within 25 feet of you. Each target

must make a Constitution saving throw. On a failed save, a

target takes 3d10 poison damage, and it is restrained for 1

minute. On a successful save, the target takes half as much

damage, and its speed is reduced by 10 feet until the end of

your next turn. While restrained by this rite, the target can

make a Strength saving throw at the end of each of its turns,

ending the effect on itself on a success.

In addition, for 1 minute, you gain a +2 bonus to saving

throws and gain a climb speed equal to your walking speed.

You can climb difficult surfaces, including upside down on

ceilings, without needing to make an ability check.

You assume the aspect of the primeval spider, the great

poisonous beast from which all other spiders are descended.

Aspect of the Primeval WolfAspect of the Primeval Wolf
Rank 2 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 5

feet. The target must make a Strength saving throw. On a

failed save, the target takes piercing damage equal to 2d10 +

your spellcasting ability modifier, and it is knocked prone. On

a successful save, the target takes half as much damage.

In addition, for 1 minute, you gain a +1d8 bonus to the

damage rolls of melee weapon attacks that have advantage.

You assume the aspect of the primeval wolf, the feral

hunter that stalked your anscestors.

Aspect of the Primeval WolverineAspect of the Primeval Wolverine
Rank 2 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 5

feet. The target must make a Dexterity saving throw. On a

failed save, the target takes slashing damage equal to 2d10 +

your spellcasting ability modifier, and bleeds for 1d6 necrotic

damage. On a successful save, the target takes half as much

damage.

In addition, for 1 minute, while you are able to take

reactions, whenever an enemy makes a melee attack against

you, it takes 1d6 piercing damage.

You take on aspects of a dire wolverine, snapping and

biting at any foe foolish enough to attack you. Your fierce

attack on a nearby foe rips muscle and tendon, slowing its

movement.

Bear HugBear Hug
Rank 2 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 3d10 bludgeoning damage, and it

must succeed on a Strength saving throw or be grappled by

your spirit companion. Until the grapple ends, the target is

also restrained.

Your foe is surprised to be in the brutal embrace of your

unimpededly solid spirit companion.
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Bear’s VitalityBear’s Vitality
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Long)

When you are reduced to 0 hit points, you can use your

reaction to immediately regain 3d10 hit points before you fall

unconscious.

Drawing on the boundless vitality of a bear, you regain a

measure of your endurance.

Black HarbingerBlack Harbinger
Rank 2 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, for 1 hour, if you have the Wild Shape

class feature, you can use it to assume the form of a Tiny

raven, as many times as you like without expending uses of

Wild Shape.

You can turn into a raven and take wing, no longer

earthbound.

Blessing of the Iron TreeBlessing of the Iron Tree
Rank 2 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose one bloody ally you can see

within 25 feet. The target gains resistance to all damage for 1

minute.

You invoke the spirit of the legendary tree of iron to grant

your ally endurance to survive.

Blood Frenzy HowlBlood Frenzy Howl
Rank 2 Rite • Bestial, Enchantment, Utility (Short)

As a reaction, when an ally within 50 feet of you scores a

critical hit, you can choose yourself and any number of

creatures within 50 feet of you. Each chosen creature gains

3d6 + 3 temporary hit points.

Observing your allies’ ferocity, you let lose a long howl.

Your ululation awakens dormant primal spirits to invigorate

your allies.

Blood-Red MistBlood-Red Mist
Rank 2 Rite • Focus, Necromancy, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 3d10 slashing damage, and until the

end of your next turn, enemies suffer a -3 penalty to AC and

saving throws while within 5 feet of your spirit companion.

As your spirit companion slashes your foe, tendrils of mist

pour from the wound, encircling nearby enemies and

hampering their attacks.

Blood SacrificeBlood Sacrifice
Rank 2 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you take the attack action on your turn, you can take

1d10 necrotic damage before one of your attacks using a

weapon (this damage cannot be reduced or negated). If you

do so, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage on a hit.

You wound yourself, offering your pain to the spirits in

exchange for a more telling strike.

Blood-Spray BiteBlood-Spray Bite
Rank 2 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against a creature

within your reach. On a hit, the target takes piercing damage

equal to 3d10 + your spellcasting ability modifier, and each

enemy within 15 feet of you other than the target must

succeed on a Wisdom saving throw or be pushed up to 10

feet.

As you tear into your foe, the hideous wounds you inflict

cause your other foes to back away in terror.

Boiling CloudBoiling Cloud
Rank 2 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive (Long)

As a bonus action, you create a zone of blood and grit that

fills a 5-foot radius around you and lasts for 1 minute. The

zone moves with you, remaining centered on you. You and

your allies in the zone are lightly obscured. Marked enemies

that start their turns within the zone take 1d6 necrotic

damage.

Once on your turn, while the zone is active, you can cause

it to blast forth. As an action, you can choose any number of

creatures you can see within 5 feet of you and in a 15-foot

cube originating from you. Each target must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or take 4d6 necrotic damage and

for 1 minute, the target suffers a -1 penalty to AC and saving

throws. After the saving throws are resolved, the zone ends.

While suffering a penalty from this rite, the target can repeat

the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the

effect on itself on a success.

You sacrifice your foes to summon the hunger of

Codrichun: a noxious cloud of blood and abrading grit. The

cloud boils around you until you hurl it away in a terrifying

blast.

Brutal ErosionBrutal Erosion
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and the

target must make a Constitution saving throw. On a failed

save, the target is subject to brutal erosion for 1 minute. Until

this effect ends, the target suffers a -1 penalty to attack rolls,

AC, and saving throws. This penalty worsens by 1 each time

the target is hit by an attack (maximum penalty of -5). On a

successful save, the target is subject to brutal erosion as

above, but the maximum penalty is -2.

While eroding, the target can repeat the saving throw at the

end of each of its turns, ending the effect on a success.

Primal magic erodes the creature you hit, much as the

winds smooth hills and the waves devour coastlines.

Blurring StrideBlurring Stride
Rank 2 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you assume a blurry form for up to 1

minute. Until this form ends, if you end your movement at

least 15 feet from where you started, you become lightly

obscured and gain a +1 bonus to AC and saving throws until

the end of your next turn.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

When you move across the battlefield, you become less and

less distinct.
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Call of the Ghost WolfCall of the Ghost Wolf
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with an attack using a ranged or

thrown weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage.

In addition, you conjure a Medium ghost wolf in an

unoccupied space within 5 feet of the target. The wolf

occupies its space and lasts for up to 1 minute. Your allies

gain advantage on melee attack rolls against any enemy

within 5 feet of the ghost wolf, and deal an extra 2d6 damage

when they hit those enemies with melee attacks. As a bonus

action on each of your turns, you cause each enemy within 5

feet of the wolf to suffer a -3 penalty to attack rolls until the

end of your next turn.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

Your attack calls forth a wolf spirit to keep your foes at bay.

Call to the Blood DancerCall to the Blood Dancer
Rank 2 Rite • Focus, Necromancy, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 3d10 slashing damage, and until the

end of your next turn, any ally can score a critical hit on a roll

of 18–20 and gains a +1d6 bonus to damage rolls while

within 5 feet of your spirit companion.

A vicious spirit of blood and wrath infuses your spirit

companion, which howls in fury as it slashes your foe with

claws and fangs.

Call to the Howling StormCall to the Howling Storm
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 2d10 lightning damage and 2d10

thunder damage, and one ally within 5 feet of your spirit

companion can use their reaction to safely move up to 25

feet.

Your foe is surprised to be in the brutal embrace of your

unimpededly solid spirit companion.

Camouflage CloakCamouflage Cloak
Rank 2 Rite • Illusion, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, choose yourself or one ally you can see

within 25 feet of you. The target becomes invisible until they

move or until the end of your next turn.

Your target takes on the appearance of the surrounding

terrain, fading from view.

Chant of SustenanceChant of Sustenance
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, choose any number of creatures within

50 feet. Until the end of your next turn, each target who can

hear you automatically succeeds on Constitution saving

throws to maintain concentration.

You intone a brief petition to primal spirits, who funnel

power on your behalf to sustain the magic of you and your

allies.

Charm BeastCharm Beast
Rank 2 Rite • Charm, Enchantment, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet of you. The target must make a Charisma saving throw.

On a failed saving throw, the target is dominated by you until

the end of your next turn. On a successful save, the target is

dazed until the end of your next turn. Beasts suffer a -3

penalty to saving throws against this rite.

You gaze hard at your foe, momentarily bringing that

enemy under your control.

Clawfoot Berserker RageClawfoot Berserker Rage
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Raging, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and you

enter the rage of the Clawfoot Berserker. Until the rage ends,

when an ally within 25 feet of you becomes bloodied, you gain

a +3 bonus to attack rolls until the end of your next turn and

can make a melee weapon attack as a reaction.

You channel the behemoth’s fury to avenge injury to allies

who fight alongside you.

Climber’s ClawsClimber’s Claws
Rank 2 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you gain a climb speed equal to your

walking speed until the end of your next turn.

Thick claws spring from your hands, allowing you to scale

surfaces quickly.

Clinging DronesClinging Drones
Rank 2 Rite • Bestial, Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, you target each creature in a 25-foot cone

originating from you. Each target must make a Constitution

saving throw. On a failed save, a target takes 4d6 piercing

damage and for 1 minute, the target’s speed is reduced by 10

feet. On a successful save, the target takes half as much

damage. While suffering a speed reduction from this rite, the

target can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its

turns, ending the effect on itself on a success.

In addition, for 1 minute, enemies cannot benefit from the

Disengage action or safe movement while within 5 feet of

you.

Immense insects cling to anyone who gets near you,

making it difficult for them to move carefully.

Cloak of QuillsCloak of Quills
Rank 2 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, until the end of your next turn,

whenever an adjacent enemy hits you with a melee attack,

that enemy takes 1d6 piercing damage.

Sharp spines emerge from your skin, making your enemies

thing twice about striking you.
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Clutching MireClutching Mire
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures in a 15-foot cube originating from

you, with a separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your

attack deals an extra 2d6 damage, and the target’s speed is

reduced by 10 feet for 1 minute.

In addition, the cube creates a zone of swampy ground that

lasts for up to 1 minute. The zone is difficult terrain, and any

creature that ends its turn within the zone has its speed

reduced by 10 feet for 1 minute.

While suffering a speed reduction from this rite, the target

can make a Strength saving throw at the end of each of its

turns, ending the effect on itself on a success.

To maintain the zone, you must concentrate on this rite as

if concentrating on a spell.

A sweep of your weapon blasts your foes and turns the

ground before you into a shallow bog, which hinders

creatures’ movement.

Coils of the World SerpentCoils of the World Serpent
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

in a 10-foot radius sphere centered on a point you can see

within 50 feet of you. Each target must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or take 4d6 bludgeoning damage.

In addition, the sphere creates a zone that lasts for 1

minute. When any enemy hits an ally who is within the zone,

that enemy takes 1d6 bludgeoning damage.

The earth trembles, and a distant roar rumbles across the

battlefield as the World Serpent manifests.

Combat SurgeCombat Surge
Rank 2 Rite • Divination, Utility (Long)

As a reaction, when you miss with an attack while you are

raging, you can reroll the attack but must use the new result.

As your attack goes awry, you react from the heat of your

rage, without pause or thought, reversing your weapon and

striking again..

Corralling ShotCorralling Shot
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with an attack using a ranged or

thrown weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d6 damage, and

you can make a ranged attack roll against up to two

secondary creatures within 25 feet of the primary target, with

a separate attack roll for each secondary target. On a hit, your

attacks deal an extra 2d6 damage, and you can move the

secondary target up to 25 feet to a space within 5 feet of the

primary target.

Your projectile divides into three barbs, which thrust two

foes toward a third.

Creeping VinesCreeping Vines
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you conjure a 5-foot thick, 10-foot long

wall of creeping vines within 50 feet of you. The wall can be

up to 50 feet high and must be within 5 feet of a vertical

surface. The wall lasts until the end of your next turn. While

within the wall, you and your allies can climb that vertical

surface with a climb speed of 30 feet.

Vines erupt along a vertical surface, creating handholds

and footholds for you and your allies.

Crushing ChargeCrushing Charge
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or be pushed

up to 10 feet.

When you use this rite as part of a charging attack, you do

not grant advantage on attack rolls against yourself as part of

the charge.

The impact of your charge smashes your foe back to crash

it against solid terrain.

Cull WeaknessCull Weakness
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Stance, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you enter the Cull Weakness stance.

Until the stance ends, you gain advantage on attack rolls

against bloodied enemies and a +1d6 bonus to damage rolls

against them.

Only the strong survive, and you let your enemies know

that you are a survivor as you strike down the weakest among

them with ease. The others quail before you as their wounds

mount.

Cursed DartCursed Dart
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a bow,

your attack deals an extra 2d10 psychic damage.

In addition, the attack creates a zone that fills a 10-foot

radius centered on the target for 1 minute. The zone moves

with the target. Any enemy other than the target that starts its

turn within the zone takes 1d6 psychic damage and has its

speed reduced to 0 until the start of its next turn. Until the

zone ends, the target can make a Wisdom saving throw at the

end of each of its turns, ending the zone on a success.

You whisper a terrible curse as you nock the arrow. When

you release it, you speed death and despair to your enemy.

Curtain of SteelCurtain of Steel
Rank 2 Rite • Abjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As a reaction, when an enemy within 5 feet of you hits or

misses you with an attack, you can make a melee weapon

attack using a weapon with a +3 bonus to the attack roll

against the triggering enemy. On a hit, your attack deals an

extra 2d10 damage.

You are the pacing lion, the circling predator. No attack will

come toward you without being answered in kind.
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Dangerous PresenceDangerous Presence
Rank 2 Rite • Abjuration, Fear, Offensive, Raging, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and for 1

minute, enemies grant advantage while marked by you.

You strike quickly and decisively, showing your deadly skill

to your enemies and causing them to cower in fear.

Deny EscapeDeny Escape
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or have

its speed is reduced to 0 until the end of your next turn.

In your bloodlust, letting an enemy go isn’t an option. You

attack with great force, preventing your foe from escaping.

Destructive HarvestDestructive Harvest
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage. In addition,

for 1 minute, your allies gain a +1d6 bonus to damage rolls

while within 5 feet of the target.

You infuse your enemy’s wound with primal magic that

makes your allies stronger.

Devastating LeverageDevastating Leverage
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a reach

weapon you are wielding with two hands, your attack deals

an extra 2d10 damage, and the target must make a Strength

saving throw. On a failed save, you can move the target up to

5 feet and knock it prone.

You swing your weapon in a wide arc, using the terrible

power generated by its length to smash your enemy to the

ground.

Eagle’s AimEagle’s Aim
Rank 2 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Turn)

As a bonus action, until the end of your next turn, you don’t

suffer disadvantage on attack rolls for attacking at long range.

Your eyesight sharpens until you can pick out the most

distant foes.

Eagle’s SplendorEagle’s Splendor
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose yourself or one ally within 5 feet.

The target gains the following benefits for 8 hours.

+2 bonus to spell attack rolls and the save DC of spells

using Charisma

+1d6 bonus to the damage rolls of spell attacks

+3 bonus to Charisma ability checks and saving throws

You invoke primal magic to bestow the majestic presence

of the eagle upon you and your ally.

Only the strong survive, and you let your enemies know

that you are a survivor as you strike down the weakest among

them with ease. The others quail before you as their wounds

mount.

Earth GiftEarth Gift
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and you

regain 2d6 hit points.

The spirits of earth reward your attack with a gift of health.

Earth Grasp RageEarth Grasp Rage
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and for 1

minute, the target’s speed is reduced to 0. While suffering this

speed reduction, the target must make a Strength saving

throw at the end of each of its turns. On a failed save, the

target takes 1d6 fire damage. On a successful save, the

grapple ends and the target is knocked prone.

In addition, you enter the rage of Earth’s Grasp. Until the

rage ends, your attacks against prone targets deal an extra

1d6 fire damage on a hit.

Your rage reaches out to Stone Brother, and arms of

molten stone form to grab your foe.

Earth-Shaking RendEarth-Shaking Rend
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures in a 15-foot cube originating from

you, with a separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your

attack deals an extra 2d6 damage.

In addition, each target is knocked prone, and the cube

creates a zone of shifting earth that lasts up to 1 minute. The

zone is difficult terrain, and any creature that ends its turn

within the zone is knocked prone.

To maintain the zone, you must concentrate on this rite as

if concentrating on a spell.

The ground before you shakes when you strike it with your

weapon, blasting creatures and knocking them off their feet.

Earthbound GiftEarthbound Gift
Rank 2 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action while you are bloodied, you gain 2d6

temporary hit points, and you can make a saving throw

against one effect that a save can end.

When at your weakest, you draw renewing strength from

the land.

EarthguardEarthguard
Rank 2 Rite • Abjuration, Stance, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you enter the Earthguard stance. Until

the stance ends, you gain a +1 bonus to AC and saving

throws.

Primal power from the earth fortifies your body and mind.
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Earthrage SpiritEarthrage Spirit
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

in a 25-foot radius cube originating from you. Each target

must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take 4d6

bludgeoning damage and be knocked prone.

In addition, for 1 minute, each target is beset by an earth

spirit. Until this effect ends, the target is knocked prone

whenever it is hit by an attack. Each target subject to this

effect can make a Dexterity saving throw at the end of each of

its turns, ending the effect on itself on a success.

The spirit of the great earth serpent rages beneath your

enemies, knocking them to the ground and sending minor

tremors to topple them for the rest of the battle.

Earthquake Dragon’s RageEarthquake Dragon’s Rage
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and you

enter the rage of the Earthquake Dragon. Until the rage ends,

whenever an enemy hits you, you deal 1d6 thunder damage

to each creature within 25 feet of you.

The ground shakes, and the air splits. You can barely hear

the voices of your friends asking you to call on a different

primal spirit to drive your rage.

Emerald LureEmerald Lure
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 10 feet of your spirit companion. Each target who can

see your spirit companion must succeed on a Wisdom saving

throw or take 4d6 psychic damage and be pulled up to 5 feet

closer to it. You then dismiss your spirit companion.

Bright emerald motes fill the air around your spirit

companion and lure your enemies to the companion.

Ensnaring ShotEnsnaring Shot
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or be

restrained for 1 minute.

In addition, the attack creates a zone of difficult terrain in a

10-foot radius centered on the target. The zone lasts for up to

1 minute. Until the zone ends, when an enemy enters the

zone or starts its turn there, you can use your reaction to

force the triggering enemy to succeed on a Dexterity saving

throw or be restrained for 1 minute.

A target restrained by this rite can repeat the saving throw

at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect on itself on a

success.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

Just before your shot strikes your foe, the projectile

explodes into tiny, burrowing seeds that grow into binding

vines.

Everlasting Flame’s StrengthEverlasting Flame’s Strength
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose one ally you can see within 25

feet. For 1 minute, whenever that ally reduces an enemy to 0

hit points, they regain 1d6 hit points, and each enemy within

5 feet of them takes 1d6 fire damage.

You lend your ally the aid of a fire spirit, which burns more

brightly as that ally defeats your enemies.

ExpulsionExpulsion
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 15-foot cone

originating from you. You ignore blocking terrain when

determining line of effect for this rite. Each target must

succeed on a Constitution saving throw or take 4d6 thunder

damage and until the end of your next turn, the target’s speed

is reduced by 10 feet. The target emerges in the nearest

unoccupied space if it is burrowing or falls if it is climbing,

and it cannot use a burrow or climb speed until the end of

your next turn.

You strike the ground and send a rolling tremor through

the earth.

Fearsome SmashFearsome Smash
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Fear, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Wisdom saving throw or suffer a -4

penalty to attack rolls until the end of your next turn.

Smashing your weapon through your foe’s defenses injures

both body and will.

Feast of ViolenceFeast of Violence
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you take the attack action on your turn, you can

provoke opportunity attacks before one of your melee attacks

using a weapon. If you do so, you gain a +1 bonus to the

attack roll for each creature that attacks you. On a hit, your

attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, or an extra 3d10 damage

if at least one creature made an opportunity attack against

you triggered by this rite.

You drop your guard as you come close for your attack,

drawing primal strength from the violence directed at you.

Feral RampageFeral Rampage
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d6 damage, and you can

safely move up to your speed. If you do so, you can make one

additional melee attack using a weapon against a creature

within your weapon’s reach. On a hit, your attack deals an

extra 2d6 damage.

The passion of the predator flows through you, allowing

you to move between your enemies and cut both of them

down like stalks of wheat.
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Fey CongressFey Congress
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you conjure a zone of tiny flitting fey folk

that fills a 5-foot radius around you for up to 1 minute.

Enemies treat the zone as heavily obscured.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

Tiny glowing fey folk flit and caper through the air around

you. Their movements make it difficult for enemies to see

you.

Feyjump ShotFeyjump Shot
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a ranged attack using a weapon against

one or two creatures within your weapon’s range. You must

have ammunition for each target, as normal, and you make a

separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals

an extra 2d6 damage, and you can teleport the target up to 15

feet.

If you hit both targets, you can swap their positions when

you teleport them, rather than teleporting each one 15 feet. If

you do so, neither target can take reactions until the end of

your next turn.

Your missiles shine with emerald light and carry with them

the Feywild’s power to relocate your foes.

Flashing SpiritFlashing Spirit
Rank 2 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 5 feet of your spirit companion. Each target must

succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take 4d6 slashing

damage.

In addition, until the end of your next turn, while ally is

within 5 feet of your spirit companion, they gain a +1d4

bonus to damage rolls for each enemy that failed the saving

throw against this rite.

Your spirit companion darts around the battlefield, looking

for opportunities to help your allies deliver deadly attacks.

Forge of Fire and SmokeForge of Fire and Smoke
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 15-foot cube

originating from you. Each target must succeed on a

Dexterity saving throw or take 4d6 fire damage.

In addition, the cube creates a zone of smoke until the end

of your next turn. Creatures inside the zone are lightly

obscured and gain a +2 bonus to AC.

You call upon the fury of the forge to destroy your enemies

with primal fire.

Frost Wolf RageFrost Wolf Rage
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you take the attack action on your turn, before one of

your melee attacks using a weapon, you provoke an

opportunity attack from your target. If the target takes the

opportunity attack, your attack deals an extra 3d10 cold

damage on a hit. If the target does not take the opportunity

attack, your attack deals an extra 2d10 cold damage on a hit.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Frost Wolf. Until the

rage ends, any enemy that hits you with a melee attack takes

1d6 + 3 cold damage.

Like the great spirit wolf whose breath is the cold north

wind, you are wreathed in frost, chilling those who try to

harm you.

Grasp of WinterGrasp of Winter
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet. The target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or

take 3d10 cold damage.

In addition, the target is restrained until the end of your

next turn.

A cold wind swirls around your enemy, slashing it and

grasping it with icy claws.

Great ShoutGreat Shout
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and each

enemy within 25 feet of you must succeed on a Wisdom

saving throw or suffer a -3 penalty to attack rolls until the end

of your next turn.

You slam your weapon into a foe, then give voice to the fury

of your ancestors, cowing those who dare to stand against

you.

Guardian Eagle FlockGuardian Eagle Flock
Rank 2 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 10 feet of your spirit companion. Each target must

succeed on a Constitution saving throw or take 4d6 slashing

damage. Also on a failed save, you can move the target up to

15 feet.

If at least one target failed the saving throw against this

rite, you can move each ally you can see within 10 feet of your

spirit companion up to 15 feet.

Your spirit companion changes into a flock of hunting

eagles that swoop overhead, using their talons to create

openings for your allies and to drive your enemies away.

Guardian’s PounceGuardian’s Pounce
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When an enemy enters a space within 5 feet of an ally who

is within 30 feet of you on its turn, you can use your reaction

to immediately safely move up to your speed to a space

within 5 feet of the triggering enemy. If you do so, you can

also make one melee attack using a weapon against the

triggering enemy. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 2d10

damage, and the target suffers a -5 penalty to attack rolls

until the end of its turn.

In a blur of movement, you attack an enemy that closes

with your ally.
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Hail of ThornsHail of Thorns
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

As an action, you target each creature in a 15-foot cube

originating from you. Each target must make a Dexterity

saving throw. On a failed save, a target takes 4d6 poison

damage, and is poisoned for 1 minute. On a successful save,

the target takes half as much damage and for 1 minute, its

speed is reduced by 10 feet. While poisoned, the target’s

speed us reduced by 10 feet, and it takes 1d6 poison damage

at the start of each of its turns.

While suffering an ongoing effect from this rite, the target

can make a Constitution saving throw at the end of each of its

turns, ending the effect on itself on a success.

You sweep your weapon in a wide arc, drawing on primal

energy to cast a hail of poisonous thorns at your foes.

Hammer of the Grasping TidesHammer of the Grasping Tides
Rank 2 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 10 feet of your spirit companion. Each target must

succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take 4d6 bludgeoning

damage and until the end of its next turn, have its speed

reduced by 10 feet.

In addition, each ally within 10 feet of your spirit

companion gains a +5 bonus to their AC against opportunity

attacks and has their speed increased by 15 feet.

Your spirit companion transforms into a thrashing tide–a

tidal wave to your foes and a guiding current to your allies.

Harbinger of DoomHarbinger of Doom
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Fear, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and a howl

in a 15-foot cone originating from you that includes the

target. Any number of creatures you choose within the cone

must succeed on a Wisdom saving throw or suffer a 2d6

susceptibility to all damage until the end of your next turn.

You hack through one foe, and your battle cry heralds

doom for the enemies before you.

Healing LoreHealing Lore
Rank 2 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose yourself or one ally you can see

within 25 feet of you. The target can spend up to two hit dice

to regain hit points.

The primal power you call upon allows access to the

deepest reserves of strength.

Hearth SpiritHearth Spirit
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Spirit, Utility (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 15 feet of you. Each target regains 1d6 hit points.

Additionally, until the end of your next turn, you and your

allies can use a bonus action to spend up to two hit dice to

regain hit points while within 5 feet of your spirit companion.

A comforting hearth spirit settles over you, soothing you

and your allies.

Hobbling RendHobbling Rend
Rank 2 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one or two

creatures within your reach. On a hit, a target takes slashing

damage equal to 3d6 + your spellcasting ability modifier, and

the target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or have

its speed is reduced by 10 feet for 1 minute. The target can

repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending

the effect on itself on a success.

You rip into your foes’ legs, leaving them hobbled and

bleeding.

Hunger of the LandHunger of the Land
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and the

target is restrained for 1 minute. While restrained by this rite,

the target make a Strength saving throw at the end of each of

its turns, ending the effect on a success.

As you slash at your foe, vines and the stalks of plants grow

suddenly to grasp it.

Indomitable ShiftIndomitable Shift
Rank 2 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you can safely move up to 15 feet. You

gain 1d6 temporary hit points for each enemy within 10 feet

of you at the end of your movement.

You pound across the battlefield, leaving no opening as you

move and drawing strength from the numbers arrayed

against you.

Instinctive ChargeInstinctive Charge
Rank 2 Rite • Divination, Utility (Long)

When you roll initiative at the beginning of an encounter,

you gain a +6 bonus to your check. You also gain a +3 bonus

to your first attack roll during the encounter.

Instinctively aware of danger, you are poised to fight as

soon as the battle begins.

Latch OnLatch On
Rank 2 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against a creature

within your reach. On a hit, the target takes piercing damage

(your choice) equal to 3d10 + your spellcasting ability

modifier, and the target must succeed on a Strength saving

throw or be grappled by you. The target suffers a -4 penalty to

ability checks to escape the grapple.

You sink your teeth and claws into your prey, preventing it

from escaping.

Laugh it OffLaugh it Off
Rank 2 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

As a reaction, when you are hit by an enemy’s attack, you

can immediately reduce the damage by 1d6 + 3. You gain a +3

bonus to your next attack roll and a +1d6 bonus to your next

damage roll against the triggering enemy made before the

end of your next turn.

You laugh at your foe’s attack, making even its mightiest

effort seem pointless against your boundless endurance.
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Leaf WallLeaf Wall
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you conjure a 5-foot thick, 25-foot long

wall of leaves within 50 feet. The wall can be up to 20 feet

high and must rest on a solid surface. The wall lasts for 1

minute, and you and your allies are lightly obscured while

within the wall. Enemies grant advantage on attack rolls

against themselves while they are in the wall or within 5 feet

of it.

Wind spirits hurl tempests of leaves in a swirling mass that

disorients enemies while concealing your allies.

Life Blood HarvestLife Blood Harvest
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and you

can choose one creature you can see within 25 feet of the

target. The chosen creature can spend up to two hit dice to

regain hit points.

You draw life energy out of your enemy, converting it to

renewed vitality for your ally.

Lifebind AttackLifebind Attack
Rank 2 Rite • Abjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage.

In addition, while the target is marked by you, it suffers a -5

penalty to attack rolls against creatures other than you. The

effect lasts for 1 minute, or until you end your turn more than

25 feet away from the target.

Your attack binds the target to you, further hindering its

attacks if it does not engage you.

Limbs of the Tree SpiderLimbs of the Tree Spider
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

one or two creatures within 15 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

3d6 damage.

You stab your weapon arm straight up, and it sprouts long,

sharp wooden protrusions that stab out at your enemies like

spider legs.

Longstrike Slayer RageLongstrike Slayer Rage
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a reach weapon

you are wielding with two hands against any number of

creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate attack roll for

each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 2d6 damage.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Longstrike Slayer.

Until the rage ends, your melee reach increases by 5 feet and

you gain a +1d6 bonus to damage rolls against targets that

are 10 or more feet away from you.

Your weapon smashes into your targets like a steel

hurricane as your fury enhances its leverage and power with

each strike.

Looming ThreatLooming Threat
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, or an extra

3d10 damage if the target is marked by an ally. You then

mark the target until the end of your next turn. Until the mark

ends, you gain a +1d6 bonus to damage rolls against the

target.

An ally might have raised a foe’s ire, but once you strike,

that enemy must pay attention to you.

Loss of WillLoss of Will
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Short)

As a reaction, when an enemy misses you with an attack,

you cause the target to suffer a -3 penalty to attack rolls

against you until the end of its next turn.

As you turn aside your foe’s attack, you stare into its eyes.

Your enemy now knows that the battle is in your favor.

Meld into StoneMeld into Stone
Rank 2 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you safely move up to your speed into a

space occupied by an object made of stone or earth that is

your size or larger, such as a wall, statue, or boulder. While

you occupy this space, you can see normally, but you are

considered to be behind total cover. You remain in this state

for 1 minute, until you end this effect as a bonus action, or

until the object is destroyed. When the effect ends, you

appear in the nearest unoccupied space.

Your body merges with stone, letting you slip out of sight

and away from harm.

Memories of Wind and RainMemories of Wind and Rain
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

in a 5-foot radius sphere centered on your spirit companion.

Each target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take

4d6 bludgeoning damage.

In addition, the sphere creates a zone that lasts until the

end of your next turn. Your spirit companion then disappears

and you can move each ally in the zone up to 5 feet. Any

enemy that ends its turn within the zone cannot take

reactions until the end of its next turn.

You dismiss your spirit companion and unleash wind and

rain spirits that shriek as they descend on your enemies.

Gusts of wind shove your allies about while slamming your

enemies that come too close.

Mountain HammerMountain Hammer
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or until

the end of your next turn, the target suffers a -4 penalty to

attack rolls.

You strike with the strength of a mountain: brutal and

unforgettable.
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Mountain StatureMountain Stature
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

one or two creatures within 10 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

2d6 damage, and you can either pull the target up to 10 feet

or knock it prone.

The fury of your attack extends its reach, drawing your foes

close or knocking them to the ground.

Nature’s StrideNature’s Stride
Rank 2 Rite • Divination, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose yourself or one ally you can

touch. For 10 minutes, the target’s speed increases by 10 feet

and they ignore difficult terrain.

You gain a heightened sense of the world around you,

letting you move unhindered.

Owl’s WisdomOwl’s Wisdom
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose yourself or one ally within 5 feet.

The target gains the following benefits for 8 hours.

60 feet of darkvision. If the target already had darkvision it

instead increases by 30 feet

+2 bonus to spell attack rolls and the save DC of spells

using Wisdom

+3 bonus to Wisdom ability checks and saving throws

Your primal magic grants your ally the wisdom and insight

of an owl, sharpening willpower and granting superior

insight.

Plague of LocustsPlague of Locusts
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, choose up to three creatures you can see

within 25 feet of you. Each target must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or take 5d6 poison damage and

until the end of your next turn, attack rolls against the target

have advantage.

With a gesture, you cause locusts to descend on your foes.

Poison StingPoison Sting
Rank 2 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, you target each creature within 10 feet of you.

Each target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or

take 4d6 poison damage and the next time the target moves

before the start of your next turn, it takes an additional 2d6

poison damage.

A swarm of poisonous insects briefly surrounds you, using

their stingers on your enemies.

Primal ChargePrimal Charge
Rank 2 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you gain a +20-foot bonus to speed

when making a charging attack or taking the Dash action.

You thunder across the battlefield in a blur of steel and

speed.

Primal InvestiturePrimal Investiture
Rank 2 Rite • Spirit, Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose yourself or one ally you can see

within 25 feet of your spirit companion. You dismiss the spirit

companion and cannot use call spirit companion until the

end of your next turn. The target can spend up to two hit dice

to regain hit points, and gains a +1 bonus to attack rolls, AC,

and saving throws for 1 minute.

You merge your spirit companion with an ally to grow their

strength.

Protecting SpiritsProtecting Spirits
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a ranged attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 10 feet of you. You must have

ammunition for each target, as normal, and you make a

separate attack roll for each target. These attacks do not

suffer disadvantage for being in melee. On a hit, your attack

deals an extra 2d6 damage, and the target must make a

Strength saving throw. On a failed save, the target is pushed

up to 10 feet and knocked prone. On a successful save, the

target is pushed up to 5 feet.

With a flurry of spirit-guided attacks, you knock your foes

away.

Rage of the Crimson HurricaneRage of the Crimson Hurricane
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Raging, Weapon

(Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

2d6 damage and the target bleeds for 1d6 necrotic damage.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Crimson Hurricane.

Until the rage ends, the first time each turn you hit an enemy

with a melee weapon attack, each enemy within 5 feet of you

after the attack is resolved takes 1d6 damage of the same

type as your weapon.

Your swing arcs around you, and rage transforms you into a

swirling storm of death, dangerous to any enemy near you.

Raise the StonesRaise the Stones
Rank 2 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As an action, you create six stone pillars in unoccupied

spaces you can see on solid ground within 50 feet of you. The

pillars are blocking terrain. Each pillar stands ten feet tall

and is five feet wide, has an AC of 17, 30 hit points. A

creature can climb a pillar with a DC 10 Strength (Athletics)

check. If a pillar is reduced to 0 hit points, its space and each

space within 5 feet of it becomes rubble-strewn difficult

terrain.

You call to the spirits of earth, and a group of monoliths

emerge from the ground.
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Rampant ForestRampant Forest
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and the

target’s space and each space within 5 feet of it becomes a

zone of difficult terrain for your enemies for 1 minute.

In addition, for 1 minute, when you first hit any enemy after

using this rite, that enemy’s current space and each space

within 5 feet of it becomes a zone of difficult terrain for your

enemies for 1 minute.

The spectral essence of a primeval forest erupts around

the target, impeding your foes’ movement.

Razor Wind RageRazor Wind Rage
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

2d6 damage, and the target must succeed on a Strength

saving throw or be pushed up to 10 feet.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Razor Wind. Until the

rage ends, once per turn when you score a critical hit or

reduce and enemy to 0 hit points, you can safely move up to

15 feet and make a melee weapon attack against a creature

within reach (no action required). On a hit, your attack deals

an extra 1d6 damage.

Your strike batters the crowding enemies, unleashing your

rage. From then on, after each devastating blow, primal winds

speed you.

Rebuking ThornsRebuking Thorns
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, for 1 minute, when any enemy touches

you or hits you with a melee attack, that enemy takes 1d6

magical piercing damage.

You utter a rite of retribution, which launches thorns at

your attackers.

Relentless SurgeRelentless Surge
Rank 2 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you gain 3d10 + 3 temporary hit points.

These temporary hit points last for 10 minutes.

With a deep breath, you draw vigor from within yourself.

Remembrance of HateRemembrance of Hate
Rank 2 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, choose against any number of creatures you

can see within 5 feet of your spirit companion. Each target

must make a Constitution saving throw. On a failed save, a

target takes 4d6 slashing damage, and bleeds for 1d6

necrotic damage. On a successful save, the target takes half

as much slashing damage, and is pushed up to 5 feet from

your spirit companion.

In addition, for 1 minute or until your spirit companion is

no longer present, any creature starting its turn within 5 feet

of your spirit companion takes 1d6 slashing damage and is

pushed up to 5 feet away from your spirit companion.

The spirits recall the ancient offenses done to the world

and vent their hatred through claw and fang.

Returning the GiftReturning the Gift
Rank 2 Rite • Divination, Utility (Long)

When an ally targets you with an effect that does not also

target themselves, you can use your reaction to cause the

triggering ally to also become a target of the effect.

You draw on your strength to return the aid given to you by

an ally.

Roar of TerrorRoar of Terror
Rank 2 Rite • Bestial, Enchantment, Fear, Focus, Offensive

(Long)

As an action, you target each creature in a 25-foot cube

originating from you. Each target must make a Wisdom

saving throw. On a failed save, a target takes 4d6 psychic

damage, and it is dazed for 1 minute. On a successful save,

the target takes half as much damage, and it is dazed until

the end of your next turn. While dazed by this rite, the target

can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its turns,

ending the effect on itself on a success.

Your roar is the voice of the Great Bear, striking terror into

every heart.

Roaming Mind, Roving SpiritRoaming Mind, Roving Spirit
Rank 2 Rite • Divination, Spirit, Utility (Long)

As an action, you gain a greater connection to your spirit

companion for 1 hour. Until this rite ends, you do not need

line of sight or line of effect to your spirit companion, and can

move your spirit companion beyond its normal range. You

perceive the surroundings of your spirit companion as if you

were in its place using its senses. You cannot make attacks

through your spirit companion when you do not have line of

effect to it or when it’s further than 100 feet away.

By sharing a part of your intellect with your spirit

companion, it gains the ability to act more independently and

you can perceive with its sense.

Rodent’s AgilityRodent’s Agility
Rank 2 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, if you possess the Wild Shape class

feature, you can safely move up to 25 feet. You can move

through enemies’ spaces during this movement. This does

not expend a use Wild Shape.

In the blink of an eye, you transform into a mouse, dart

away from your foe, and then transform back.

Run RampantRun Rampant
Rank 2 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you can make either an escape attempt

or a saving throw against an effect that a save can end that

grapples, restrains, or reduces your speed. You gain a +6

bonus to this roll.

With bestial might, you break free and step forward, eager

for battle again.

Sea StrideSea Stride
Rank 2 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Turn)

As a bonus action, you gain a swim speed equal to your

walking speed until the end of your turn.

You draw on the strength of flowing water to glide through

the waves with ease.
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Serpent’s CunningSerpent’s Cunning
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose yourself or one ally within 5 feet.

The target gains the following benefits for 8 hours.

Proficiency in one skill or tool of the target’s choice

+2 bonus to spell attack rolls and the save DC of spells

using Intelligence

+3 bonus to Intelligence ability checks and saving throws

Your ally gains the serpent’s cunning, a power that hones

their mind to a razor’s edge.

Serpent’s HoldSerpent’s Hold
Rank 2 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, you can safely move up to 10 feet and choose

one creature within your reach. The target must succeed on a

Dexterity saving throw or take 3d10 bludgeoning damage and

be grappled by you. Until the grapple ends, attack rolls

against the target have advantage, and you can use a bonus

action on each of your turns to move the grapple up to half

your speed without making an ability check.

You slither toward your foe, springing forth to entangle it in

a mass of coils.

Shattering StrikeShattering Strike
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 force damage. All

damage dealt by this attack is magical damage.

The primal force flowing from your body enables your

attack to strike true even against ethereal targets.

Sheltering StormSheltering Storm
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

2d6 damage.

In addition, until the end of your next turn, when any ally

within 5 feet of you is targeted by an attack, you can

immediately swap places with that ally and become the target

of the effect instead of the ally (no action required). The

triggering attack that targets you suffers a -3 penalty to the

attack roll possibly causing it to miss.

A primal storm wind sweeps you and your allies into each

other’s positions as you take attacks meant for them.

Shrieking Wind SpiritsShrieking Wind Spirits
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

in a 10-foot radius sphere centered on your spirit companion.

Each target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or take

4d6 bludgeoning damage, and you can move the target up to

15 feet. Also on a failed save, the target cannot take reactions

for 1 minute. While unable to take reactions from this rite,

the target can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its

turns, ending the effect on itself on a success.

In addition, your spirit companion disappears and the

sphere creates a zone that lasts for up to 1 minute. When an

enemy ends its turn within the zone, you can use your

reaction to force the triggering enemy to make a Strength

saving throw. On a failed save, you can move the target up to

15 feet.

To maintain the zone, you must concentrate on this rite as

if concentrating on a spell.

The shrieking desert winds gather about your spirit

companion, which you then dismiss to unleash a storm that

leaves your enemies reeling.

Silver Phoenix RageSilver Phoenix Rage
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 fire damage, and

you enter the rage of the Silver Phoenix. Until the rage ends,

you regain 1d6 hit points at the start of each of your turns as

long as you have at least 1 hit point. In addition, the first time

you drop to 0 hit points or fewer, you can immediately use

your reaction to spend up to two hit dice to regain hit points.

Your mighty blow erupts in silver fire as the spirit of the

phoenix enters you. As you rage, vitality surges through you

to ward you from death.

Slash and Slash AgainSlash and Slash Again
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon while wielding a separate melee weapon in each

hand, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage. Additionally,

until the start off your next turn, you can deal 1d6 of the same

type as one of your weapons to each enemy that starts its turn

within 5 feet of you (no action required).

You strike hard and then lay into enemies all around you.

Snarling DefianceSnarling Defiance
Rank 2 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Long)

As a reaction, when you are hit and damaged by an attack,

you take half damage from the triggering attack, and gain a

+3 bonus to attack rolls against the attacker until the end of

your next turn.

Your blood flows, and your response is a feral snarl as you

prepare to make the offender pay.

Soothing WindSoothing Wind
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you can spend up to two hit dice to

regain hit points plus an additional 2d6 hit points, and until

the end of your next turn, you gain a +3 bonus to AC and

saving throws.

Your primal might allows you to regain additional vigor in

the heat of combat.
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Spirit Companion’s ShelterSpirit Companion’s Shelter
Rank 2 Rite • Abjuration, Spirit, Utility (Short)

When an enemy hits your spirit companion, you can use

your reaction to immediately grant your spirit companion a

+4 bonus to AC against the triggering attack, potentially

causing it to miss.

You create a shield of primal energy to protect your spirit

companion.

Spirit of Battle’s EndSpirit of Battle’s End
Rank 2 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 3d10 slashing damage.

In addition, whenever an ally misses the target with a

melee attack, the target takes 1d6 slashing damage and must

make a Dexterity saving throw. On a successful save, this

effect ends. Otherwise, it lasts for 1 minute.

Your spirit companion tears into your enemy, promising a

swift end.

Spirit of DawnSpirit of Dawn
Rank 2 Rite • Divination, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you create a 30-foot radius sphere of

light centered on a point within 50 feet of you that lasts until

the end of your next turn. The sphere creates a zone of bright

light that also sheds dim light for an additional 30 feet.

Enemies in the zone gain no benefit from half cover, three

quarters cover, being light obscured, or being heavily

obscured, and suffer disadvantage on Dexterity (Stealth)

checks.

A spirit of the sun appears before you, casting a light on

your foes that makes it nearly impossible for them to hide

from you.

Spirit of Shielding FireSpirit of Shielding Fire
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one ally you can see within 25 feet.

The chosen ally gains 2d6 temporary hit points. In addition,

for 1 minute, the chosen ally gains resistance to fire damage,

and when an enemy hits the chosen ally with a melee attack,

you can use your reaction to force the triggering enemy to

succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take 4d6 fire damage.

A spirit of flame shields your ally from harm, lashing out at

your command when the ally comes under attack.

Spirit of the Hawk’s WindSpirit of the Hawk’s Wind
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet of your spirit companion. The target must make a

Dexterity saving throw. The target takes 3d10 radiant

damage and is blinded until the end of your next turn on a

failed save, or takes half as much damage and is not blinded

on a success.

In addition, you create a zone up uplifting winds in a 15-

foot radius centered on the target that lasts for 1 minute.

While within the zone, any ally can use a bonus action to

safely move up to 20 feet, ignoring difficult terrain during the

movement. On your turn, you can use a bonus action to move

the zone up to 25 feet.

A wind sweeps over the area as a shining hawk spirit

swoops down on your foe. As the spirit beats its wings, it

creates gusts that lift your allies aloft, allowing them to move

in safety.

Spirit of the KeeperSpirit of the Keeper
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Spirit, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose one creature you can see within

25 feet. The target can spend up to two hit dice to regain hit

points plus an additional 1d6 hit points. Additionally, for 1

minute, attack rolls against your allies cannot gain advantage

while the targeted ally is within 5 feet of your spirit

companion.

A protective ancestor spirit appears and lays a healing

hand on your ally. The spirit’s warding power flows into your

spirit companion, helping it defend your allies from attack.

Spirit of VengeanceSpirit of Vengeance
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Long)

When an enemy reduces you to 0 hit points, you can

immediately use your reaction to choose any number of

creatures other than yourself within 50 feet of you. Each

target can spend up to two hit dice to regain hit points. In

addition, until the end of your next turn, each target gains a

+2 bonus to attack rolls against the triggering enemy.

As your foe strikes you down, you unleash your reserve of

spiritual energy to invigorate your allies.

Spirit of WeaknessSpirit of Weakness
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 5 feet

of your spirt companion. The target must succeed on a

Wisdom saving throw or until the end of your next turn, it

deals only half damage with weapon attacks using Strength.

Also on a failed save, one ally within 5 feet of the target can

make one melee weapon attack against the target with

advantage on the attack roll (no action required). On a hit,

your ally’s attack deals an extra 1d6 damage.

Your spirit companion carves a crimson rune in the flesh of

your enemy, weakening that foe and leaving it vulnerable to

an ally’s strike.

Spur the PackSpur the Pack
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Spirit, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you target yourself and any number of

creatures you can see within 5 feet of your spirit companion.

You can move each target up to 15 feet.

Your spirit companion nips at the heels of your allies,

motivating them to move in for the kill.
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Stalker’s EyesStalker’s Eyes
Rank 2 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, for 10 minutes, you gain 60 feet of

darkvision and a +6 bonus to Wisdom (Perception) checks. If

you already have darkvision, it instead increases by 30 feet.

Your eyesight, hearing, and sense of smell grow as strong

as those of a predator.

Stalker’s PositioningStalker’s Positioning
Rank 2 Rite • Divination, Fear, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and you

can move the target up to 5 feet. If you move the target into a

second creature’s space, you then move the second creature

up to 5 feet.

In addition, both the target and the possible second

creature take 1d6 psychic damage.

Predatory instincts guide your attack as you position your

prey exactly where you want it.

Step of Morning MistStep of Morning Mist
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you can teleport up to 25 feet, then gain

a +3 bonus to AC and saving throws until the end of your next

turn.

A magical mist wraps around you, letting you cross the

battlefield in the blink of an eye, then clinging to you as a

protective shield.

Storm StrikeStorm Strike
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures in a 15-foot cone originating from

you, with a separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your

attack deals an extra 2d6 lightning damage, and you can

move the target up to 15 feet.

Whirling your weapon overhead, you create a storm of

wind and lightning that you hurl at your enemies.

Summon Flame BeetleSummon Flame Beetle
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Summoning

(Long)

As a bonus action, you summon a Small flame beetle in an

unoccupied space within 25 feet.

The flame beetle is friendly to you and your companions.

Roll initiative for the beetle, which has its own turns. You can

use a bonus action on your turn to issue mental commands to

it, which it must obey. The beetle persists for 1 minute or

until you dismiss it as a bonus action.

If you don’t issue any commands to the flame beetle by the

end of your turn, on its turn, it tries to use fire spray on at

least one enemy. If it can’t do that, it moves toward the

nearest enemy and attacks it if possible.

The creature’s statistics are located at the end of this

supplement.

You hurl a fiery spark to the ground, where it blossoms into

a fire-spewing beetle.

Summon Guardian DrakeSummon Guardian Drake
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Summoning

(Long)

As a bonus action, you summon a Medium guardian drake

in an unoccupied space within 25 feet.

The guardian drake is friendly to you and your

companions. Roll initiative for the drake, which has its own

turns. You can use a bonus action on your turn to issue

mental commands to it, which it must obey. The drake

persists for 1 minute or until you dismiss it as a bonus action.

If you don’t issue any commands to the guardian drake by

the end of your turn, on its turn, it attempts to move to a

space within 5 feet of the creature it guards and take the

Dodge action.

The creature’s statistics are located at the end of this

supplement.

You utter an age-old evocation that summons a drake to

defend you or your friend.

Summon Shadow ApeSummon Shadow Ape
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Summoning

(Long)

As a bonus action, you summon a Medium shadow ape in

an unoccupied space within 25 feet.

The shadow ape is friendly to you and your companions.

Roll initiative for the ape, which has its own turns. You can

use a bonus action on your turn to issue mental commands to

it, which it must obey. The ape persists for 1 minute or until

you dismiss it as a bonus action.

If you don’t issue any commands to the shadow ape by the

end of your turn, on its turn, it attacks an enemy within its

reach. If it can’t, it moves toward the nearest enemy and

attacks it if possible.

The creature’s statistics are located at the end of this

supplement.

Darkness gathers around your focus as you summon a

ferocious, shadowy ape.

Summon Savage PantherSummon Savage Panther
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Summoning

(Long)

As a bonus action, you summon a Medium savage panther

in an unoccupied space within 25 feet.

The savage panther is friendly to you and your

companions. Roll initiative for the panther, which has its own

turns. You can use a bonus action on your turn to issue

mental commands to it, which it must obey. The panther

persists for 1 minute or until you dismiss it as a bonus action.

If you don’t issue any commands to the savage panther by

the end of your turn, on its turn, it attempts to use its pounce

trait on the nearest enemy within 20 feet. If it can’t, it moves

toward the nearest enemy and attacks it if possible.

The creature’s statistics are located at the end of this

supplement.

With a growl, a panther coalesces where you point, and it

pounces on your enemy.
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Swarm DispersalSwarm Dispersal
Rank 2 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a reaction, when you take damage from a melee or

ranged attack and possess the Wild Shape class feature, you

gain resistance to all damage until the end of your next turn,

including the damage of the triggering attack. This does not

expend a use of Wild Shape.

Your body bursts into a swarm and scatters, making an

attack ineffective against you.

Swarm of ScarabsSwarm of Scarabs
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 25-foot cube

originating from you. Each target must succeed on a

Dexterity saving throw or take 4d6 piercing damage.

In addition, the cube creates a zone that lasts until the end

of your next turn. Creatures grant advantage on attack rolls

against themselves while within the zone. Any creature that

ends its turns in the zone takes 2d6 piercing damage.

A chittering swarm of ravenous insects sprays out from

your hand, covering all creatures in its path.

Swirling WindsSwirling Winds
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet. The target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or

take 3d10 bludgeoning damage and you can pull each

creature within 15 feet of the target up to 5 feet close to it.

The target then takes an extra 1d6 bludgeoning damage for

each creature within 5 feet of it after the pull.

*A cyclone of turbulent air forms around your foe, battering

it and pulling other creatures toward it.

Thorn BurstThorn Burst
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d6 damage, and you can

choose any number of creatures within 5 feet of the

triggering creature. Each additional target must succeed on a

Dexterity saving throw or take 2d6 poison damage.

As you strike your foe, poisoned thorns burst from your

weapon and lodge in your target’s allies.

Thorn WardThorn Ward
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you create a zone of thorns in a 10-foot

radius circle centered on the ground within 50 feet of you.

The zone lasts for 1 minute, is difficult terrain for your

enemies. The first time an enemy enter the zone on a turn, or

starts its turn there, it takes 1d6 magical piercing damage.

While the zone persists, you can move the zone up to 25

feet as a bonus action.

A shimmering tangle of briars appears before you. It seems

harmless, but as a foe moves through it, the briars lash out

like a living creature.

Thunder Hawk RageThunder Hawk Rage
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 thunder damage,

and the target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw

or be dazed for 1 minute. While dazed, the target can repeat

the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the

effect on a success.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Thunder Hawk. Once

one each of your turns until the rage ends, you can force one

creature you can see within 5 feet of you to succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or be knocked prone (no action

required).

Your thunderous attack dazes your foe as you channel the

great spirit hawk whose wings rumble across the sky. Your

screaming charge blasts your enemies with thunder.

Thunder SpiritThunder Spirit
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and the

target falls prone and is deafened until the end of your next

turn. In addition, each enemy within 5 feet of the target must

succeed on a Constitution saving throw or take 1d6 thunder

damage and be deafened until the end of your next turn.

A distant rumble sounds, portending what will happen

when your missile finds its mark.

Thunder StepThunder Step
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you take the attack action on your turn, you can

teleport up to 25 feet before one of your attacks using a

weapon. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 2d10 thunder

damage, and the target cannot take reactions for 1 minute.

The target can make a Constitution saving throw at the end

of each of its turns, ending the effect on a success.

With a clap of thunder, you teleport next to an enemy and

slam it with a thunderous blow.

Thunderstorm SpiritThunderstorm Spirit
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet. The target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or

take 2d10 lightning damage and 2d10 thunder damage. Also

on a failed save, until the end of your next turn, when you and

your allies hit an enemy within 5 feet of your spirit

companion, that enemy takes an extra 1d6 lightning damage

and 1d6 thunder damage.

A storm spirit lashes out at your enemy and then focuses

its power around your spirit companion.

Tide of BloodTide of Blood
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, plus an

additional 1 damage for each enemy within 15 feet of you.

Your anger sweeps over every nearby enemy, drawing blood

to fuel the tide of your assault on one of them.
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Tiger Claw RageTiger Claw Rage
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and you

enter the rage of the Tiger’s Claw. Until the rage ends,

whenever you miss with a melee weapon attack, your target

takes 1d10 magical slashing damage.

Your attack awakens the tiger spirit within you. Its raking

claws punish enemies that avoid your blows.

Treacherous IceTreacherous Ice
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Stance, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you enter the Treacherous Ice stance.

Until the stance ends, enemies cannot safely move or benefit

from the Disengage action when moving into or out of spaces

within 5 feet of you.

Ice forms on the ground around you as you fight, limiting

your foes’ movement.

Treetop LurkerTreetop Lurker
Rank 2 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, for 1 hour, if you have the Wild Shape

class feature, you can use it to assume the form of a Small

beast or insect that can climb to great heights with east, as

many times as you like without expending uses of Wild

Shape. In this form, you gain a climb speed equal to your

walking speed if the form does not already possess a faster

climb speed, and if you fall, you treat the distance you fall as

being 20 feet shorter for the purposes of determining falling

damage.

You take the form of a treetop creature or another animal

or insect that can easily traverse great heights, taking to a

perch unseen by your enemies.

TremorTremor
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, choose one creature on the ground you can

see within 50 feet. The target must succeed on a Strength

saving throw or take 3d10 bludgeoning damage.

In addition, the target and each creature on the ground

within 5 feet of it are knocked prone.

The ground shakes under your enemies’ feet.

Tremor ShotTremor Shot
Rank 2 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and choose

any number of creatures you can see within 5 feet of the

target. Each secondary target must make a Constitution

saving throw. On a failed save, you can move the target up to

5 feet and all attack rolls against it have advantage until the

end of your next turn.

When your shot strikes your foe, the ground trembles

around it.

Vengeful Blood SpiritsVengeful Blood Spirits
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Long)

As an action, choose one or two allies you can see within

25 feet of you. Each chosen ally can immediately use their

reaction to make a charging attack, dealing an extra 3d6

damage on a hit. In addition, for 1 minute, each chosen ally

gains a +2 bonus to attack rolls and a +1d6 bonus to damage

rolls with charging attacks.

You fill your allies with the power of the blood spirits–

primal entities that thirst for violence, blood, and vengeance.

Vengeful Storm RageVengeful Storm Rage
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

2d6 damage, and you enter the rage of the Vengeful Storm.

Until the rage ends, at the start of each of your turns, each

enemy within 5 feet of you takes 1d6 lightning damage.

Your whirlwind assault engulfs your enemies in lightning

as you channel the storm’s fury.

Vine SerpentsVine Serpents
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, you target each creature in a 10-foot radius

sphere centered on a point on the ground within 50 feet of

you. Each target must make a Strength saving throw. On a

failed save, a target takes 4d6 bludgeoning damage, and is

restrained for 1 minute. On a successful save, the target takes

half as much damage, and its speed is reduced by 10 feet

until the end of your next turn. While restrained by this rite,

the target can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its

turns, ending the effect on itself on a success.

In addition, the sphere creates a viny zone that lasts for 1

minute. Any creature within the zone that leaves it or attacks

a creature outside it takes bludgeoning damage equal to 1d6

+ your spellcasting ability modifier.

You call forth serpentine vines to entangle your foes. The

vines strike at any creature within their grasp that drops its

guard.

War Chieftain’s BlessingWar Chieftain’s Blessing
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet of you. The target must make a Wisdom saving throw.

The target takes 3d10 slashing damage on a failed save, or

half as much damage on a success.

In addition, for 1 minute, you and your allies gain a +2

bonus to attack rolls against the target.

The spirit of a regal warrior clad in a chieftain’s robes

utters a great battle cry and hews at your foe with an axe.

Your allies, heartened by the chieftain’s efforts, redouble their

attacks.
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Wasp Sting ShotWasp Sting Shot
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 poison damage, and

the attack creates a zone in a 10-foot radius sphere centered

on the target. The zone lasts until the end of your next turn.

Any enemy that enters the zone or starts its turn there takes

1d6 poison damage.

Vicious wasps fill the air around your enemy, adding their

stingers to your weapon’s bite.

Wellspring StrikeWellspring Strike
Rank 2 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 10 feet of you, with a

separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals

an extra 2d6 necrotic damage, and the bleeds for 1d6

necrotic damage.

In addition, for 1 minute, you regain 1d6 hit points at the

start of your turn if you’re bloodied and have at least 1 hit

point. You can forgo regaining the 1d6 hit points to allow a

bloodied ally within 5 feet of you to regain them instead.

Your attack saps life from your enemies and unlocks a

wellspring of healing energy, which revitalizes you and those

who fight at your side.

Wheat to the ScytheWheat to the Scythe
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

2d6 damage, you regain 3 hit points, and the target must

succeed on a Strength saving throw or be pushed up to 5

feet.

The enemies fall before your weapon’s wide arc, like wheat

to the scythe.

Wildfire ShotWildfire Shot
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and the

target must make a Dexterity saving throw. On a failed save,

the target is subject to wildfire for 1 minute. On a successful

save, the target is set on fire for 1 minute.

While subject to either effect, the target must repeat the

saving throw at the end of each of its turns. On a failed save

against wildfire, the target takes 1d6 fire damage, and each

enemy within 5 feet of the target is set on fire for 1 minute.

On a failed save against fire, the target takes 1d6 fire damage.

On a successful save against either effect, the target ends the

effect on itself.

Your enemy erupts in fire, which spreads to its allies.

Wildling StrengthWildling Strength
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, until the end of your next turn,

whenever you make an attack roll or a damage roll with a

weapon attack, roll a d6 and add it as a bonus to the roll.

Your devastating attacks are fueled by a surge of primal

fury.

Wind of BladesWind of Blades
Rank 2 Rite • Charm, Enchantment, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 10-foot radius

sphere centered on a point within 50 feet of you. Each target

must succeed on a Charisma saving throw or take 4d6

psychic damage. Also on a filed save, the next time the target

makes an attack roll before the end of your next turn, it deals

2d6 psychic damage to each of your enemies’ within 5 feet of

it.

You call on a wind that has blown over countless

battlefields. It batters your foes, infecting them with battle

madness.

Wind of Pain and SuccorWind of Pain and Succor
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 3d10 cold damage.

In addition, the first time an ally regains hit points while

within 5 feet of your spirit companion regains 1d6 additional

hit points. The second time an ally does so regains 2d6

additional hit points, and the third time an ally to do so

regains 3d6 additional hit points. This effect ends after the

third time an ally regains these additional hit points for after

1 minute.

A wind spirit twines around your spirit companion,

allowing it to deliver a chilling strike against your foe or a

restorative embrace to an ally.

Windborn StepWindborn Step
Rank 2 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you can safely move up to 10 feet in any

direction and ignore difficult terrain during the movement.

A sudden gust of wind whips around you, lifting you into

the fray.

Winds of the Scorching DesertWinds of the Scorching Desert
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, you can safely move yourself and your spirit

companion up to your speed, then choose any number of

creatures you can see in a 15-foot cone originating from you.

Each target must make a Constitution saving throw. On a

failed save, a target takes 4d6 fire damage and you can move

it up to 15 feet. On a successful save, the target takes half as

much damage and you can move it up to 5 feet.

If you did not safely move as part of the action used to

activate this rite, you can instead safely move yourself and

your spirit companion up to your speed after the rite is

resolved.

Hot winds sear and scatter your enemies, while you or your

spirit companion ride those currents across the battlefield.

Windstorm StrikeWindstorm Strike
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a ranged attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 10 feet of a point you can see

within your weapon’s range. You must have ammunition for

each target, as normal, and you make a separate attack roll

for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 2d6

damage, and you can push the target up to 15 feet away from

your chosen point.

The winds pick up with sudden force, knocking your

enemies away.
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Winter Wind SpiritWinter Wind Spirit
Rank 2 Rite • Abjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet. The target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw

or take 3d10 cold damage. Also on a failed save, until the end

of your next turn, when an ally within 5 feet of your spirit

companion is hit by an attack, you can use your reaction to

immediately grant that ally a +6 bonus to AC against the

triggering attack, potentially causing it to miss.

A whirling spirit of biting winds and driving snow lashes

your enemy. Its power funnels through your spirit companion

to shield your ally from harm.

Winter’s ClawsWinter’s Claws
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 cold damage, and

the target’s speed is reduced by 10 feet until the end of your

next turn.

In addition, until the end of your next turn, if the target

makes an attack roll against a creature other than you, the

target and each enemy marked by you takes 1d6 cold

damage.

Your attack bites deep with a pulse of cold, hindering the

target’s movement even as it ripples out of strike other foes.

Winter’s GripWinter’s Grip
Rank 2 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures in a 15-foot cube originating from

you, with a separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your

attack deals an extra 2d6 cold damage, and the target’s speed

is reduced by 10 feet for 1 minute. While suffering a speed

reduction from this rite, the target can make a Strength

saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect

on itself on a success.

In addition, the cube creates a zone of frost that lasts for up

to 1 minute. Any creature that enters the zone or starts its

turn there takes 1d6 cold damage.

To maintain the zone, you must concentrate on this rite as

if concentrating on a spell.

With a sweep of your weapon, a gale spawned from a

blizzard blasts over your foes.

Wrathful MasteryWrathful Mastery
Rank 2 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Long)

When an enemy deals damage to you, you can use your

reaction to take extra damage from the triggering effect equal

to one-half your level. The next time you attack any enemy

marked by you within 1 minute, you gain a +3 bonus to the

attack roll and a +2d10 bonus to the damage roll.

The pain you endure increases the strength of your later

attack.
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Rank 3 RitesRank 3 Rites
Ancient Warlord’s InspirationAncient Warlord’s Inspiration
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet. The target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or

take 5d10 slashing damage.

In addition, you conjure a Medium ancient warlord spirit in

an unoccupied space within 5 feet of the target for 1 minute.

If an ally starts their turn within 5 feet of the spirit or in its

space, you can use your reaction to immediately allow that

ally to make one weapon attack (no action required). As a

bonus action, you can move the spirit up to 25 feet.

A spectral figure clad in elaborate hide armor appears

beside your foe, accompanied by the booming of a distant

war horn. The figure swings its club at your enemy and

remains to give inspiration to your allies.

Animal ClanAnimal Clan
Rank 3 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you can mentally command one of your

summoned beasts to use their reaction to move up to their

speed and make a melee weapon attack.

In addition, for 1 minute, you can use a bonus action on

each of your turns to mentally command one of your

summoned beasts to use their reaction to move up to their

speed and make a melee weapon attack.

You form a deep bond with your summoned animals,

drawing out their thirst for battle.

Armor of the WildArmor of the Wild
Rank 3 Rite • Bestial, Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you reduce the damage you take from

bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing by 4 before resistances

are applied.

Your hide hardens into armored plates. Your enemies can

hurt you, but not as badly as they would like.

Aspect of the Primeval CatAspect of the Primeval Cat
Rank 3 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, you can safely move up to half your speed. At

any point during this movement, you can make a melee spell

attack against one creature within your reach. On a hit, the

target takes slashing damage equal to 5d10 + your

spellcasting ability modifier.

In addition, for 1 minute, you gain a +5 bonus to Dexterity

(Stealth) checks and your speed increases by 5 feet.

You assume the aspect of the primeval cat, a sleek hunter

and savage predator that stalks the night.

Aspect of the Primeval RaptorAspect of the Primeval Raptor
Rank 3 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, you can safely fly up to half your speed, and

make a melee spell attack against one creature within your

reach. On a hit, the target takes slashing damage equal to

4d10 + your spellcasting ability modifier and you can safely

move up to 5 feet.

In addition, for 1 minute, you gain a fly speed equal to your

walking speed, but you must land at the end of each turn or

fall.

You assume the aspect of the primeval raptor, a massive

bird of prey feared and revered by many cultures.

Aspect of the Primeval SerpentAspect of the Primeval Serpent
Rank 3 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one Large

or smaller creature within your reach. On a hit, the target

takes piercing damage equal to 4d10 + your spellcasting

ability modifier, and must make a Constitution saving throw.

On a failed save, the target is poisoned for 1 minute and

grappled by you. While poisoned by this rite, the target takes

1d8 poison damage at the start of each of its turns, and its

speed is reduced by 10 feet. The target can repeat the saving

throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the poison on a

success.

In addition, for 1 minute, you gain a +1d8 bonus to the

damage rolls of opportunity attacks, and a swim speed equal

to your walking speed.

You assume the aspect of the primeval serpent, the great

slithering creature that haunts the nightmares of your

enemies.

Barbaric InstinctBarbaric Instinct
Rank 3 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Long)

As a reaction, when you are subject to stun, daze, or any

effect that would prevent you from taking reactions, you

guard yourself. If the effect would have dazed you or

prevented you from taking reactions, you are not affected by

it. If the effect would have stunned you, you are dazed instead.

Submerging conscious thought, you cut through the fog

that threatens to envelop your mind.

Barbaric OfferingBarbaric Offering
Rank 3 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

When you bloody and enemy or reduce an enemy to 0 hit

points, you can make a saving throw against one effect that a

save can end with a +4 bonus to the roll.

You ruin your foe, and the spirit of triumph steels you

against a hinderance.

Black Dragon RageBlack Dragon Rage
Rank 3 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 acid damage, and

the target is covered in acid for 1 minute. While covered in

acid, the target takes 1d8 acid damage at the start of each of

its turns. The target can repeat the saving throw at the end of

each of its turns, ending the effect on a success.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Black Dragon. Until

the rage ends, at the start of each of your turns, each enemy

within 5 feet of you is blinded until the end of your turn.

Channeling the spirit of the black dragon’s caustic heart,

your attack erupts in searing acid. As you rage, acid sears the

eyes of nearby foes.
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Blinding ShotBlinding Shot
Rank 3 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a ranged attack using a weapon against

one or two creatures within your weapon’s range. You must

have ammunition for each target, as normal, and you make a

separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals

an extra 3d6 damage.

If both attacks hit, you can move one of the targets up to 25

feet to a space within 5 feet of the other target, and each

target is bound by vines for 1 minute. Until this effect ends on

a target, that target can’t move by any means to a space that

isn’t within 5 feet of the other target. At the end of its turn, a

target can make a Dexterity saving throw to escape this

effect, ending the rite on a success.

When a target makes a saving throw against this effect,

that target can take 2d8 damage to gain advantage on the

saving throw.

Two shots leap toward your foes, and when the shots

strike, tendrils spread out to bind the foes together.

Bond of Shared PainBond of Shared Pain
Rank 3 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

When an ally within 10 feet of you takes damage from an

attack, you can use your reaction to take the triggering

damage instead. The triggering ally take any other effect

caused by the attack.

The bond you share with your companions lets you take

the injury meant for an ally.

Bountiful VigorBountiful Vigor
Rank 3 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose yourself or one ally you can see

within 25 feet of you. For 1 minute, the target regains 1d8 hit

points at the start of each of their turns if they have at least 1

hit point.

Calling forth the essence of the primal world, you infuse

your ally with the power of life and renewal.

Burrowing StrideBurrowing Stride
Rank 3 Rite • Stance, Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you enter the Burrowing Stride stance.

Until the stance ends, you gain a burrowing speed equal to

your flying speed. You can burrow through loose earth or

through solid stone as if it were difficult terrain. You must

end your movement in an unoccupied space.

You dive into the earth and reappear some distance from

your starting point.

Call Discordant SpiritCall Discordant Spirit
Rank 3 Rite • Enchantment, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet. The target must make a Wisdom saving throw. On a

failed save, the target takes 5d10 psychic damage, and for 1

minute, each enemy other than the target suffers a -2 penalty

to attack rolls and saving throws while within 25 feet of the

target. On a successful save, this rite is not expended.

You force a disagreeable spirit to bind itself to your enemy

briefly, creating such discordance within the enemy that its

companions lose their focus.

Call Forth the Spirit WorldCall Forth the Spirit World
Rank 3 Rite • Evocation, Fear, Spirit, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, your spirit companion gains a 15-foot

aura that lasts for up to 1 minute or until your spirit

companion is destroyed. Enemies within the aura suffer a -2

penalty to attack rolls. Any bloodied ally that starts their turn

within the zone regains 1d8 hit points.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

Your enemies cannot bear the spirit world’s wonder, but

your allies find themselves reinvigorated.

Carver’s Raging GloryCarver’s Raging Glory
Rank 3 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage, and you

enter the rage of Carver’s Glory. Until the rage ends,

whenever you score a critical hit or reduce an enemy to 0 hit

points, your next weapon attack deals an extra 1d8 damage

on a hit.

Your axe rises in time with the ocean’s pounding waves.

Your axe falls with the power borrowed from each crashing

death.

Circle of BattleCircle of Battle
Rank 3 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you mark one enemy within 5 feet of you

until the start of your next turn. In addition, each of your

allies within 5 feet of the target can use their reaction to

safely move up to 10 feet to a space that is not within 5 feet of

the target. Until the mark ends, when you hit the target with

an opportunity attack, its speed is reduced to 0 until the end

of its next turn.

You command your allies to clear out a space, allowing you

to draw an enemy’s focus to yourself.

Cleansing RainCleansing Rain
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you create a 15-foot-radius, 30-foot-high

cylinder of rain centered on you that lasts for 10 minutes.

While within the zone, you and any allies gain resistance to

fire damage, acid damage, and gain a +3 bonus to saving

throws against fire and acid effects that a save can end.

A gentle rain falls over the area around you, soothing

burning wounds.

Clear the ChaffClear the Chaff
Rank 3 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, choose yourself and any number of

creatures within 15 feet of you. Each target can make a

saving throw with a +4 bonus against one effect that a save

can end.

As primal energy washes over your allies, effects that

would hinder them fall away like chaff on the wind.
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Clever Trickster SpiritClever Trickster Spirit
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet. The target must make a Wisdom saving throw. The

target takes 5d10 psychic damage on a failed save, or half as

much damage on a success.

Additionally, for 1 minute, the target speed is reduced by

10 feet and attack rolls against it have advantage. The target

can make a Wisdom saving throw at the end of each of its

turns, ending these effects on itself on a success.

After the effect ends on the original target, the spirit leaps

to the enemy nearest to the original target. For 1 minute, that

enemy’s speed is reduced by 10 feet and attack rolls against it

have advantage. The second enemy can make a Wisdom

saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the rite on

a success.

An ephemeral creature of stealth, cunning, and deception

leaps on your foe, attacking that enemy and keeping it off

balance. When your enemy finally shakes the spirit off, the

spirit moves on to bedevil another foe.

Death’s BountyDeath’s Bounty
Rank 3 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet of you. The target must make a Constitution saving

throw. The target takes 2d10 cold damage and 2d10 necrotic

damage on a failed save, or half as much damage on a

success.

In addition, if the target is reduced to 0 hit points within

the next 10 minutes, a zone of greenery appears in a 10-foot

radius centered on the target. The zone lasts for 10 minutes,

it is difficult terrain, and any creature that ends its turn there

is grappled by the zone (the zone uses your rite save DC

when the creature tries to escape).

You strike at your enemy with the fury of winter’s hunter,

and the place of that enemy’s death becomes a patch of

greenery.

Deny DeathDeny Death
Rank 3 Rite • Necromancy, Utility (Long)

As a reaction when you are reduced to 0 hit points and

don’t die, you are dying but don’t fall unconscious because of

that condition. At the end of your next turn, you fall

unconscious if you are still at 0 hit points.

The darkness will not swallow you until you have finished

what you set out to do.

Diving FinDiving Fin
Rank 3 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

For 1 hour, if you have the Wild Shape class feature, you

can use it to assume the form of a Tiny or Small aquatic

beast, such as a fish or eel as many times as you like without

expending uses of Wild Shape. In this form, you can’t attack

and your other actions are limited by the nature of your new

form.

You can transform into a small sea creature, using your

find to traverse water as easily as land.

EarthstrideEarthstride
Rank 3 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action while you are touching the ground, you

teleport up to 20 feet.

You meld into the ground and then emerge a short distance

away.

Enraged SpiritEnraged Spirit
Rank 3 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Long)

As a bonus action, your spirit companion transforms into a

spirit of vengeance for 1 minute or until your spirit

companion is no longer present at the start of your turn.

While in this form, your spirit companion gains resistance to

all damage, and you can use the following action each turn:

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 6d6 bludgeoning damage, and if the

target deals any damage before the end of your next turn, it

takes an additional 2d6 damage.

Your spirt companion warps and writhes until it becomes

something monstrous–a vision of vengeance.

Enraged SurgeEnraged Surge
Rank 3 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Short)

As a reaction, when you miss with a weapon attack while

raging, you gain a +4 bonus to melee attack rolls and a +1d8

bonus to melee damage rolls until the end of your next turn.

Your errant blow fuels your anger, empowering your strikes

for a few moments.

Entangling RootsEntangling Roots
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, you target each creature in a 15-foot radius

sphere centered on a point within 50 feet of you. Each target

must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take 6d6

bludgeoning damage and be restrained for 1 minute. While

restrained by this rite, the target can repeat the saving throw

at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect on itself on a

success.

In addition, the sphere creates a zone of grasping roots and

vines that lasts for 10 minutes. Any enemy that starts its turn

within the zone has its speed reduced by 10 feet until the end

of your next turn. While you are in your Wild Shape, your

melee attacks against enemies within the zone can score a

critical hit on rolls of 18–20.

Roots and vines reach up from the earth to clutch at any

creature nearby. As the plants slow enemies, your fangs and

claws gain savage power against those foes.

Entangling ShieldEntangling Shield
Rank 3 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

When you are hit with a melee attack while you are

wielding a shield, you can use your reaction to gain a +4

bonus to AC until the end of your next turn, including against

the triggering attack. If the triggering attack misses, the

triggering attacker is restrained until the end of your next

turn, or until you move away from the attacker, whichever

comes first.

Your shield sprouts vines that grab at your enemy.
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Explosive SacrificeExplosive Sacrifice
Rank 3 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 10 feet of your spirit companion. Each target must

make a Dexterity saving throw. On a failed save, a target

takes 6d6 force damage and cannot take reactions for 1

minute. On a successful save, the target takes half as much

damage. While unable to take reactions because of this rite,

the target can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its

turns, ending the effect on itself on a success.

In addition, your spirit companion disappears, and you

can’t call it back until after the end of your next turn.

Your spirit companion sacrifices itself in an explosion of

energy, which tears into nearby creatures.

Eyes of the OwlEyes of the Owl
Rank 3 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you can choose yourself and any

number of creatures within 25 feet of you. Each target gains

both 60 feet of darkvision and a +6 bonus to Wisdom

(Perception) checks for 10 minutes.

The spirits of the night grant you enhanced senses.

Far Step ArrowFar Step Arrow
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Short)

When you reduce an enemy to 0 hit points with an attack,

you can teleport to a space within 5 feet of the triggering

enemy (no action required).

Your enemy’s blood marks your path, letting you bridge the

distance with primal power.

Feral MaulingFeral Mauling
Rank 3 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one

creature within your reach. On a hit, the target takes slashing

damage equal to 4d10 + your spellcasting ability modifier,

and it must make a Dexterity saving throw. The target suffers

a -2 penalty to attack rolls for 1 minute on a failed save, or

until the end of your next turn on a success. While suffering a

penalty to attack rolls from this rite, the target can repeat the

saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect

on a success.

Your savage assault leaves your enemy too weak to make

effective attacks.

Feywild JauntFeywild Jaunt
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you are removed from play. At the start

of your next turn, you reappear in an unoccupied space of

your choice. That space must be within a number of feet

equal to your speed.

You vanish into the Feywild. A moment later, you reappear

some distance away from where you disappeared.

Feywild SojournFeywild Sojourn
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you teleport to a safe place in the

Feywild. While you are there, you can only target yourself

with spells and abilities. At the end of your next turn, or as a

bonus action before then, you reappear in an unoccupied

space within 10 feet of the space you left.

You take a jaunt to the Feywild, returning to the world

when you have healed and changed form.

Flurry of StingersFlurry of Stingers
Rank 3 Rite • Bestial, Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, you target each creature within 10 feet of you.

Each target must make a Constitution saving throw. A target

takes 6d6 poison damage on a failed save, or half as much

damage on a success.

In addition, for 1 minute, any enemy that enters a space

within 5 feet of you or starts its turn there takes 1d8 poison

damage.

Vicious, stinging insects dart around you, stinging anyone

who comes near.

Flying Serpent RageFlying Serpent Rage
Rank 3 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

As a reaction, when an enemy makes a melee weapon

attack or a charging attack against you or an ally, immediately

before the attack is made you can safely move up to your

speed and make a melee attack using a weapon against the

attacker. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Flying Serpent. Until

the rage ends, you can safely move up to 10 feet as a bonus

action. In addition, after making a charge attack on your turn,

you can safely move up to 10 feet (no action required).

Coiling, spitting, and darting, you react to the enemy’s

charge with brutal swiftness.

Form of Paradise’s BountyForm of Paradise’s Bounty
Rank 3 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or be

slowed for 1 minute. While slowed by this rite, the target’s

speed is reduced by 10 feet and it cannot take reactions. The

target can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its

turns, ending the effect on itself on a success.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of paradise’s

bounty for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain

resistance to necrotic damage, a +4 bonus to Strength saving

throws and Constitution saving throws. Also, whenever you

regain hit points, each ally within 10 feet of you also regains

1d8 hit points.

A protective layer of earth and vines wraps you tight,

lashing out with your attack to hinder a foe.
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Form of the EagleForm of the Eagle
Rank 3 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

For 1 hour, if you have the Wild Shape class feature, you

can use it to assume the form of a Small eagle as many times

as you like without expending uses of Wild Shape. In this

form, you can’t attack and your other actions are limited by

the nature of your new form.

You change into a nimble bird of prey that easily soars out

of reach of your foes.

Form of the Flame SnakeForm of the Flame Snake
Rank 3 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee weapon attack, your

attack deals an extra 3d10 fire damage, and the target is set

on fire for 1 minute. While on fire from this rite, the target

takes 2d8 fire damage at the start of each of its turns, and it

cannot take reactions. The target can make a Dexterity

saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect

on itself on a success. If the target or a creature within 5 feet

of it uses an action to put out the flames, or if some other

effect douses the flames (such as the target being submerged

in water), the effect ends.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the flame

snake for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain

resistance to fire damage, a +3 bonus to AC, and a +8 bonus

to Strength (Athletics) checks.

A supple layer of protective scales covers your skin and

bestows the strike of the flame snake on your weapon.

Form of the Frenzied WolveringForm of the Frenzied Wolvering
Rank 3 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage, and bleeds

for 1d6 necrotic damage.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the frenzied

wolverine for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain

advantage on attack rolls against any creature that is

bloodied or bleeding. Once before the rite ends, you can use a

bonus action to spend up to three hit dice to regain hit points.

When the time is right, you make a brutal attack against

your chosen foe, opening a bleeding wound. You continue to

strike wounded foes with particular ferocity.

Form of the Hunting SharkForm of the Hunting Shark
Rank 3 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage, and if the

target is bloodied after the triggering attack, it also bleeds for

2d6 necrotic damage.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the hunting

shark for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain a

swim speed equal to your walking speed, and allies gain a +3

bonus to attack rolls against enemies who are within 5 feet of

you.

Your skin takes on the texture of a great shark’s, granting

you mobility in water and the driven attack of an ocean

predator.

Form of the Oak SentinelForm of the Oak Sentinel
Rank 3 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When an enemy within your weapon’s reach makes a

melee attack against your ally, you can use your reaction to

immediately make an opportunity attack using a weapon

against the triggering enemy. On a hit, your attack deals an

extra 3d10 damage. Whether the attack hits or misses, you

become the new target of the triggering enemy’s attack, even

if you aren’t within the attack’s range.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the oak

sentinel for 1 minute. While you are in this form, your melee

reach increases by 5 feet, and any enemy that hits you with a

melee attack takes 1d8 bludgeoning damage.

Your skin thickens into rough bark, and your hair becomes

a mane of leaves. Your arms lengthen so that you can attack

your foes and protect your allies from a distance.

Form of the SiroccoForm of the Sirocco
Rank 3 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or be

blinded for 1 minute. While blinded by this rite, the target can

repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending

the effect on itself on a success.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the sirocco

for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain resistance

to all damage, once on each of your turns, you can safely

move up to 10 feet as a bonus action. This movement can

move through enemies’ spaces.

A haze of sand surrounds you, protecting you from harm

and letting you move like a blinding desert wind.

Form of the Stalwart MastodonForm of the Stalwart Mastodon
Rank 3 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage, and you

can move the target up to 10 feet and knock it prone.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the stalwart

mastodon for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain a

+3 bonus to AC and saving throws while bloodied, and when

you subject an enemy to forced movement, you can increase

the distance of that forced movement by 5 feet (including the

forced movement from this rite).

Your body transforms to give you the thick hide and

determined pace of the might mastodon, allowing you to

knock creatures across the battlefield.
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Form of the Stone SentinelForm of the Stone Sentinel
Rank 3 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage, and you

can spend up to three hit dice to regain hit points.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the stone

sentinel for 1 minute, and you regain 5d10 hit points. While

you are in this form, you regain 1d8 hit points at the start of

each of your turns as long as you have at least 1 hit point.

Your body becomes a fusion of flesh and rough stone,

invigorated by your connection to the earth.

Form of the Storm EagleForm of the Storm Eagle
Rank 3 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When you take the attack action on your turn, you can

safely move up to your speed before one of your attacks using

a weapon. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 3d10 lightning

damage, and the target cannot take reactions for 1 minute.

While subject to this effect, the target can make a

Constitution saving throw at the end of each of its turns,

ending the effect on a success.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the storm

eagle for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain

resistance to lightning damage, and as a bonus action on

each of your turns, you can fly up to your speed and must

land at the end of the action or fall.

Majestic feathered wings sprout from your back, and

lightning crackles around your talon-like hands, as you leap

into the air.

Form of the Vengeful StormForm of the Vengeful Storm
Rank 3 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 lightning damage,

and the target is subject to the vengeful storm for 1 minute.

While subject to the storm, whenever the target deals

damage to you or an ally with an attack, the target takes 1d8

thunder damage and you can move the target up to 5 feet (no

action required). The target can make a Constitution saving

throw with a -3 penalty at the end of each of its turns, ending

the effect on itself on a success.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the stone

sentinel for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain a

fly speed of 20 feet (hover), and whenever a creature starts its

turn within 5 feet of you, you can move that creatures up to 5

feet (no action required).

A howling wind heralds your transformation and, in

answer, your body fades until only violence remains.

Four-Armed is ForewarnedFour-Armed is Forewarned
Rank 3 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, choose one ally you can see within 5 feet of

your spirit companion. The chosen ally can use their reaction

to make a melee weapon attack against up to four enemies

within 5 feet of them, with a separate attack roll for each

target.

You channel the many-armed thri-kreen spirit through your

ally, allowing them to strike with speed and ferocity.

Frenzied Beast RageFrenzied Beast Rage
Rank 3 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage, and you

enter the rage of the Frenzied Beast. Until the rage ends,

once per round as a bonus action you can take 1d8 necrotic

damage to deal 1d8 + 4 necrotic damage to an enemy within

5 feet of you. The damage you take cannot be reduced or

negated.

You are so consumed with primal fury that you enter a self-

destructive rampage.

GreatberryGreatberry
Rank 3 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you create four greatberries. Each lasts

until it is consumed or until the end of your next long rest. A

creature can use a bonus action to consume a greatberry

either to regain 2d8 hit points, to make a saving throw

against one effect that a save can end, or to gain 2d8

temporary hit points.

You conjure berries infused with primal power, letting

those who consume them take advantage of their curative

energy.

Heart StrikeHeart Strike
Rank 3 Rite • Stance, Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you enter the Heart Strike stance. Until

the stance ends, whenever you hit with a weapon attack, your

attack deals an extra 1d8 damage.

You put the weight of your spirit behind every swing of your

weapon.

Host of SparrowsHost of Sparrows
Rank 3 Rite • Polymorph, Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a reaction, when you are damaged by an attack, you

assume the form of a cloud of flying sparrows until the start

of your next turn, and you can fly up to your speed without

provoking opportunity attacks. While in this form, you gain

resistance to all damage, you can’t attack or cast spells, and

you can’t pick up or manipulate objects. If you are still

airborne at the start of your turn, you land without taking

falling damage.

As you are hurt, you dissipate into a host of sparrows,

flying to re-form farther away.

Howl of the Alpha WolfHowl of the Alpha Wolf
Rank 3 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, choose one ally within 25 feet of you

who can hear you. You can move the target up to 10 feet and

then you can safely move up to 15 feet.

If you reduced an enemy to 0 hit points during this turn,

you can target each ally within 25 feet of you, instead of only

one.

You snarl nearly incomprehensible orders to your allies,

and they hasten to obey.
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Hunter’s Thorn TrapHunter’s Thorn Trap
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, choose a 5-foot space you can see on the

ground within 50 feet. The chosen space becomes a zone

that lasts for 10 minutes or until an enemy enters it. Without

a successful Wisdom (Perception) check against your rite

save DC, your enemies will notice neither the zone nor your

use of this rite. When an enemy enters the zone, the enemy

takes 5d10 magical piercing damage, and its speed is

reduced to 0 until the end of your next turn.

Your primal magic forms invisible thorns that lurk just

below the surface of the ground. When a foe steps on their

location, they erupt to rend and tear flesh.

Mountain RootsMountain Roots
Rank 3 Rite • Abjuration, Stance, Utility (Long)

As a reaction, when you are subject to forced movement,

you negate the forced movement. In addition, you enter the

Mountain Roots stance. Until the stance ends, you can negate

any forced movement used against you.

You sink your spirit into the earth to stand your ground.

Mountain’s MightMountain’s Might
Rank 3 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, choose one ally you can see within 5 feet of

your spirit companion. Your spirit companion disappears, and

for up to 1 minute, the chosen ally assumes the form of

Mountain’s Might. While in this form, the ally’s speed is

reduced by 10 feet, and they gain resistance to all damage

and a +1d8 bonus to melee damage rolls. The chosen ally can

end this effect as a bonus action.

In addition, you can choose any number of enemies within

5 feet of your chosen ally. Each chosen enemy must make a

Constitution saving throw. On a failed save, a target takes 6d6

bludgeoning damage and is knocked prone. On a successful

save, the target takes half as much damage.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

When your spirit merges with your ally, the ground

trembles and knocks foes from their feet. That ally then

assumes a rocky form that is slow but resilient.

Nature’s VengeanceNature’s Vengeance
Rank 3 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with an attack using a ranged or

thrown weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage, and

the target must make a Strength saving throw. On a failed

save, you can move the target up to 5 feet and for 1 minute,

its speed is reduced to 0.

In addition, the attack creates a zone in a 10-foot radius on

the ground centered on the target. The zone lasts for up to 1

minute. Whenever an enemy within the zone deals damage

with an attack, that enemy’s speed is reduced to 0 for 1

minute. If that enemy’s speed is already being reduced to 0, it

takes 1d8 bludgeoning damage, and it is restrained for 1

minute.

A target suffering an effect from this rite can repeat the

saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect

on itself on a success.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

When you attack, nature responds with vines that ensnare

your enemies.

Oak Hammer RageOak Hammer Rage
Rank 3 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage, and you

knock the target prone.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Oak Hammer. Until

the rage ends, whenever you hit a target with a melee weapon

attack, you knock that target prone. If that target is already

prone, the attack instead deals an extra 1d8 damage on a hit.

The ancient spirit of the oak knocks your foe to the ground.

As you rage, you knock foe after foe down to the earth, then

strike them with the earth’s fury.

Pain from PerseverancePain from Perseverance
Rank 3 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet of you. The target must succeed on a Constitution saving

throw or take 5d10 psychic damage.

In addition, choose one damage type: acid, cold, fire,

lightning, or thunder. For 1 minute, the target loses any

resistance to that damage type and gains a 1d8 susceptibility

to that damage type. The target can make a Constitution

saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending both

effects on itself on a success. Also, for 1 minute, your melee

spell attacks can deal damage of the type you chose instead

of their normal damage type.

Your wrath carries the spirit of Bitter Eidolon through your

foe, transforming its resistance into weakness.

Primal GustPrimal Gust
Rank 3 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, choose one creature you can see within

50 feet. You can move the target up to 15 feet.

A gust moves an ally or an enemy into position.
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Quickening BreezeQuickening Breeze
Rank 3 Rite • Abjuration, Spirit, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, your spirit companion gains a 5-foot

aura. The first time any ally fails a saving throw while within

the aura, the ally can reroll the saving throw. The second time

any ally fails a saving throw while within the aura, the ally can

reroll the saving throw with a +2 bonus. The third time any

ally fails a saving throw while within the aura, the ally can

reroll the saving throw with a +4 bonus. This aura ends after

the third rerolled saving throw or after 1 minute has passed.

You call a gentle wind that surrounds your spirit

companion and extends outward to your allies, helping them

overcome harmful effects.

Rage of the Battle TyrantRage of the Battle Tyrant
Rank 3 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Raging, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage, and the

target suffers a 1d8 susceptibility to all damage for 1 minute.

The target can make a Constitution saving throw at the end

of each of its turns, ending the susceptibility on a success.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Battle Tyrant. Until

the rage ends, whenever you hit any enemy with a weapon

attack, one ally with 10 feet of that enemy can safely move up

to 5 feet (no action required).

Your strike awakens a rage within you that urges your allies

to move about the battlefield with impunity whenever you hit.

Rage of the Death SpiritRage of the Death Spirit
Rank 3 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage, and for 1

minute, the target deals only half damage with weapon

attacks using Strength. The target can make a Constitution

saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect

on a success.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Death Spirit. Until the

rage ends, at the start of each of your turns, you can mark

each enemy within 10 feet of you until the end of your next

turn. Additionally, you gain a +3 bonus to attack rolls against

enemies marked by you.

As you strike, robbing your foe of its strength, you awaken

a spirit that commands your enemies’ attention.

Rage of the Primal BansheeRage of the Primal Banshee
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Fear, Offensive, Raging, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or be pushed

up to 15 feet.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Primal Banshee. Until

the rage ends, enemies cannot make a charging attack

against any ally who is within 20 feet of you or take the Dash

action while within 20 feet of you.

You manifest shrieking spirits as you strike your enemy.

While the spirits remain, your foes can’t bring themselves to

rush your allies.

Raging Storm SpiritRaging Storm Spirit
Rank 3 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see in a 30-foot

radius sphere centered on a point within 50 feet of you. The

target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take 5d10

lightning damage.

In addition, the sphere creates a zone of thunder that lasts

for 1 minute. Any ally deals 1d8 extra thunder damage when

they hit an enemy that is within the zone.

With a peal of thunder, a storm cloud laden with dancing

bolts of lightning appear sand lashes out at your foe, then

lingers to empower the attacks of your allies.

Reap VitalityReap Vitality
Rank 3 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d6 damage, and you can

make one additional melee attack using a weapon against a

different creature within your reach. On a hit, your attack

deals an extra 3d6 damage.

In addition, for 1 minute, bloodied allies who start their

turn within 5 feet of you regain 1d8 hit points.

Your attacks seem to harvest your enemies’ life essence,

transferring it to your allies.

Returning StrengthReturning Strength
Rank 3 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, can spend up to three hit dice to regain

hit points plus an additional 1d8 hit points.

Just as primal energy grants life to the world, it lends

strength and endurance to you.

Rock Shield SpiritsRock Shield Spirits
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you conjure rock spirits to fill a 10-foot

radius sphere centered on a point you can see on the ground

within 25 feet of you. The zone lasts for 1 minute, and while

within the zone, any ally gains a +2 bonus to AC, Strength

saving throws, and Constitution saving throws. As a bonus

action, you can move the zone up to 25 feet.

Spirits of earth rise up to protect your allies.

Root GateRoot Gate
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose two different unoccupied 5-foot

spaces you can see within 50 feet of you. Each chosen space

becomes a zone that lasts for 10 minutes. When you or any of

your allies enters either of the zones, that character can

teleport to the other zone (no action required), as long as the

destination zone is unoccupied.

As your command, great roots threaded with primal power

burrow through the ground around you, closing the space

between two points on the battlefield.

Sacrificial SpiritSacrificial Spirit
Rank 3 Rite • Necromancy, Spirit, Utility (Long)

At any time (no action required), each ally within 5 feet of

your spirit companion regains up to two spent hit dice, and

your spirit companion is immediately destroyed and cannot

be conjured again until the start of your next turn.

You temporarily sap your spirit companion of its strength,

transferring its power to bolster the life force of your allies.
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Serpent Fang RageSerpent Fang Rage
Rank 3 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 poison damage, and

the target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or be

poisoned for 1 minute. While poisoned by this rite, the target

takes 1d8 poison damage at the start of each of its turns. The

target can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its

turns, ending the effect on a success.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Serpent Fang. Until

the rage ends, any enemy you hit with a weapon attack grants

advantage on attack rolls against itself until the end of your

next turn.

Scale-shaped tattoos form on your arms, and you strike

with a suddenly envenomed weapon. From then on, your

rage-flushed markings distract those you damage.

Sheltering UnderbrushSheltering Underbrush
Rank 3 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you create a zone in a 15-foot radius

centered on you that lasts for up to 1 minute. You and your

allies have half cover while within the zone, and the zone is

difficult terrain for your enemies.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

Vines and undergrowth burst forth to shelter you.

Shield of StoneShield of Stone
Rank 3 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose one ally you can see within 25

feet. You can move the target up to 25 feet. In addition, until

the end of your next turn, the target gains resistance to all

damage, and a +3 bonus to AC and saving throws.

Earth carries your ally to safety while stone forms a

protective barrier around them.

Shield of the Immortal ForestShield of the Immortal Forest
Rank 3 Rite • Abjuration, Spirit, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, your spirit companion gains a 5-foot

aura for 1 minute. While in the aura, you and your allies gain

a +2 bonus to AC and saving throws. In addition, when an

enemy hits an ally you can see within 50 feet of you, you can

use your reaction to immediately grant that ally a +4 bonus to

AC against the triggering attack, potentially causing it to

miss.

You awaken the slumbering spirits of the forest to protect

your allies from harm.

Spider ThicketSpider Thicket
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a ranged attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 15 feet of a point you can see

within your weapon’s range. You must have ammunition for

each target, as normal, and you make a separate attack roll

for each target. On a hit, the target takes no damage, but is

poisoned for 1 minute. While poisoned, the target takes 2d8

poison damage at the start of each of its turns, and it deals

only half damage with weapon attacks using Strength. A

target poisoned by this rite can make a Constitution saving

throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect on

itself on a success.

In addition, you can teleport each target to a space within

15-foot of your chosen point.

You hurl your foes through a thicket of webs in the Feywild.

They return covered in translucent venomous spiders, which

gnaw at their flesh.

Spirit ControlSpirit Control
Rank 3 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

in a 25-foot cube originating from you. Each target must

make a Dexterity saving throw. On a failed save, a target

takes 6d6 force damage, and for 1 minute, you gain a +3

bonus to spirit attack rolls against that target. On a

successful save, the target takes half as much damage.

In addition, the cube creates a zone of flaring energy that

lasts for 1 minute. While your spirit companion is within the

zone, you gain a +1d8 bonus to spirit damage rolls.

You open a rift of flaring spiritual energy that blasts your

enemies, strengthens your spirt companion, and enhances

your ability to call on the spirits.

Spirit of Autumn’s ReapingSpirit of Autumn’s Reaping
Rank 3 Rite • Focus, Necromancy, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet. The target must make a Constitution saving throw. On a

failed save, the target takes 5d10 necrotic damage, and

suffers a 1d8 susceptibility to all damage for 1 minute. On a

successful save, the target takes half as much damage and

suffers a 1d4 susceptibility to all damage for 1 minute. While

suffering a susceptibility from this rite, the target can repeat

the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the

effect on a success.

In addition, you and each ally within 50 feet of you regain

1d8 hit points.

A spirit of a robed figure swings its scythe to harvest the

enemy’s life, using that energy to heal you and your allies.
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Spirit of Earth ArisenSpirit of Earth Arisen
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet. You conjure a Medium spirit of the land in an

unoccupied space within 5 feet of the target. The spirit lasts

for up to 1 minute, and occupies its space. Each space within

10 feet of the spirit is difficult terrain for your enemies. When

any ally within 10 feet of the spirit hits an enemy, that ally

regains 1d8 hit points. An ally can regain hit points in this

way once per round. As a bonus action, you can move the

spirit up to 25 feet. When the spirit appears, you can make a

melee spell attack originating from the spirit against the

target. On a hit, the target takes 5d10 bludgeoning damage,

or half as much damage on a miss.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

A spirit of soil and rock erupts from the ground under your

foe. Its presence rallies your allies, who are invigorated by the

spirit with each strike.

Spirit SummonsSpirit Summons
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Spirit, Utility (Long)

When you use the call spirit companion rite while you

already have a companion conjured, you can use this rite to

gain the ability to conjure a second spirit companion. This

rite lasts for 1 minute. When you use a spirit rite, you choose

which spirit companion to use for the attack or saving throw.

When an effect applies to creatures within 5 feet of your

spirit companion, that effect applies to creatures within 5 feet

of either spirit companion. The second spirit companion

disappears when this rite ends.

You send forth a call into the spirit world and summon a

second companion to guide your way.

Spirited WindSpirited Wind
Rank 3 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you can choose yourself and one other

creature within 5 feet of you. Each target can fly up to 30 feet

(no action required), and gain a +6 bonus to AC and saving

throws against opportunity attacks and their effects provoked

by this movement.

A powerful gust circles around you and lifts you and an ally

into the air.

Spirits of Fire and IceSpirits of Fire and Ice
Rank 3 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 fire damage. You

then choose either the target or one creature within 5 feet of

it. The creature you choose becomes restrained for 1 minute.

While restrained by this rite, at the start of each of the target’s

turns, it and each enemy within 5 feet of it take 1d8 cold

damage. The target can make a Constitution saving throw at

the end of each of its turns, ending the rite on a success.

Flames and frost mingle their power to destroy your

enemies

Spirits of the Shadowed MoonSpirits of the Shadowed Moon
Rank 3 Rite • Illusion, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you create a zone of glimmering lights

that fills a 15-foot radius sphere centered on you for 1

minute. While within the zone, you and your allies are lightly

obscured and can make Dexterity (Stealth) checks to become

hidden. As a bonus action, you can move the zone up to 25

feet.

A spirit of the moon—a creature of mist and shadow—

conceals your allies.

Squall SpiritSquall Spirit
Rank 3 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 lightning damage,

and each enemy within 5 feet of the target must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or take 1d8 thunder damage.

Spawned from raging spring storms, the squall spirits

strike your foes with primal fury

Stone Bear RageStone Bear Rage
Rank 3 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage, and you

enter the rage of the Stone Bear. Until the rage ends, you gain

resistance to all damage.

The spirit of the stone bear that hunts at the mountains’

roots courses through you, and its fury blunts the pain of your

wounds.

Stone Root’s ResilienceStone Root’s Resilience
Rank 3 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose one ally you can see within 25

feet. For 1 minute, the chosen ally gains 4 temporary hit

points at the start of each of their turns.

You grant an ally the resilience of the mountains to sustain

blows that would cripple another creature.

Sudden OvergrowthSudden Overgrowth
Rank 2 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

3d6 damage.

In addition, you activate a 5-foot aura around yourself for 1

minute. The aura is difficult terrain for your enemies, and

while your enemies are in the aura, attack rolls against them

have advantage.

When you strike at your foes, the very plants of the ground

rise up to grasp at your enemies.
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Summon Giant CrocodileSummon Giant Crocodile
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Summoning

(Long)

As a bonus action, you summon a Huge giant crocodile in

an unoccupied space within 25 feet.

The giant crocodile is friendly to you and your companions.

Roll initiative for the crocodile, which has its own turns. You

can use a bonus action on your turn to issue mental

commands to it, which it must obey. The crocodile persists

for 1 minute or until you dismiss it as a bonus action.

If you don’t issue any commands to the giant crocodile by

the end of your turn, on its turn, it tries to use multiattack,

maintaining its bite if it has a target grappled. If it can’t do

that, it moves toward the nearest enemy and attacks it if

possible.

The DM has the creature’s statistics.

Chomping its jaws, a great crocodile appears at your

command.

Summon Great EagleSummon Great Eagle
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Summoning

(Long)

As a bonus action, you summon a Medium great eagle in

an unoccupied space within 25 feet.

The great eagle is friendly to you and your companions.

Roll initiative for the eagle, which has its own turns. You can

use a bonus action on your turn to issue mental commands to

it, which it must obey. The eagle persists for 1 minute or until

you dismiss it as a bonus action.

If you don’t issue any commands to the great eagle by the

end of your turn, on its turn, it moves toward the nearest

enemy and attacks it if possible, then moves as far away as it

can using its flyby attack trait.

The creature’s statistics are at the end of this supplement.

You call to the sky, and a second later an eagle swoops at

your foes.

Summon Proud BearSummon Proud Bear
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Summoning

(Long)

As a bonus action, you summon a Large proud bear in an

unoccupied space within 25 feet.

The proud bear is friendly to you and your companions.

Roll initiative for the bear, which has its own turns. You can

use a bonus action on your turn to issue mental commands to

it, which it must obey. The bear persists for 1 minute or until

you dismiss it as a bonus action.

If you don’t issue any commands to the proud bear by the

end of your turn, on its turn, it moves toward the nearest

enemy and attacks it if possible.

The creature’s statistics are at the end of this supplement.

You stomp as you summon your bear ally, which appears

and looks for something big to maul.

Surge of FurySurge of Fury
Rank 3 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Long)

When you start your turn dazed, dominated, or subject to

an effect that prevents you from taking reactions, you negate

the triggering effect. In addition, until the end of your next

turn, you are immune to effects that daze, dominate, or

prevent you from taking reactions.

You release a howl that blocks out the whispers of your

enemies and fills you with a fury that gives you a clarity of

purpose.

Sylvan TrickerySylvan Trickery
Rank 3 Rite • Illusion, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose yourself or one ally you can see

within your reach. You touch the target and they become

invisible until the end of their next turn or until they make an

attack or cast a spell. When the invisibility ends, the target

can teleport up to 15 feet.

Your faerie allies cloak you in fey magic to hide you and

speed you away.

Totemic ScarificationTotemic Scarification
Rank 3 Rite • Stance, Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you enter the Totemic Scarification

stance. Until the stance ends, you suffer a -4 penalty to AC

and saving throws but gain a +2 bonus to attack rolls.

As you set aside caution for relentlessness, glowing

totemic symbols begin carving themselves across your skin.

Twilight’s VeilTwilight’s Veil
Rank 3 Rite • Illusion, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you can target yourself and any number

of creatures within 5 feet of you. Each target becomes

invisible until they attack or until the end of your next turn.

You reach into the spirit world, weaving together strands of

primal night to cloak yourself and your allies in a veil of

invisibility.

UpdraftUpdraft
Rank 3 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose yourself or one creature you can

see within 50 feet of you. The target can immediately fly up to

25 feet. If the target does not end the movement on a solid

surface, it falls. Additionally, for 1 minute, you can use a

bonus action on each of your turns to repeat the rite against

the same target or a different one.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

A gust of wind swirls around you, lifting you into the air.

Verdant FlamesVerdant Flames
Rank 3 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you create a zone of green flames in a

10-foot radius centered on a point you can see within 50 feet

that lasts for 1 minute. Enemies grant advantage on attack

rolls against themselves and suffer a -6 penalty to Dexterity

(Stealth) checks while in the zone. Any enemy that ends its

turns in the zone takes 1d8 fire damage. You can move the

zone up to 25 feet as a bonus action.

Eldritch green flames wrap around your enemies,

hampering their ability to defend themselves or hide from

you.
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Warding VinesWarding Vines
Rank 3 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you conjure a zone of protective vines

that fills a 10-foot radius around you and lasts for 1 minute.

While within the zone, you and your allies gain resistance to

all damage.

Spectral vines bloom around you to shield you and your

allies.

Wellspring of RenewalWellspring of Renewal
Rank 3 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you gain temporary hit points equal to

half your level + 4. In addition, if you are marked, that

condition ends.

You draw on a fount of primal energy to renew your

strength and your focus.

White Tiger RageWhite Tiger Rage
Rank 3 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 3d10 damage, and the

target must make a Wisdom saving throw. For 1 minute, the

target’s speed is reduced to 0 on a failed save, or by 10 feet

on a successful save. The target can repeat the saving throw

at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect on a success.

In addition, you enter the rage of the White Tiger. Until the

rage ends, any enemy that starts its turn within 5 feet of you

has its speed reduced by 10 feet until the end of its turn.

The spirit of the white tiger empowers your attack, freezing

your enemy’s in place. As the tiger’s rage fills you, winter’s

chill slows your foes.

Wildfire AuraWildfire Aura
Rank 3 Rite • Bestial, Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 5 feet of you. Each target must make a Dexterity

saving throw. A target takes 6d6 fire damage on a failed save,

or half has much damage on a success.

In addition, you activate a 5-foot aura that lasts for 1

minute or until you dismiss it as a bonus action. Any enemy

that ends its turn in the aura takes 1d8 fire damage. Once on

each of your turns as a bonus while you are in your Wild

Shape, you can increase the aura’s size by 5 feet (up to a

maximum size of 25 feet).

Vicious spirits respond to your evocation with hungry

flames that leap and dance around you.

Winter StormWinter Storm
Rank 3 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Long)

As an action, you create a 15-foot radius sphere of difficult

terrain centered on a point you can see within 50 feet. The

sphere lasts for up to 1 minute. While within the zone, any

enemy suffers a 1d8 susceptibility to cold damage. Once on

each of your turns, you can use a bonus action to increase the

radius of the sphere by 5 feet to a maximum of 25 feet.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

Ice covers the ground, and biting wind makes your foes

more susceptible to your cold attacks.

Winter’s WitheringWinter’s Withering
Rank 3 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

3d6 damage.

In addition, you activate a 5-foot aura that lasts for 1

minute. While in the aura, your allies ignore difficult terrain

and gain a +3 bonus to saving throws.

You slash your weapon while binding the withering spirit of

winter to you, causing maladies to fall away from your allies.

Wrath of the StormWrath of the Storm
Rank 3 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and you

can push the target up to 20 feet.

Your rage is like that of the howling storm. When you

attack, you violently sweep aside the foe that dared to stand

in your way.

Writhing EarthWrithing Earth
Rank 3 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, you target each creature in a 25-foot cube

originating from you. Each target must make a Dexterity

saving throw. On a failed save a target takes 6d6 bludgeoning

damage and is knocked prone. On a successful save, the

target takes half as much damage.

In addition, the cube creates a zone of difficult terrain for

your enemies that lasts for 10 minutes.

The earth groans all around, constantly creating and

dissolving debris to block your enemies and smooth paths for

your allies.
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Rank 4 RitesRank 4 Rites
Ancestral War Band RageAncestral War Band Rage
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and you

enter the rage of the Ancestral War Band. Until the rage ends,

you gain advantage on melee weapon attack rolls. In addition,

whenever you roll a 1 on a damage die for a melee weapon

attack, the roll changes to the die’s maximum value.

You hew at your enemy, and the spirits of ancestral

warriors rise up to aid you.

Ancient Clan StrikeAncient Clan Strike
Rank 4 Rite • Divination, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you take the attack action on your turn, you can take

3d10 necrotic damage before one of your attacks using a

weapon (this damage cannot be reduced or negated). If you

do so, you gain a +5 bonus to the attack roll and this rite is

not expended if you miss. In you take the damage, your attack

also deals an extra 6d10 damage on a hit.

Your tattoos, scars, and markings burn with primal energy,

guiding and empowering a deadly blow.

Aspect of the Primal BoarAspect of the Primal Boar
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, you can move up to your speed + 10 feet and

make a melee spell attack against one creature within your

reach. On a hit, the target takes slashing damage equal to

6d10 + your spellcasting modifier. Any enemy that makes an

opportunity attack against you during this movement takes

3d10 slashing damage, and you push that enemy up to 5 feet

and knock it prone.

In addition, for 1 minute, your speed increases by 10 feet

when Dashing or making a charging attack, and when you hit

a target with a charging attack, your attack deals an extra

1d10 damage.

You assume the aspect of the dire boar, charging headfirst

toward your designated foe. You barrel through anyone

foolish enough to stand in your path.

Aspect of the Primeval CrocodileAspect of the Primeval Crocodile
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one Large

or smaller creature within your reach. On a hit, the target

takes piercing damage equal to 5d10 + your spellcasting

modifier, and it must make a Strength saving throw. On a

failed save, the target is grappled by your jaws, and suffers a

-6 penalty to its rolls to escape this grapple. On a successful

save, the target is grappled by you, but does not suffer the

penalty to its rolls to escape.

In addition, for 1 minute, when you hit an enemy within 5

feet of you with a melee attack, you grapple that enemy with

your jaws. You can have only one creatures grappled in this

way at a time.

You assume the aspect of the dire crocodile and snap your

powerful jaws onto your foe, making it almost impossible for

it to escape.

Baleful PolymorphBaleful Polymorph
Rank 4 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Polymorph, Transmutation

(Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet. The target must make a Wisdom saving throw. On a

failed save, the target is stunned and assumes the form of a

harmless, Tiny beast such as a newt, a turtle, or a mouse for

1 minute. On a successful save, the target takes 3d10 force

damage and for 1 minute, the target is dazed. While subject

to an effect from this rite, the target can repeat the saving

throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect on a

success.

Transformed into a harmless animal, your enemy can do

nothing but struggle against its useless new form.

Battle LustBattle Lust
Rank 4 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

When you are dying at the start of your turn, you can spend

up to four hit dice to regain hit points, and you can stand up

(no movement required). Until the end of your next turn, you

gain a +4 bonus to attack rolls and a +1d10 bonus to damage

rolls.

Your bloodlust pulls you from the brink of death.

Blade WhirlwindBlade Whirlwind
Rank 4 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

4d6 damage, and the target must succeed on a Strength

saving throw or be pushed up to 5 feet.

Your tattoos, scars, and markings burn with primal energy,

guiding and empowering a deadly blow.

Blood for StrengthBlood for Strength
Rank 4 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 6d10 damage.

You deliver a brutal wound to your enemy, offering the

result of your bloodlust to the spirits that fuel your rage.

Blood-Frenzy StrikeBlood-Frenzy Strike
Rank 4 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Constitution saving through or

suffer a 1d10 + 5 susceptibility to all damage until the end of

your next turn.

Your heavy blow draws blood and undermines the enemy’s

resolve in the face of greater damage.

Bloodletting AssaultBloodletting Assault
Rank 4 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 6d10 damage.

When you use this exploit as part of a charging attack, you

do not grant advantage on attack rolls against yourself as part

of the charge.

You sprint over the intervening ground, then drive your

weapon into your enemy with an unnatural strength that

cannot be denied.
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Bolt of LightningBolt of Lightning
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet. The target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or

take 6d10 lighting damage.

After the saving throw is resolved, the target is dazed until

the end of your next turn.

An arc of energy lances out from your hand to strike a foe.

Bonds of MoonlightBonds of Moonlight
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with an attack using a ranged or

thrown weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 cold damage

and 2d10 radiant damage, and the target must succeed on a

Wisdom saving throw or be restrained for 1 minute. While

restrained by this rite, the target can repeat the saving throw

at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect on a success.

Lunar spirits haunt your attack, binding your enemy in cold

moonlight.

Bounding AdvanceBounding Advance
Rank 4 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you can safely move up to 25 feet and

can move through enemies’ spaces during the movement.

You bound past your foes.

Bramble HideBramble Hide
Rank 4 Rite • Utility, Transmutation (Short)

As a bonus action, until the end of your next turn, you gain

a +5 bonus to AC, and any creature that hits you with a melee

attack takes 2d10 + 5 piercing damage.

Thorny vines emerge from your skin, promising pain to any

who try to harm you.

Briar ThicketBriar Thicket
Rank 4 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

4d6 damage.

In addition, you gain a 5-foot aura for 1 minute. While

within the aura, enemies grant advantage on attack rolls

against themselves and cannot safely move or benefit from

the Disengage action.

You swing your weapon in a wide arc, and behind it erupt

thorn-covered vines of primal magic.

Call Lightning StormCall Lightning Storm
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, you target each creature in a 10-foot radius

sphere centered on a point you can see within 50 feet of you.

Each target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take

7d6 lightning damage.

In addition, the sphere creates a zone of wind and lightning

for up to 1 minute. Any creature that enters the zone or starts

its turn there has its speed reduced by 10 feet until the end of

your next turn. As a bonus action, you can move the zone up

to 25 feet. At the end of each of your turns, each creature

within the zone takes 1d10 lightning damage.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

Lightning strikes from dark clouds overhead.

Call to the Indomitable DefenderCall to the Indomitable Defender
Rank 4 Rite • Abjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 6d10 bludgeoning damage, and

until the end of your next turn, you and your allies gain

resistance to all damage while within 5 feet of your spirit

companion.

Slamming into your opponent, your spirit companion

channels a spirit of iron and earth. That spirit’s invulnerability

flows through your spirit companion to protect you and your

allies.

Call to the Laughing FortuneCall to the Laughing Fortune
Rank 4 Rite • Divination, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 6d10 bludgeoning damage, and

until the start of your next turn, if an ally within 5 feet of your

spirit companion misses with an attack, you can use your

reaction to allow that ally to reroll the attack with a +5 bonus.

Your spirit companion channels a spirit of good fortune as

it attacks your foe. For a moment, your spirit companion

shares the blessing of that spirit with your nearby allies.

Claws of RetributionClaws of Retribution
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one

creature within your reach. On a hit, the target takes slashing

damage equal to 5d10 + your spellcasting ability modifier.

In addition, until the end of your next turn, you can make a

melee weapon attack against any enemy within 5 feet of you

that hits or misses you with an attack with a +5 bonus to the

attack roll. These attacks do not use your reaction, but you

can only make one such attack per turn.

Wet with your enemy’s blood, your claws lash out at any foe

adjacent to you that dares to attack.

Cleansing EarthCleansing Earth
Rank 4 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

When you are subjected to an effect that a save can end,

you can use your reaction to make a saving throw against the

triggering effect, with a +5 bonus to the saving throw.

Even as harm befalls you, you draw on the earth for the

strength to shrug it off.
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Cordon of ThornsCordon of Thorns
Rank 4 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a ranged attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 10 feet of a point you can see

within your weapon’s range. You only need one piece of

ammunition, and you make a separate attack roll for each

target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 4d6 damage.

In addition, the attack creates a zone of thorns on the

ground that fills a 10-foot radius centered on your chosen

point until the end of your next turn. While the zone persists,

any creature that attempts to enter or leave the zone must

succeed on a Constitution saving throw or take 1d10 piercing

damage, and have their speed reduced by 10 feet until the

end of their next turn.

The arrow you loosed explodes into tiny thorns that hang

suspended around your enemies, promising pain to any who

dares pass through them.

Corrosive SlimeCorrosive Slime
Rank 4 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 acid damage, and

the target must make a Constitution saving throw. On a failed

save, the target and each enemy within 5 feet of it become

covered in acid for 1 minute. On a successful save, each

enemy within 5 feet of the target are splashed with acid for 1

minute.

While covered in acid, a creature takes 2d10 acid damage

at the start of each of its turns. While slashed with acid, a

creature takes 1d10 acid damage at the start of each of its

turns. A creature suffering an effect from this rite can make a

Dexterity saving throw at the end of each of their turns,

ending the effect on themselves on a success.

Any creature reduced to 0 hit points by this rite dissolves

into a puddle of corrosive slime that fills the creature’s space.

For 10 minutes, any creature that enters that space or starts

its turn there takes 1d10 acid damage.

Your missile slams into the foe, causing its skin to bubble.

Corrosive ropes of slime then burst from it and burn your

other enemies.

Crack the SkullCrack the Skull
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and the

target is dazed until the end of your next turn.

You slam your weapon against the skull of your foe, leaving

it disoriented.

Creeper’s GraspCreeper’s Grasp
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or be

restrained until the end of your next turn.

Tendrils cover the enemy you hit, stopping its movement.

Darting ViperDarting Viper
Rank 4 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, if you have the Wild Shape feature, you

can safely move up to your speed. During this movement, you

ignore difficult terrain and can move through enemies’

spaces. Your speed then increases by 20 feet and you can

move through enemies’ spaces until the end of your next turn.

You transform into a Viper and slip away from your foes.

You then return to your normal form but retain some aspects

of the viper for a moment.

Devouring FliesDevouring Flies
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, you target each creature in a 15-foot radius

sphere centered on a point you can see within 50 feet of you.

Each target must make a Constitution saving throw. A target

takes 7d6 piercing damage on a failed save, or half as much

damage on a success.

In addition, the sphere creates a zone of wind and lightning

for 1 minute. When any enemy starts its turn within the zone,

you or an ally of your choice within 25 feet of you regains

1d10 hit points.

You conjure a horde of ravenous horseflies, which bite your

foes and transfer vitality to you.

Devouring IceDevouring Ice
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet. The target must make a Constitution saving throw. On a

failed save, the target is restrained for 1 minute. On a

successful save, this rite is not expended.

While restrained by this rite, the target can repeat the

saving throw at the end of each of its turns. On a failed save,

the target takes 1d10 cold damage. On a successful save, the

target takes 3d10 cold damage and the rite ends.

A coating of ice forms over your enemy, rooting it to the

ground and freezing its flesh. The ice cuts the enemy when it

breaks free.

Distracting AdvanceDistracting Advance
Rank 4 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you can safely move up to half your

speed. If you end this movement within 5 feet of an enemy,

each of your allies within 5 feet of that enemy can safely move

up to 15 feet (no action required) to a space that is not within

5 feet of that enemy.

You bolt into the fray, bellowing a battle cry that distracts

your foe long enough for your comrades to move away.

Drawing All EyesDrawing All Eyes
Rank 4 Rite • Enchantment, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 6d10 slashing damage, and the

target is marked by your spirit companion until the end of

your next turn or until your spirit companion disappears.

While marked by this rite, the target suffers a -5 penalty to

attack rolls against creatures other than your spirit

companion.

Your spirit companion’s vicious attack forces your enemy to

take notice of it.
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Drive to the GroundDrive to the Ground
Rank 4 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw. On a

failed save, you can move the target up to 10 feet and knock it

prone.

You drive your weapon into your foe with such ferocity that

it staggers away and crashes to the ground.

Drown in MudDrown in Mud
Rank 4 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures in a 5-foot radius of you, with a

separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals

an extra 4d6 damage, and the target must succeed on a

Strength saving throw or its speed is reduced to 0 until the

end of your next turn.

In addition, the radius creates a zone of difficult terrain

until the end of your next turn. Any creature (other than you)

in the zone that takes damage is knocked prone.

Your enemies’ vitality mingles with the ground, turning it

into a soupy morass.

Dryad’s TreesDryad’s Trees
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you conjure two Medium trees in

unoccupied spaces you can see within 100 feet of you. Each

tree occupies a 5-foot space and must be on a solid surface.

The trees last for 10 minutes. When within 5 feet of either

tree, you and your allies can each use a bonus action to

teleport to a space within 5 feet of the other tree.

Two ancient trees spring up. You and your allies can move

from one tree to the other with a single step.

EarthfriendEarthfriend
Rank 4 Rite • Utility, Transmutation (Long)

As a bonus action, you can choose yourself and any

number of creatures you can see within 25 feet of you. Each

target ignores difficult terrain for up to 8 hours.

You must concentrating on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

The land welcomes you and your allies as old friends,

allowing you easy passage.

Elusive WindElusive Wind
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you can safely fly up to 40 feet and if you

are marked, that effect ends on you. If you don’t land at the

end of the movement, you descend to the ground without

taking falling damage. In addition, until the end of your next

turn, you can safely move up to 5 feet (no action required)

whenever you are hit with an attack.

You catch the wind and soar away safely.

Embrace the WildEmbrace the Wild
Rank 4 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose yourself or one ally. For 1

minute, the target has 60 feet of darkvision, cannot be

blinded, attacks against them cannot gain advantage, and can

see all creatures within 50 feet of them.

Faint images of the eagle, the owl, the wolf, and other

hunting beasts flicker within your eyes as you take on those

creature’s extraordinary senses.

Envenomed SteelEnvenomed Steel
Rank 4 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose one axe, heavy blade, light blade,

pick, or spear you can see within 5 feet. For 1 minute, once

per round when a weapon attack hits using the target, the

target of the attack also takes 2d10 poison damage and have

its speed reduced by 10 feet until the end of the attacker’s

next turn.

The weapon you touch seems to change color, taking on a

sickly green tint.

Ephemeral WingsEphemeral Wings
Rank 4 Rite • Utility, Transmutation (Short)

As a reaction, when an enemy deals damage to you, you

can fly up to 25 feet and must land in a space that is farther

away from the triggering enemy than where you started. This

movement doesn’t provoke opportunity attacks.

When you’re struck, ephemeral wings carry you to safety.

Erupting VinesErupting Vines
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and the

target and each enemy within 5 feet of it must succeed on a

Dexterity saving throw or be restrained until the end of your

next turn.

In addition, each enemy within 10 feet of the target has its

speed reduced to 0 until the end of your next turn.

Your attack summons a clutching mass of spectral vines

that holds your enemies fast.

Expose WeaknessExpose Weakness
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one

creature within your reach. On a hit, the target takes slashing

damage equal to 5d10 + your spellcasting ability modifier,

and the next attack roll against the target before the end of

your next turn gains advantage. If that attack hits, it deals an

extra 1d10 damage.

You expose a hole in you prey’s defenses, creating an

opening for another strike.

Faces of the FallenFaces of the Fallen
Rank 4 Rite • Necromancy, Spirit, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, your spirit companion saps your foes.

For 1 minute, any enemy that starts its turn within 5 feet of

your spirit companion deals only half damage with weapon

attacks using Strength until the start of its next turn.

Each of your enemies sees the faces of fallen allies flicker

across the visage of your spirit companion.
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Fate Weaver’s ShieldFate Weaver’s Shield
Rank 4 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, choose one ally you can see within 25

feet of you. The target gains a +5 bonus to AC and saving

throws until the end of your next turn or until it attacks.

You call on the spirit of the great spider known as the Fate

Weaver to craft a web of protection around an ally.

Feral RecoveryFeral Recovery
Rank 4 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you can target yourself and any number

of creatures within 10 feet of you. Each target who can see or

hear you can make a saving throw against one effect that a

save can end, with a +10 bonus to the saving throw if it is a

charm, fear, or illusion effect.

You call on the feral heart that lurks within all creatures to

allow yourself and your friends to shake off an effect.

Feymire TrapFeymire Trap
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with an attack using a ranged or

thrown weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and

the target must make a Wisdom saving throw. On a failed

save, you can teleport the target up to 15 feet, and its speed is

reduced by 10 feet until the end of its next turn.

Your attack causes your enemy to fall through a fold in

space and appear elsewhere, hindered by primal spirits.

Flameheart RageFlameheart Rage
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 fire damage, and the

target burns for 1 minute. While burning, the target takes

1d10 fire damage at the start of each of its turns. The target

can make Dexterity saving throw at the end of each of its

turns, ending the effect on a success.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Red Dragon. Until the

rage ends, any creature that hits you with a melee attack

takes 1d10 + 5 fire damage.

The spirit of the red dragon imbues your attack with fiery

wrath, scorching your foe. As you rage, the fire of the dragon’s

heart lashes out at those that strike you.

Floating DeathFloating Death
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, you target each creature within 5 feet of you.

Each target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take

7d6 piercing damage.

You can then safely move up to your speed. If you end this

movement at least 20 feet from where you started, you can

target each creature within 5 feet of your new position. Each

target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take 7d6

piercing damage.

After swarming over your foes, you move to another group

of enemies and attack them as well.

Forge of the Chains of LifeForge of the Chains of Life
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Long)

When an ally within 50 feet of you fails a death saving

throw, you can use your reaction to heal that ally. The

triggering ally regains hit points equal to half of their hit point

total rounded down.

As you feel an ally’s spirit begin to slip away, you shout a

word of command that fills that ally with new life.

Form of Summer FireForm of Summer Fire
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee weapon attack against any

number of creatures within 10 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

4d6 fire damage.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of summer fire

for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain resistance

to fire damage and a +10 bonus to damage rolls.

You erupt in flames to sear your foes as a crown of flames

on your head, a burst of fire around your weapon, and a

smoldering inferno in your eyes mark your transformation,

protecting you from fire.

Form of the Avalanche UnleashedForm of the Avalanche Unleashed
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and you

knock the target prone. The target must make a Constitution

saving throw. The target is stunned for 1 minute on a failed

save, or unable to take reactions for 1 minute on a success.

While stunned or unable to take reactions because of this

rite, the target can repeat the saving throw at the end of each

of its turns, ending the effect on itself on a success.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the avalanche

unleashed for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain

resistance to all damage and each enemy that starts its turn

within 10 feet of you has its speed reduced by 10 feet until

the start of your next turn.

You take on a resilient shell of rock and ice even as your

presence on the battlefield slows your foes.

Form of the Charging BoarForm of the Charging Boar
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When you take the attack action on your turn, you can

move up to your speed before one of your attacks using a

weapon. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage,

and you can move the target up to 10 feet.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the charging

boar for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain

resistance to all damage and a +4 bonus to saving throws.

Your features twist and contort as tusks push out from your

jaw. The fury of the boar fills you when you choose to crash

into your foe, knocking it across the battlefield.
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Form of the Crushing MountainForm of the Crushing Mountain
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 15 feet of you, with a

separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals

an extra 4d6 damage, and the target must make a Strength

saving throw. You can pull the target up to 10 feet on a failed

save, or up to 5 feet on a success.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the crushing

mountain for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain a

+4 bonus to AC, and enemies within 5 feet of you cannot

safely move or benefit from the Disengage action and must

spend twice as much movement to leaves spaces within 5

feet of you.

Your body takes on the form of unworked stone,

toughening it as your forbidding presence hinders the

movement of foes around you. When the time is right, you

magically pull enemies to your side.

Form of the Hunting TigerForm of the Hunting Tiger
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage. If you

made the triggering attack with advantage and both attack

rolls would have hit, your attack deals an extra 6d10 damage

instead of 4d10.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the hunting

tiger for 1 minute. While you are in this form, your speed

increases by 10 feet, you gain a +4 bonus to Dexterity saving

throws. Also, when any enemy marked by you makes an

attack roll against a creature other than you, you can safely

move up to 10 feet toward that enemy (no action required).

You assume the aspects of a tiger, boosting your speed and

agility, especially when your allies are under attack.

Form of the Magma BruteForm of the Magma Brute
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 fire damage, and the

target is covered in magma for 1 minute. While covered in

magma, the target tales 2d10 fire damage at the start of each

of its turns and must make a Dexterity saving throw at the

end of each of its turns. The first time the target fails a saving

throw against this effect, the target also becomes restrained

for the duration. If the target succeeds on the saving throw

against the effect, it is no longer covered in magma, and its

space and each space within 5 feet of it becomes filled with

rubble until cleared. Rubble-filled squares count as difficult

terrain.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the magma

brute for 1 minute. While you are in this form, your melee

attacks deal an extra 1d6 fire damage on a hit. Also,

whenever you take damage from an attack, each enemy

within 5 feet of you takes 1d10 fire damage.

Smoke curls up from your body, spilling from fissures

forming in your flesh. In an instant, fire follows to lend dread

strength to your attacks.

Form of the Rowan SentinelForm of the Rowan Sentinel
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 lightning damage,

and the target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw

or become electrified for 1 minute. While electrified, the

target takes 1d10 lightning damage at the start of each of its

turns, and it cannot take reactions. The target can repeat the

saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect

on itself on a success.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the rowan

sentinel for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain

resistance to lightning damage, and your melee reach

increases by 5 feet. Also, if any enemy starts its turn within

15 feet of you and you are able to take actions, that enemy is

marked by you until the end of your next turn.

You deliver a barrage of lightning that staggers your foe.

Your skin becomes smooth bark that crackles with lightning.

Your arms lengthen to complete your transformation.

Form of the Sand SentinelForm of the Sand Sentinel
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures in a 15-foot cone originating from

you, with a separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your

attack deals an extra 4d6 fire damage.

In addition, you gain 1d10 + 5 temporary hit points and

assume the guardian form of the sand sentinel for 1 minute.

While you are in this form, you gain a +5 bonus to

Constitution saving throws, and whenever you hit an enemy,

an ally within 25 feet of you gains 1d10 temporary hit points.

A vortex of burning desert sand surrounds you, boosting

your resilience and that of your allies and allowing you to

swing your weapon to create a blast of fire.

Form of the Stone CrusherForm of the Stone Crusher
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

4d6 damage, and the target must succeed on a Strength

saving throw or be restrained for 1 minute. While restrained

by this rite, the target can repeat the saving throw at the end

of each of its turns, ending the effect on itself on a success.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the stone

crusher for 1 minute. While you are in this form, you gain a

+4 bonus to AC, and you can reduce the distance of forced

movement you a subjected to by up to 10 feet.

Stony plating spreads to armor your body and root you to

the ground. When the time is right, you can swing your

weapon in a great burst and smash your foes to the ground.
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Form of the Windstorm’s WrathForm of the Windstorm’s Wrath
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus or Weapon, Offensive,

Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures in a 15-foot cone originating from

you, with a separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your

attack deals an extra 4d6 damage, and the target must

succeed on a Strength saving throw or be pushed up to 15

feet and knocked prone. After the attacks are resolved, you

can move each enemy you have marked up to 5 feet.

In addition, you assume the guardian form of the

windstorm’s wrath for 1 minute. While you are in this form,

you gain a +4 bonus to saving throws, and your allies take

half as much damage as normal from weapon attacks while

within 5 feet of you.

You are girded by wind and rain, which protect you and

nearby allies and drive your foes across the battlefield.

Fortress of StoneFortress of Stone
Rank 4 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, choose one ally you can see within 25

feet. Until the end of your next turn or until the target moves,

the target gains three quarters cover, and no enemy can enter

a space within 5 feet of the target.

The earth rumbles at your ally’s feet, as a protective stone

rises.

Fortune’s FavorFortune’s Favor
Rank 4 Rite • Divination, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, you can reroll the attack. If the reroll hits, your

attack deals an extra 7d10 damage. If the reroll misses, your

attack deals an extra 3d10 damage.

You strike at an odd angle, gambling that your enemy will

react by maneuvering into the force of your blow.

Frost Hide RageFrost Hide Rage
Rank 4 Rite • Abjuration, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 cold damage, and

the target’s speed is reduced by 10 feet for 1 minute. The

target make a Constitution saving throw at the end of each of

its turns, ending the effect on a success.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Frost Hide. Until the

rage ends, you gain resistance to all damage.

Your weapon becomes icy as you strike. Afterward, the ice

spreads over your skin, shielding you from harm.

Fuel the FireFuel the Fire
Rank 4 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you provoke an opportunity attack from

each enemy within 5 feet of you. Until the end of your next

turn, you gain a bonus to attack rolls equal to +2 for each

enemy that makes the opportunity attack.

You lower your weapon, allowing your opponent to score a

glancing blow, but the pain only fuels your rage and adds

strength to your own attacks.

Gray Roarer’s RampageGray Roarer’s Rampage
Rank 4 Rite • Enchantment, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, your spirit companion can move up to 20 feet.

During this movement, it can pass through spaces occupied

by your enemies. After the movement, make a melee spell

attack originating from your spirit companion against each

enemy whose space your spirit companion entered as part of

this rite, with a separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, a

target takes 7d6 psychic damage, you can move the target up

to 5 feet, and for 1 minute, the target cannot take reactions.

On a miss, the target takes half as much damage, and until

the end of your next turn, the target grants advantage on

attack rolls against itself.

While unable to take reactions from this rite, the target can

make a Wisdom saving throw at the end of each of its turns,

ending the effect on itself on a success.

Your spirit companion passes through the heads of your

foes like a whirlwind, scattering their thoughts and directing

their movement.

Great StompGreat Stomp
Rank 4 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you turn each space on the ground

within 25 feet of you becomes difficult terrain until the end of

your next turn.

As you slam your foot into the ground, primal energy pours

through you, buckling the ground beneath you with its power.

Guiding SnarlGuiding Snarl
Rank 4 Rite • Enchantment, Spirit, Utility (Long)

When an ally within 5 feet of your spirit companion misses

an enemy with an attack, you can use your reaction to distract

your ally’s target. The triggering ally can reroll the attack with

a +5 bonus to the attack roll.

Your spirit companion feints to put your foe in a better

position for your ally’s strike.

Guiding WindsGuiding Winds
Rank 4 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, choose any number of allies you can see

within 5 feet of your spirit companion. Your spirit companion

disappears, and you can move each target up to 25 feet.

The gentle breeze swirling around your spirit companion

intensifies, pushing your allies to confront an enemy.

Healing HarvestHealing Harvest
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and the

target grants advantage on attack rolls against itself to your

allies until the start of your next turn.

In addition, until the start of your next turn, when any ally

hits the target, that ally regains 1d10 + 5 hit points.

The savagery of your attack invigorates your allies when

they target the same foe.
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Healing HowlHealing Howl
Rank 4 Rite • Enchantment, Spirit, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, target yourself and any number of allies

you can see in a 15-foot sphere centered on your spirit

companion. Each target regains hit points as if they had spent

four hit dice to regain hit points. If at least three enemies are

in the sphere, each target regains an extra 1d10 hit points.

Your spirit companion unleashes a howl of courage that

bolsters allies near it.

Howl of the WindHowl of the Wind
Rank 4 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you can choose yourself and each ally

within 25 feet of you. You then spend one hit die regaining no

hit points. Instead, each target who can hear you regains 7d6

hit points.

Your eerie howl channels primal power into your allies.

Howling GustHowling Gust
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet. The target must make a Dexterity saving throw. On a

failed save, the target takes 6d10 bludgeoning damage, and

you can move the target up to 10 feet. Also on a failed save,

you can then teleport one ally within 5 feet of your spirit

companion up to 25 feet.

A howling spirit of wind appears next to your foe and

batters it with a gale, then channels its essence through your

spirit companion to whisk a nearby ally across the battlefield.

Howling WindsHowling Winds
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, for 1 minute, you are surrounded by

howling winds. Once on each of your turns, you can move

one enemy within 50 feet of you up to 25 feet (no action

required).

You call forth the primal spirits of wind and storm, sending

them howling over the battlefield to harass your enemies.

Hungry SpiritHungry Spirit
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet. The target must succeed on a Wisdom saving throw or

take 6d10 necrotic damage. If this rite reduces the target to 0

hit points, an ally within 5 feet of your spirit companion

regains hit points equal to one-half your level + 5.

Food for the spirits is sustenance for your friends.

Hunting Lion RageHunting Lion Rage
Rank 4 Rite • Divination, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and you

enter the rage of the Hunting Lion. Until the rage ends, you

gain a +4 bonus to attack rolls that have advantage.

You channel the spirit of the hunting lion into a mighty

blow. As you rage, the lion’s spirit makes the most of every

advantage.

Icy ShardsIcy Shards
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d6 cold damage, and the

target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or have

its speed reduced by 10 feet until the end of your next turn. In

addition, choose any number of creatures you can see within

5 feet of the target. Each chosen creature must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or take 6d6 cold damage.

Ice crystals spread from your weapon to hinder your foe,

then erupt to cut other nearby enemies.

Infesting StrikeInfesting Strike
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 5 feet of you. Each target must make a Constitution

saving throw. On a failed save, a target takes 7d6 piercing

damage, and the target is infected for 1 minute. On a

successful save, the target takes half as much damage, and its

speed is reduced by 10 feet until the end of your next turn.

Enemies that begin their turn infected, or are that are

within 5 feet of an infected enemy, take 1d10 piercing

damage. Enemies become infected upon taking the piercing

damage from an infected target. An infected target can make

a Constitution saving throw at the end of each of its turns,

ending the effect on itself on a success.

Your swarm bursts outward, leaving enemies’ wounds

infested by your writhing masses. Imbued with a dim essence

of the Primal Beast, they become aggressive, leaping from

foe to foe.

Invigorating PresenceInvigorating Presence
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you can choose yourself and any

number of allies you can see within 15 feet of you. Each

target gains 6d6 temporary hit points.

You summon the spirits of the land to grant you and your

allies increased vigor.

Iron Breaker’s ShoutIron Breaker’s Shout
Rank 4 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage. You then

howl in a 15-foot cone originating from you that includes the

target. Each creature of your choice in the cone must succeed

on a Wisdom saving throw or suffer a -6 penalty to AC and

saving throws until the end of your next turn.

You deliver a telling blow, then issue a battle cry so

ferocious that it causes your foes’ defenses to weaken.

Iron EnduranceIron Endurance
Rank 4 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, roll four of your hit dice as if you were

going to regain hit points. You instead gain an equal number

of temporary hit points plus an extra 2d10.

Your primal magic imbues you with a power as strong as

any armor, granting you a surge of resilience in combat.
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Iron Hammer RageIron Hammer Rage
Rank 4 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or be pushed

up to 25 feet.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Iron Hammer. Until

the rage ends, whenever you hit a creature with a melee

attack, the target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or

be pushed up to 10 feet. If the creature is within 5 feet of

blocking terrain at the end of the push, the target takes 1d10

bludgeoning damage.

Even the iron that sleeps in the earth has its primal spirits,

which fuel your mighty attacks to dash your foes against walls

and large trees.

Jaws of IceJaws of Ice
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 5 feet of you. Each target must make a Constitution

saving throw. A target takes 7d6 cold damage on a failed save,

or half as much damage on a success.

In addition, you gain a 5-foot aura for 1 minute or until you

dismiss it as a bonus action. Enemies that start their turn in

the aura or enter it for the first time on a turn have their

speed reduced by 5 feet until the end of their turn, and cannot

safely move or benefit from the Disengage action while

within the aura. Also, any enemy that ends its turn in the aura

takes 2d10 cold damage and must succeed on a Strength

saving throw or be grappled by ice. To escape the grapple, a

target must succeed on a Strength (Athletics) check against

your rite save DC.

Spirits of cold and winter swirl around you and trap

enemies in ice that promises a slow demise.

Kill Them AllKill Them All
Rank 4 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Short)

When you reduce an enemy to 0 hit points, you can choose

any number of creatures within 25 feet of you who can hear

you. Each target gains a +5 bonus to weapon attack rolls and

a +1d10 bonus to weapon damage rolls until the end of your

next turn.

You wrench your weapon from the corpse and call out to

your comrades to end this fight.

Mark of TalonsMark of Talons
Rank 4 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and you

can safely move up to 25 feet and then mark each enemy

within 5 feet of you until the end of your next turn.

Your weapon attack summons up a shroud of spectral

claws that follow as you slip away from the target, drawing

the ire of other foes.

Masking FogMasking Fog
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose any number of creatures you can

see in a 25-foot cube originating from you. Each target

becomes lightly obscured for up to 10 minutes.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

You exhale a clinging mist that obscures your allies.

Monkey GripMonkey Grip
Rank 4 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Turn)

As a bonus action, you gain a climb speed equal to your

walking speed until the end of your turn. If you already had a

climb speed, your climb speed increases by 25 feet.

Your grip is sure, allowing you to scramble up nearly any

surface.

Nature’s ArmorNature’s Armor
Rank 4 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose yourself or one ally you can see

within 5 feet. For up to 1 minute, the target gains resistance

to all damage and a +2 bonus to AC.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

Your skin turns as tough as well-weathered hide, protecting

you from harm.

Oak SkewerOak Skewer
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, make a ranged spell attack against one

creature within 50 feet. On a hit, the target takes magical

piercing damage equal to 5d10 + your spellcasting ability

modifier, and it must succeed on a Strength saving throw or

be pushed up to 35 feet. If the target is within 5 feet of a solid

obstacle (such as a wall) after this attack is resolved, the

target’s speed is reduced to 0 until the end of your next turn.

You conjure a massive spear of oak and skewer your foe

with it.

One Spirit, One BodyOne Spirit, One Body
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Spirit, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, while your spirit companion is within 50

feet of you, you and your spirit companion teleport, trading

places.

Drawing on the unity of body and spirit, you dissolve your

flesh and reform it in the place where your spirit companion

stood.

Path of the PredatorPath of the Predator
Rank 4 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you can safely move up to twice your

speed. If you end this movement within 5 feet of an enemy,

you gain advantage on attack rolls against that enemy until

the end of your next turn.

You lunge forward with such quickness and grace that you

pounce on your foe before it sees you coming.
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Phantom BeastPhantom Beast
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Conjuration, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you become insubstantial and can move

through other creatures and objects while in your Wild

Shape. You take 1d10 force damage if you end your turn

inside an object.

You can briefly adopt the form of a beast spirit, allowing

you to pass through barriers.

Ponderous StrikePonderous Strike
Rank 4 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and the

target provokes an opportunity attack from you if it moves

before the end of your next turn, even if it takes the

Disengage action.

Your weapon takes on the weight of stone as it smashes

into your foe, knocking it off balance.

Presence of the Ancestor SpiritPresence of the Ancestor Spirit
Rank 4 Rite • Necromancy, Spirit, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose one ally you can see within 25

feet. For 1 minute, the target gains a +1d10 bonus to damage

rolls. While the target is within 5 feet of your spirit

companion, that bonus increases to 2d10. In addition, when

any enemy deals damage to the target, you can use your

reaction to end this effect and make the triggering effect deal

only half damage.

You call the spirit of one of your warrior ancestors to merge

with an ally, lending its battle knowledge and spiritual

protection to your friend.

Primal LeapPrimal Leap
Rank 4 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, you can leap up to your speed plus 25

feet.

You spring into the air, making a prodigious leap over the

heads of your enemies.

Primal ResistancePrimal Resistance
Rank 4 Rite • Abjuration, Stance, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you enter the Primal Resistance stance.

Until the stance ends, you gain resistance to a damage type of

your choice: acid, cold, fire, lightning, or thunder.

You stand untouched by the magical energy of your foes.

Primal RestorationPrimal Restoration
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Long)

As an action, you can choose yourself and any number of

creatures you can see within 10 feet of you. Each target can

spend up to four hit dice to either regain hit points or remove

one effect from themselves that a save can end (each effect

costs one hit die).

Energy swirls around your allies to heal their wounds and

help them shake off harmful afflictions.

Primeval ThunderPrimeval Thunder
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 10 feet of you. Each target is pushed up to 15 feet and

must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or take 7d6

thunder damage.

A deafening clap of thunder unfurls around you to thrust

your foes back.

Pulverizing ImpactPulverizing Impact
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

4d6 thunder damage, and the target must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or take an additional 3d6 thunder

damage.

You drive your weapon into the earth, shattering rock and

spraying debris into nearby enemies.

Rabid ShotRabid Shot
Rank 4 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 poison damage, and

the target must make a Constitution saving throw. On a failed

save, the target must use its reaction, if available, to move up

to its speed and make a melee weapon attack against an

enemy of your choice. If it misses the attack or can’t reach an

enemy to attack, the target takes 2d10 poison damage.

Your attack poisons your foe, causing it to throw itself at it

ally.

Rage of the War BringerRage of the War Bringer
Rank 4 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Raging, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and you

enter the rage of the War Bringer. Until the rage ends, any

ally who can see you gains a +1d10 bonus to damage rolls.

Your strike rings out, and your wrath boils over. You inspire

your allies to strike true.

Rampant MaliceRampant Malice
Rank 4 Rite • Divination, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, until the end of your next turn, you gain

advantage on attack rolls against any enemy that is marked

by an ally of yours.

While your foe’s attention is drawn to your comrade, you

maneuver for a telling blow.

Rampant ReachRampant Reach
Rank 4 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

When you score a critical hit using a reach weapon you are

wielding with two hands, enemies provoke opportunity

attacks from you when entering your reach until the end of

your next turn. You also gain a +8 bonus to attack rolls with

opportunity attacks until the end of your next turn.

No one can escape the reach of your rage.
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Raven Wing ShotRaven Wing Shot
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and if the

target doesn’t end its turn at least 10 feet away from its

starting position, it takes 1d10 slashing damage.

Avian shadows swirl and flutter about your prey, their

talons leaving bloody rents.

Rending ClawsRending Claws
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one

creature within your reach. On a hit, the target takes slashing

damage equal to 5d10 + your spellcasting ability modifier,

and it must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or suffer

a 2d10 susceptibility to all damage until the end of your next

turn.

A slash with your claws reveals your foe’s weakness.

Reparative SpiritReparative Spirit
Rank 4 Rite • Abjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 6d10 piercing damage or 8d10

piercing damage if at least one ally is within 5 feet of your

spirit companion. On a miss, the target takes half as much

damage.

In addition, at the end of each of your turns for 1 minute,

one ally within 5 feet of your spirit companion gains 1d10 + 5

temporary hit points.

Working with your allies, your spirit companion lunges in

for a vicious attack against your enemy and then lends vigor

to a nearby ally.

Revitalizing PounceRevitalizing Pounce
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one

creature within your reach. On a hit, the target takes slashing

damage equal to 5d10 + your spellcasting ability modifier,

and you remove from yourself every effect that a save can

end. On a miss, the target takes half as much damage, and

you can make a saving throw against each effect that a save

can end.

As you leap at your prey, you are energized by the hunt.

Rolling BoulderRolling Boulder
Rank 4 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon while you are wielding a separate melee weapon in

each hand, your attack deals no damage, but you can knock

the target prone and safely move up to 15 feet and can move

through prone enemies’ spaces during the movement. You

can then make one additional melee attack using your other

weapon against a different enemy within your weapon’s

reach. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 6d10 damage.

You barrel through your enemy, knocking it aside as you

bear down on your chosen foe.

Ruinous StrikeRuinous Strike
Rank 4 Rite • Enchantment, Fear, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and the

target must make a Wisdom saving throw. On a failed save,

you can move the target up to 25 feet and the next attack that

hits the target before the start of your next turn deals and

extra 1d10 damage.

The enemy recoils from your strike, shrinking away from

you in terror to its own detriment.

Rumbling DoomRumbling Doom
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a melee weapon attack against a

creature within 25 feet of you. On a hit, your attack deals an

extra 4d10 thunder damage, and the target must make a

Constitution saving throw. On a failed save, the target is

pushed up to 10 feet and until the end of your next turn, the

target is deafened. Also on a failed save, at the start of your

next turn, each enemy marked by you that is not within 5 feet

of you takes 2d10 thunder damage.

Your strike cracks with a pulse of thunder, which knocks

your target across the battlefield, and then summons

lightning against other foes.

Sacrificial StrikeSacrificial Strike
Rank 4 Rite • Abjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage. Until the

end of your next turn, when any enemy hits you, an ally of

your choice within 15 feet of you gains 2d10 + 5 temporary

hit points.

Your attack shrouds you in primal energy, strengthening

your allies with each strike made against you.

Scent of BloodScent of Blood
Rank 4 Rite • Enchantment, Utility (Short)

As a reaction, when an enemy bloodies you, until the end of

your next turn, you gain a +1d10 bonus to damage rolls and

when you regain hit points, you regain an additional 1d10.

As your lifeblood drains from you, the scent of it awakens

primal power, strengthening your blows and aiding your

recuperation.

Screening BranchesScreening Branches
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you conjure a 5-foot thick, 20-foot long

wall of branches and vines within 100 feet. The wall can be

up to 10 feet high and must rest on a solid surface. The wall

lasts for up to 1 minute. The wall provides three-quarters

cover, but creatures within 5 feet of it can make ranged

attacks through it without the targets on the other side

gaining the benefits of the cover. For every 1 foot a creature

moves through the wall, it must spend 3 feet of movement.

Any ally within 5 feet of the wall at the start of their turn

gains 1d10 + 5 temporary hit points.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

A tangled mass of branches, vines, and leaves provides

defense against your enemies’ attacks and soothes your

allies’ wounds.
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Scythclaw RageScythclaw Rage
Rank 4 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Raging, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and you

knock the target prone.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Scythclaw Drake.

Until the rage ends, you can push an enemy within 5 feet of

you up to 10 feet as a bonus action.

You batter your foe to the ground, and you channel the

spirit of the scytheclaw drake. Even as you swing your

weapon, you kick and punch to keep your foes back.

Searing Wind of the SouthSearing Wind of the South
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

in a 25-foot cube originating from you. Each target must

make a Strength saving throw. A target takes 7d6 fire damage

on a failed save, or half as much damage on a successful one.

In addition, you can move each ally in the cube to another

space in or adjacent to the cube.

The first wind of the south blew across a trackless desert,

scattering sand and gusting with bone-charring heat. Its spirit

still races across the world, and you call it forth to aid you in

battle.

Seething ZephyrSeething Zephyr
Rank 4 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 5 feet of your spirit companion. Each target must

succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take 7d6 bludgeoning

damage and you can move the target up to 5 feet.

In addition, your spirit companion disappears, and if at

least one target failed the saving throw, one ally within 5 feet

of your spirit companion can use their reaction to fly up to 30

feet.

Winds gather around your spirit companion, which bursts

into a zephyr that scatters your enemies and sends one of

your allies flying.

Shattering ReachShattering Reach
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a reach

weapon you are wielding with two hands, your attack deals

an extra 4d10 damage, and the target must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or suffer a -5 penalty to AC until

the end of your next turn.

The long haft of your weapon allows you to strike with

enough force to shatter armor and shields like brittle glass.

Short Shot OnslaughtShort Shot Onslaught
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a ranged attack using a weapon against

one, two, or three creatures within 15 feet of you. You must

have ammunition for each target, as normal, and you make a

separate attack roll for each target. You do not suffer

disadvantage on the attack rolls for being in melee. On a hit,

your attack deals an extra 4d6 damage.

After all of this rite’s attacks are resolved, you can move up

to 10 feet for each target hit without provoking opportunity

attacks (no action required). You ignore difficult terrain

during this movement.

Your time spent underground has forced you to adapt to

skirmishing in close quarters.

Slash at the KneesSlash at the Knees
Rank 4 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

4d6 damage, and the target’s speed reduced to 0 until the end

of your next turn.

Even though surrounded by foes, you become a whirlwind

of death, hurting and incapacitating every one of them.

Slashing ClawsSlashing Claws
Rank 4 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one

creature within your reach. On a hit, the target takes slashing

damage equal to 5d10 + your spellcasting ability modifier,

and bleeds for 2d6 necrotic damage. When the target ends

this bleeding effect, they then bleed for 1d6 necrotic damage.

On a miss, the target takes half as much damage, and bleeds

for 1d6 necrotic damage.

Your claws leave bleeding wounds that refuse to close.

Slashing Tornado RageSlashing Tornado Rage
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a reach weapon

you are wielding with two hands against any number of

creatures within 10 feet of you, with a separate attack roll for

each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 4d6 damage,

and bleeds for 1d6 necrotic damage.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Slashing Tornado.

Until the rage ends, at the start of each of your turns while

you are wielding a reach weapon with two hands, each enemy

within 10 feet of you must succeed on a Dexterity saving

throw or take 1d10 damage of the same type as your weapon.

You cannot deal this damage if you are incapacitated.

The howling winds of the tornado enhance your whirling

strike. As the fury of the tornado fills you, your fury reaches

out to strike at any who oppose you.
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Spirit OceanSpirit Ocean
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet. The target must make a Dexterity saving throw. The

target takes 3d10 bludgeoning damage and 3d10 cold

damage on a failed save, or half as much damage on a

success.

In addition, the first time any ally hits an enemy within 5

feet of your spirit companion, the attack deals an extra 1d10

damage to that enemy. The second time any ally hits an

enemy within 5 feet of your spirit companion, the attack deals

an extra 2d10 damage to that enemy. The third time any ally

hits an enemy within 5 feet of your spirit companion, the

attack deals an extra 3d10 damage to that enemy. This effect

ends after the third attack hits an enemy within 5 feet of your

spirit companion or after 1 minute has passed.

You call the powerful spirit of the Primal Ocean, which

crashes into your enemy before flowing into your spirit

companion to yield its strength to your allies.

Spirit of Cleansing LightSpirit of Cleansing Light
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, choose one or two creatures you can see

within 25 feet of you. Each target must succeed on a Wisdom

saving throw or take 7d6 radiant damage. For each failed

saving throw, one ally within 5 feet of your spirit companion

can make a saving throw with a +4 bonus against one effect

that a save can end.

A swirling mote of shining light sears your foes, then

channels healing power through your spirit companion,

driving ill effects from one of your allies.

Spirit of the Dancing ZephyrSpirit of the Dancing Zephyr
Rank 4 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you create a zone of wind that fills a 30-

foot radius sphere centered on a point you can see within 50

feet of you for 1 minute. Whenever you or an ally is dealt

damage while within the zone, that character can safely move

up to 5 feet as a reaction. As a bonus action, you can move

the zone up to 25 feet.

Gentle winds fill the area, giving your allies the agility to

spring to a better position after being attacked.

Spirit of the Killing ShotSpirit of the Killing Shot
Rank 4 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, choose one ally you can see within 5 feet of

your spirit companion. The target can use their reaction to

make one weapon attack with a +5 bonus to the attack roll.

On a hit, the target’s attack deals maximum damage + 5.

Your spirit companion briefly melds with your ally, lending

your comrade the eye of an accomplished hunter.

Spirit of the Wolf PackSpirit of the Wolf Pack
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

in a 25-foot cube originating from you. Each target must

make a Wisdom saving throw. A target takes 7d6 piercing

damage on a failed save, or half as much damage on a

success.

In addition, each target is hounded for 1 minute. A

hounded target grants advantage on attack rolls against

themselves, and attack rolls made with advantage deal an

extra 1d10 damage on a hit. A hounded target can repeat the

initial saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the

effect on itself on a success.

A great howl sweeps over the battle as a pack of spectral

wolves bound from the spirit world to attack your foes.

Spirit PinSpirit Pin
Rank 4 Rite • Abjuration, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 6d10 piercing damage, and it must

succeed on a Strength saving throw or be grappled. While

grappled by this rite, the target is also restrained. The DC to

escape the grapple is equal to your rite save DC.

You command your spirit companion to pin your foe in

place.

Spirits of the Forsaken ValeSpirits of the Forsaken Vale
Rank 4 Rite • Focus, Illusion, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 6d10 psychic damage, and the

target must succeed on an Intelligence saving throw or suffer

disadvantage on saving throws until the end of your next turn.

As your spirit companion attacks, spirits that look like

wisps of bluish gray smoke spew from it, disorienting nearby

foes.

Spirit’s RegenerationSpirit’s Regeneration
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Spirit, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, choose one or two creatures you can see

within 25 feet of you. For 1 minute, each target regains 1d10

hit points at the start of each of its turns if it is bloodied and

has at least one hit point. If they are within 5 feet of your

spirit companion at the start of their turn, this healing

increases from 1d10 to 2d10.

A glow of regenerative light surrounds your allies and

increases in intensity while they are next to your spirit

companion.

Spur the CycleSpur the Cycle
Rank 4 Rite • Necromancy, Utility (Long)

When you reduce an enemy to 0 hit points during your

turn, you can take one additional action before the end of

your turn.

Just as in the natural world, death leads to new life: killing

your foe spurs you to further action.
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Stalactite HookStalactite Hook
Rank 4 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you take the attack action on your turn, you can

increase the reach of one of your attacks using a weapon by 5

feet. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, you

can pull the target up to 5 feet, and until the end of your next

turn, the target’s speed is reduced by 10 feet.

Your weapon arm transforms into a spike of rock that

skewers your foe and pulls it closer.

StonemetalStonemetal
Rank 4 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you touch one flail, hammer, mace, or

staff you can see within 5 feet. For 1 minute, once per round

when a weapon attack hits with the target, the target of the

attack takes an extra 1d10 damage and is knocked prone.

A weapon you touch hardens to become so strong that it

strikes with the weight of a mountain.

Storm Guardian SpiritStorm Guardian Spirit
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet. The target must make a Dexterity saving throw. The

target takes 6d10 thunder damage on a failed save, or half as

much damage on a success.

In addition, choose one ally you can see within 25 feet of

the target. For 1 minute, when any enemy deals damage to

that ally, that enemy takes 1d10 thunder damage and is

pushed up to 5 feet from the ally.

Thunder crashes over your foe as the storm guardian spirit

appears. This spectra creature of dark storm clouds then

surrounds your ally and avenges attacks against that ally.

Storm of BladesStorm of Blades
Rank 4 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 2d10 damage, and you

can make up to two additional melee attacks using a weapon

against the target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 2d10

damage. As soon as you miss with an attack, this rite ends.

You lift your weapon again and again, each blow’s impact

fueling the next swing.

Storm of WarStorm of War
Rank 4 Rite • Focus, Illusion, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 6d10 thunder damage, and you can

choose any number of creatures within 5 feet of your spirit

companion. Each chosen creature must succeed on a

Wisdom saving throw or be shaken until the end of your next

turn. Attacks against shaken targets gain advantage on the

attack roll and a +1d10 bonus to the damage roll.

You summon a windstorm created by the war cries of a

thousand ancient battlefields to batter and distract your foe.

Stormhowler’s StrikeStormhowler’s Strike
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures in a 15-foot cube originating from

you, with a separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your

attack deals an extra 4d6 damage.

In addition, the cube creates a zone of howling wind until

the end of your next turn. Any enemy that starts its turn

within the zone and ends its turn outside the zone is

teleported at the end of its turn to an unoccupied space

within the zone.

Your attack summons up a storm of primal fury that draws

in those that try to escape it.

Summon Lightning DrakeSummon Lightning Drake
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Summoning

(Long)

As a bonus action, you summon a Medium lightning drake

in an unoccupied space within 25 feet.

The lightning drake is friendly to you and your

companions. Roll initiative for the drake, which has its own

turns. You can use a bonus action on your turn to issue

mental commands to it, which it must obey. The drake

persists for 1 minute or until you dismiss it as a bonus action.

If you don’t issue any commands to the lightning drake by

the end of your turn, on its turn, it moves up to its speed and

uses its lightning discharge on as many creatures as possible

(including you and your allies).

The creature’s statistics are located at the end of this

supplement.

Lightning crackles as you summon a drake to do your

bidding.

Summon Razorclaw BatSummon Razorclaw Bat
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Summoning

(Long)

As a bonus action, you summon a Medium razorclaw bat in

an unoccupied space within 25 feet.

The razorclaw bat is friendly to you and your companions.

Roll initiative for the bat, which has its own turns. You can

use a bonus action on your turn to issue mental commands to

it, which it must obey. The bat persists for 1 minute or until

you dismiss it as a bonus action.

If you don’t issue any commands to the razorclaw bat by

the end of your turn, on its turn, it attacks an enemy within its

reach if it can. Otherwise, it moves to a space where it is

heavily obscured from its enemies and makes a Dexterity

(Stealth) check to become hidden.

The creature’s statistics are located at the end of this

supplement.

Stealthy and deadly, a razorclaw bat responds to your

summons and dives on your foe.
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Summon Savage TigerSummon Savage Tiger
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Summoning

(Long)

As a bonus action, you summon a Large savage tiger in an

unoccupied space within 25 feet.

The savage tiger is friendly to you and your companions.

Roll initiative for the tiger, which has its own turns. You can

use a bonus action on your turn to issue mental commands to

it, which it must obey. The tiger persists for 1 minute or until

you dismiss it as a bonus action.

If you don’t issue any commands to the savage tiger by the

end of your turn, on its turn, it moves toward the nearest

enemy and attacks it, taking advantage of its pounce trait if

possible.

The creature’s statistics are located at the end of this

supplement.

Speaking an ancient oath, you summon a great tiger to its

feast.

Sunburst StrikeSunburst Strike
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 radiant damage, and

the target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or be

blinded until the end of your next turn. If the target is

bloodied by this rite, you can safely move up to 10 feet.

The light of the sun erupts around your enemy as you

strike, blinding it for a moment.

Sun Fire GuardianSun Fire Guardian
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Short)

As a bonus action, choose one ally you can see within 25

feet. Until the end of your next turn, when any enemy marked

by you makes an attack roll against the target, that enemy is

blinded until the end of the turn during which it makes the

attack roll. The enemy is blinded before the triggering attack

roll is made.

Enemies that try to strike your ally are blinded by golden

light.

Sure SightSure Sight
Rank 4 Rite • Divination, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, for 10 minutes, you can see through

darkness as if it were bright light, ignore light and heavy

obscurity, and are immune to the blind condition.

Your missiles shine with emerald light, and no earthly force

can block your sight.

Swarming FeySwarming Fey
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures in a 5-foot radius of you, with a

separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals

an extra 4d6 damage.

In addition, the radius becomes a zone that lasts until the

end of your next turn. Enemies grant advantage on attack

rolls against themselves while in the zone.

As you bring your weapon about, your fey companions

latch onto your enemies, distracting them long enough to give

your allies the opening they need to strike.

Swarming SpiritsSwarming Spirits
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage. In addition,

until the end of your next turn, the target is blinded, and

enemies suffer a -5 penalty to attack rolls while within 30 feet

of the target.

Angry bees follow your missile, swarming around your

enemy until it cannot see and pestering other enemies

nearby.

Terror’s CryTerror’s Cry
Rank 4 Rite • Enchantment, Fear, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and you

can choose any number of creatures within 5 feet of you who

can hear you. Each chosen creature must succeed on a

Wisdom saving throw or be forced to use its reaction if

available to move 10 feet away from you and until the end of

your next turn, suffer a -5 penalty to attack rolls.

As you strike your foe, you utter a terrible howl that strikes

terror into your enemies’ hearts.

Thunder CrashThunder Crash
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet. The target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw

or take 6d10 thunder damage and be stunned until the end of

your next turn.

A crash of thunder leaves your target stunned.

ThunderfallThunderfall
Rank 4 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or be pushed

up to 5 feet and knocked prone.

When you use this exploit as part of a charging attack, you

do not grant advantage on attack rolls against yourself as part

of the charge. You can also push the target up to 25 feet on a

hit instead of 5 feet.

You lower your shoulder, dipping your weapon beneath

your opponent’s guard and driving it up into the foe’s body to

knock it off balance.

Thunderfury RageThunderfury Rage
Rank 4 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Raging, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and you

knock the target prone.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Thunderfury Boar.

Until the rage ends, when an enemy within 5 feet of you hits

or misses you, that enemy provokes an opportunity attack

from you.

Charging at your foe and knocking it to the ground, you call

on the spirit of the thunderfury boar to drive you into a frenzy.

In your rage, you lash out at foes that attack you.
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Tidal RageTidal Rage
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or you can

move it up to 20 feet.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Tides. Until the rage

ends, once per round, when you hit an enemy within 5 feet of

you with an attack, you can move each enemy within 5 feet of

you up to 5 feet..

You swing your weapon in an arc, and waves of fury issue

forth. You then overpower your foes, moving them around the

battlefield.

Tidal SurgeTidal Surge
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 25-foot cube

originating from you. Each target must succeed on a Strength

saving throw or take 7d6 bludgeoning damage. Also on a

failed save, you can move the target up to 15 feet.

A wave of water rises up, moving creatures where you want

them.

Tree Father’s BountyTree Father’s Bounty
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

in a 10-foot radius sphere centered on a point on the ground

within 50 feet of you. Each target must make a Dexterity

saving throw. A target takes 7d6 bludgeoning damage on a

failed save, or half as much damage on a success.

In addition, the sphere creates a zone of trees that last for

1 minute. The zone is difficult terrain for your enemies. You

and your allies gain half cover while within the zone. When

any ally starts their turn within the zone, you can move that

ally up to 15 feet (no action required).

Trees erupt from the ground, battering your enemies and

allowing your allies to skirt around the trunks to reach

superior positions.

Triple Raptor ShotTriple Raptor Shot
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make up to three ranged attack using a

weapon against a creature within your weapon’s range. You

only need one piece of ammunition. On a hit, your attack

deals an extra 4d10 force damage.

Your attack explodes into spirit raptors, which tear at your

foe.

Twin-Horned BoltTwin-Horned Bolt
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, make a ranged spell attack against one

creature within 50 feet. On a hit, the target takes 6d10

magical bludgeoning damage, and the target is knocked

prone. If any enemies provide cover against this attack, they

must succeed on Strength saving throw or be knocked prone.

A spectral bull appears before you and knocks your foe to

the ground.

Verdant LifeVerdant Life
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you can spend up to eight hit dice to

regain hit points.

You tap into the essence of primal power, causing even

your most horrid wounds to mend in an instant.

Verdant RetaliationVerdant Retaliation
Rank 4 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

in a 10-foot radius sphere centered on a point on the ground

you can see within 50 feet of you. Each target must make a

Dexterity saving throw. A target takes 7d6 poison damage on

a failed save, or half as much damage on a success.

Writing plants thrust up beneath your foes, assailing them

with poisonous barbs and thorns.

Vine PoulticeVine Poultice
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you can choose yourself or one ally

within reach. You touch the target and they can spend up to

four hit dice to regain hit points, and then make a separate

saving throw against each effect they are suffering from that a

save can end.

You summon healing vines from the ground and pack the

wound with them, creating an efficacious bandace.

Volcanic CircleVolcanic Circle
Rank 4 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

in a 10-foot radius sphere centered on your spirit companion.

Each target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take

7d6 fire damage, and be subject to molten spirits for 1

minute. While subject to molten spirits, the target takes 2d10

fire damage at the start of each of its turns, and grants

advantage on attack rolls against itself. The target can repeat

the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the

molten spirit effect on itself on a success.

In addition, your spirit companion disappears and the

sphere creates a zone that last for up to 1 minute. The zone is

lightly obscured, and any creature that ends its turn within

the zone takes 2d10 fire damage.

To maintain the zone, you must concentrate on this rite as

if concentrating on a spell.

Your spirit companion disappears into the ground, where it

awakens the angry earth and unleashes bubbling fire and

molten rock.

Wall of EarthWall of Earth
Rank 4 Rite • Transmutation, Utility (Long)

As a bonus action, you conjure a 5-foot thick, 40-foot long

wall of earth within 50 feet. The wall can be up to 10 feet

high and must be on a solid surface and lasts for 1 minute.

When you use this rite, any creature in the wall is pushed to

the nearest unoccupied space outside the wall, moving the

shortest distance possible. The creature is then knocked

prone. The wall is blocking terrain and is immune to damage.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell. When your concentration ends or when 1 minute has

passed the wall’s area becomes difficult terrain.

The spirits of the earth respond to your bidding, forcing up

a wall of densely packed soil and stone to rout your foes.
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Warden’s RefusalWarden’s Refusal
Rank 4 Rite • Abjuration, Utility (Short)

When an enemy marked by you ends its movement within

25 feet of you and is within 5 feet of one of your allies, you

can use your reaction to force the target to make a Strength

saving throw. You can move the target up to 25 feet on a

failed save, or up to 10 feet on a success.

The spiritual energy you wield knocks back a foe

attempting to move aggressively against your ally.

Wave of SleepWave of Sleep
Rank 4 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a ranged attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 15 feet of a point you can see

within your weapon’s range. You only need one piece of

ammunition, and you make a separate attack roll for each

target. On a hit, a target takes no damage, but cannot take

reactions for 1 minute. A target unable to take reactions

because of this rite must make a Constitution saving throw at

the start of each of its turns. The first time a target fails a

saving throw against this rite, it falls unconscious for 1

minute. A target rendered unconscious by this rite can repeat

the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the

effect on itself on a success.

Your projectile dissolves into a blast of sand that lodges in

your opponent’s eyes, causing unendurable fatigue.

Whisper’s Blades RageWhisper’s Blades Rage
Rank 4 Rite • Divination, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 4d6 damage, and you can

deal the same amount and type of damage to a different

enemy you can see within 25 feet of you.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Whisper’s Blades.

Until the rage ends, once per round when you hit with a

melee attack on your turn, you can choose to reduce the

damage of that attack by 10 and deal 10 damage of the same

type as your attack to a different creature within 25 feet of

you.

A shifting aura of moons and stars outlines your form. As

blood drips from your blade and from the enemy who never

saw your cut coming, you can hear the wicked laughter of the

trickster spirit.

Wind SpiritsWind Spirits
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a ranged attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 10 feet of a point you can see

within your weapon’s range. You must have ammunition for

each target, as normal, and you make a separate attack roll

for each target. You do not suffer disadvantage on the attack

rolls for being in melee. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

4d6 damage, and the target must succeed on a Strength

saving throw or be pushed up to 25 feet and knocked prone.

The wind whips around you and shrieks when you make

your attack.

Word of WarningWord of Warning
Rank 4 Exploit • Divination, Utility (Long)

When you roll initiative, you and each ally within 50 feet of

you who can see or hear you gain a +5 bonus to the initiative

check and have advantage on attack rolls until the end of

their next turn.

Acting solely on instinct, you evoke primal magic to lend

your allies a surge of speed and combat awareness.

World WarpWorld Warp
Rank 4 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive (Long)

As a reaction, when an enemy within 5 feet of you makes a

melee attack against you, choose one willing ally within 50

feet of you. The target and the chosen ally immediately switch

places. The triggering attack now targets another creature of

your choice within 5 feet of the target. If the triggering attack

has no legitimate target, the target’s action is lost.

A ripple in the natural world transports your enemy and

protects you from its attack.

Wrath of the Storm ChaserWrath of the Storm Chaser
Rank 4 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet. The target must make a Dexterity saving throw. On a

failed save, the target takes 6d10 lightning damage, and you

can move it up to 15 feet. On a successful save, the target

takes half as much damage.

In addition, for 1 minute, you can use a bonus action on

each of your turns to move the target up to 10 feet.

Wind and lightning lash around your foe. On your whim,

the wind blows that foe around the battlefield.
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Rank 5 RitesRank 5 Rites
Aspect of the Night OwlAspect of the Night Owl
Rank 5 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, you can safely move up to your speed and

make a melee spell attack against one creature within your

reach at any point during the movement. On a hit, the target

takes slashing damage equal to 7d10 + your spellcasting

modifier, and its speed is reduced by 10 feet for 1 minute.

Also on a hit, the first ally to hit the target with an attack

before the end of your next turn can spend up to five hit dice

to regain hit points.

In addition, for 1 minute, you gain a flying speed equal to

your walking speed (you must land at the end of your

movement or you fall) and a +12 bonus to Wisdom

(Perception) checks.

Your flesh flakes into feathers as you assume the aspect of

an owl, and each beat of your wings stirs life into the winds.

The power of this gale calms to soothe the injured.

Aspect of the Primal BearAspect of the Primal Bear
Rank 5 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one

creature within your reach. On a hit, the target takes slashing

damage equal to 7d10 + your spellcasting modifier, and you

grapple the target. Until this grapple ends, the target takes

2d12 bludgeoning damage at the start of each of your turns.

In addition, for 1 minute, you gain a +3 bonus to AC, and a

+6 bonus to Strength saving throws and Constitution saving

throws.

You take on the aspects of a dire bear, grapping your foes

and squeezing the life from their bodies.

Aspect of the Primal LionAspect of the Primal Lion
Rank 5 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against any

number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, a target takes slashing

damage equal to 7d6 + your spellcasting modifier, you push

the target up to 5 feet, and for 1 minute, the target is dazed. A

target dazed by this rite can make a Wisdom saving throw at

the end of each of its turns, ending the effect on itself on a

success.

In addition, all allies within 5 feet of you gain 1d12 + 6

temporary hit points, and for 1 minute, whenever you hit an

enemy adjacent to you with a melee attack, the target grants

advantage on attack rolls against itself until the end of your

next turn.

Your form takes on aspects of a dire lion, inspiring awe in

your allies and fear in your enemies as you roar ferociously.

Black Arrow of FateBlack Arrow of Fate
Rank 5 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a bow,

your attack deals an extra 8d10 psychic damage.

In addition, the attack creates a zone that fills a 15-foot

radius sphere centered on the target’s space for 1 minute.

The zone moves with the target, remaining centered on its

space. Any enemy other than the target that starts its turn

within the zone takes 1d12 psychic damage and cannot take

reactions until the start of its next turn. While the zone

persists, the target can make a Wisdom saving throw at the

end of each of its turns, ending the zone on a success.

You draw a special arrow, inscribed with bitter oaths, and

launch it at your prey. Where it falls, anguish follows.

Blizzard StrikeBlizzard Strike
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 cold damage, and

the target is chilled for 1 minute. While chilled, the target’s

speed is reduced by 10 feet, and it must make a Constitution

saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect

on a success. The first time the target fails a saving throw

against the effect, its speed is reduced to 0 instead of by 10

feet. The second time the target fails a saving throw against

the effect, it becomes restrained instead of having its speed

reduced.

In addition, each enemy within 15 feet of you, other than

the target, has their speed reduced by 10 feet until the end of

your next turn.

The bitter cold of the frozen wastes spreads over your foe,

encasing it in ice, and wintry winds whip around you to slow

your other enemies.

Blood-Spattered FrenzyBlood-Spattered Frenzy
Rank 5 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

As an action, choose any number of creatures within 5 feet

of you while wielding a separate melee weapon in each hand.

Each target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take

10d6 damage of the same type as the weapons you are

wielding. If you are wielding weapons that deal two different

types of damage, you can choose a different damage type for

each target.

You whirl around, bathing your enemies in their own blood.

Bloodthirsty VinesBloodthirsty Vines
Rank 5 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet. The target must make a Dexterity saving throw. On a

failed save, the target takes 8d10 piercing damage, and it is

pulled up to 40 feet. On a successful save, the target is pulled

up to 40 feet.

Rope-like vines spring from the ground, sinking their

thorns into your foes.
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Bloody RoarBloody Roar
Rank 5 Rite • Enchantment, Fear, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and you

loose a roar in a 15-foot cone originating from you. Each

enemy in the cone who can hear you must succeed on a

Wisdom saving throw or be pushed up to 15 feet and until the

end of your next turn, the target suffers a -6 penalty to attack

rolls.

Your savage strike compels you to loose a terrifying scream

at your enemies.

Boar’s TossBoar’s Toss
Rank 5 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 8d10 bludgeoning damage, and it

must succeed on a Strength saving throw or be pushed up to

10 feet. If the target is pushed by this rite, your spirit

companion can safely move to a space within 5 feet of the

target, and each ally within 50 feet of the target who can see

it can use their reaction to make a ranged weapon attack

against it.

Your spirit companion slams your enemy through the air,

leaving it open for your allies’ ranged attacks.

Call Forth the HarvestCall Forth the Harvest
Rank 5 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and you

can choose any number of creatures you can see within 10

feet of the target. Each chosen creature must succeed on a

Dexterity saving throw or have their speed reduced by 10 feet

and be marked until the end of your next turn.

A vicious swing causes the ground around you to erupt in

entangling growth, interfering with your enemies’ movement.

Call to the Lashing BehemothCall to the Lashing Behemoth
Rank 5 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 8d10 bludgeoning damage, and is

knocked prone. Also on a hit, until the end of your next turn,

while within 5 feet of your spirit companion, any ally can

knock a target prone that they hit with an attack. If the target

is already prone, it takes an extra 1d12 damage.

Your spirit companion channels the spirit of the behemoth

with a lashing tail and knocks your foe the ground. The

behemoth spirit then empowers your nearby allies.

Captivating MissileCaptivating Missile
Rank 5 Rite • Charm, Enchantment, Offensive, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a bow,

your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and the target must

succeed on a Charisma saving throw or be dominated for 1

minute. While dominated by this rite, the target can repeat

the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the

effect on a success.

When your missile strikes, blue and green light plays

across your foe briefly as you establish control over its mind.

Center of the VortexCenter of the Vortex
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 15 feet of you. Each target must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or take 4d6 lightning damage, 4d6

thunder damage, and be pulled up to 10 feet.

Additionally, you can teleport up to 20 feet.

A spiraling storm forms at your command, drawing your

enemies toward its center even as you slip away.

Cloud of SparrowsCloud of Sparrows
Rank 5 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 10 feet of you. Each target must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or take 8d6 slashing damage.

In addition, you can teleport up to 25 feet and become

heavily obscured until the start of your next turn.

Sparrows swirl around you, a storm of tiny talons and

beaks that rends your foes and then whisks you away.

CloudburstCloudburst
Rank 5 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

in a 10-foot radius sphere centered on your spirit companion.

Each target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take

8d6 lightning damage and until the end of your next turn, the

target’s speed is reduced to 0.

In addition, your spirit companion disappears and each ally

in the sphere can deal an extra 1d12 lightning damage when

hitting with an attack until the end of your next turn.

Your spirit companion dissolves into roiling black clouds

that loose lightning and slashing rain.

Conflagration SpiritConflagration Spirit
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 fire damage, and the

target is set on fire for 1 minute. While on fire, the target

takes 2d12 fire damage at the start of each of its turns. The

target can make a Dexterity saving throw at the end of each

of its turns, ending the fire on a success. This magical fire

cannot be extinguished by nonmagical means.

In addition, each enemy within 5 feet of the target takes

2d12 fire damage.

Your projectile ignites with blue flames, spilling liquid fire

wherever it falls.

Convocation of ArrowsConvocation of Arrows
Rank 5 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 8d6 damage, and you can

make on additional ranged attack using a weapon against a

different target within your weapon’s range. On a hit, your

attack deals an extra 8d6 damage.

Screeching eagles join the fight, emerging from the spirit

world to savage your foes.
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Creeping BramblesCreeping Brambles
Rank 5 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures in a 15-foot cube originating from

you, with a separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your

attack deals an extra 5d6 damage, and the target must

succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or be restrained for 1

minute.

In addition, the cube creates a zone of brambles that lasts

for up to 1 minute. While within the zone, you and your allies

gain cover. When any enemy enters the zone or starts its turn

there, it takes 1d12 piercing damage. As a bonus action, you

can move the zone up to 15 feet.

To maintain the zone, you must concentrate on this rite as

if concentrating on a spell.

Brambles thrust up from the ground, lashing at your

enemies while hindering attacks against you and your allies.

Desert Wind RageDesert Wind Rage
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and the

target is blinded until the end of your next turn.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Desert Wind. Until the

rage ends, at the start of each of your turns, you deal 1d12 +

6 fire damage to each enemy within 25 feet of you.

A desert wind rises in the wake of your strike, blinding your

foe. The sirocco then expands and settles in, scouring even

distant enemies.

Devastating BlowDevastating Blow
Rank 5 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or suffer

a -6 penalty to AC until the end of your next turn.

Your powerful blow shatters your target’s defenses.

Devouring SwarmDevouring Swarm
Rank 5 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 25-foot cone

originating from you. Each target must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or take 8d6 piercing damage.

If at least one target failed the saving throw, you gain 2d12

+ 6 temporary hit points.

You dispatch pieces of yourself as a swarm to drain blood

from your foes to give yourself resilience.

Diligent ReapingDiligent Reaping
Rank 5 Rite • Focus, Necromancy, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and if the

attack reduces the target to 0 hit points, you can take one

additional action this turn.

You have come for the harvest. The more you reap, the

greater your reward.

Dire Beast AssaultDire Beast Assault
Rank 5 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Long)

When you take the attack action on your turn, you can

safely move up to 5 feet before or after one of your attacks

using a weapon. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 5d10

damage, and the target bleeds for 2d6 necrotic damage. On a

miss, your attack deals half as much damage as normal, and

the target bleeds for 1d6 necrotic damage.

Like a great dire bear or tiger, you relentlessly pursue your

foes and inflict bleeding wounds on them.

Drown in BloodDrown in Blood
Rank 5 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and the

target bleeds for 2d6 necrotic damage and cannot take

reactions until this bleeding ends. If the target is bloodied or

reduced to 0 hit points by this bleeding, each enemy within 5

feet of it takes 8d6 necrotic damage.

Your attack wreaks havoc with your enemy’s body, causing

its vitality to well up from within and pour out from it in a

flood.

Eager Vine StrikeEager Vine Strike
Rank 5 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or be

restrained and suffer a -6 penalty to AC and Dexterity saving

throws until the end of your next turn.

Bright green tendrils wrap around your foe and hold it fast.

Earth Hold’s RebukeEarth Hold’s Rebuke
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and you

can spend up to five hit dice to regain hit points.

Emerald light swirls around you as primal spirits lend their

strength to your attack.

Elder Tuskbrother RageElder Tuskbrother Rage
Rank 5 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Raging, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or be pushed

up to 30 feet.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Elder Tustbrother.

Until the rage ends, whenever you make a charging attack

against an enemy and hit, the target must succeed on a

Strength saving throw or be pushed up to 30 feet.

When you use this rite as part of a charging attack, you do

not grant advantage on attack rolls against yourself as part of

the charge.

Hurtling at an enemy, you make an inescapable attack. The

spirit of the tuskbrother inspires you, adding to the force of

your charges.
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Entangling ThornsEntangling Thorns
Rank 5 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, you target each creature in a 15-foot radius

sphere centered on a point you can see on the ground within

50 feet of you. Each target must make a Dexterity saving

throw. On a failed save, a target is entangled for 1 minute. On

a successful save, a target takes 2d6 bludgeoning damage,

2d6 piercing damage, and it is restrained until the end of

your next turn.

While entangled by this rite, a target is restrained, and

must repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its turns.

On a failed save, the target takes 2d6 bludgeoning damage

and 2d6 piercing damage. On a successful save, the target is

no longer entangled, but it takes 4d6 bludgeoning damage

and 4d6 piercing damage.

Thorny vines burst from the ground to entangle creatures.

Ripping free of the thorns causes even greater pain.

Flames of LifeFlames of Life
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d6 fire damage, and you

can make one additional melee attack using a weapon

against a different creature within reach. On a hit, your attack

deals an extra 5d6 fire damage.

Each time you deal fire damage with this rite, one ally

within 25 feet of you regains 1d12 + 6 hit points.

With your weapon wreathed in primal fire, your attack

channels healing energy to an ally.

Flesh Ripper’s ClawsFlesh Ripper’s Claws
Rank 5 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 8d10 slashing damage, and one ally

within 5 feet of the target can use their reaction to make one

melee weapon attack against it. On a hit, your ally’s attack

deals an extra 1d10 damage and knocks the target prone. If

the target stands up on its next turn, it provokes opportunity

attacks.

Your spirit companion slashes your foe, leaving it

unbalanced and open to your ally’s attack.

Flesh-Tether ShotFlesh-Tether Shot
Rank 5 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and until

the end of your next turn, attack rolls against the target have

advantage. Also on a hit, if the target moves before the end of

your next turn, it takes 1d12 necrotic damage and cannot

take reactions until the end of your next turn.

The missile punches through your enemy, dragging some

of its viscera with it as it slams into the ground. It can move,

but it’s going to hurt.

Forceful SpiritsForceful Spirits
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d6 damage, and you can

choose any number of creatures you can see within 5 feet of

the target. Each chosen creature must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or take 1d12 force damage and be

pushed up to 10 feet away from the target.

Your attack is driven by the power of the spirits, sending

foes near your enemy reeling.

Frightening StrikeFrightening Strike
Rank 5 Rite • Enchantment, Fear, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and each

enemy within 5 feet of you who can see you must succeed on

a Wisdom saving throw or suffer a -7 penalty to attack rolls

until the end of your next turn.

Your savage strike and maddening gaze wither the resolve

of the enemies around you.

Fury SpiritsFury Spirits
Rank 5 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 8d10 damage.

In addition, you conjure four avenging spirits in four

different spaces within 5 feet of the target for 1 minute. When

an enemy enters a spirit’s space, you can use your reaction to

trigger the spirit. When you do so, each enemy within 5 feet

of that spirit must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or

take 2d12 force damage. Once a spirit is triggered, it

disappears.

A well-placed shot calls forth primal spirits that carry your

enemy’s pain to your other enemies.

Ghost Viper RageGhost Viper Rage
Rank 5 Rite • Enchantment, Offensive, Raging, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or be

poisoned for 1 minute. While poisoned by this rite, the target

can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its turns. On

a failed save, the target takes 2d12 poison damage. On a

successful save, the target is no longer poisoned by this rite.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Ghost Viper. Until the

rage ends, any enemy that starts its turn within 5 feet of you

grants advantage on attack rolls against itself to you and your

allies until the end of its next turn.

The spirit of the ghost viper infuses you, sending venom

coursing through the veins of your foe. As you rage, the

viper’s spirit throws nearby foes off guard.
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Great Bear GuardianGreat Bear Guardian
Rank 5 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet. The target must make a Strength saving throw. On a

failed save, the target takes 8d6 bludgeoning damage, and is

pushed up to 10 feet and knocked prone. On a successful

save, the target takes half as much damage, and is pushed up

to 5 feet.

In addition, you conjure a Medium bear spirit in an

unoccupied space within 5 feet of the target. The spirit lasts

for 1 minute. The spirit occupies its space. Enemies cannot

move through it but allies can. As a bonus action, you can

move the spirit up to 25 feet. The spirit counts as an ally and

can make opportunity attacks against your enemies: Make a

melee spell attack originating from the bear spirit against the

triggering enemy. On a hit, the target takes 8d6 slashing

damage.

A bear spirit appears amid your foes. It knocks one enemy

aside and stands alert, ready to protect you and your allies

with its vicious claws.

Guardians of Howling WrathGuardians of Howling Wrath
Rank 5 Rite • Focus, Necromancy, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 8d10 necrotic damage.

In addition, for 1 minute, any time an enemy within 10 feet

of your spirit companion is reduced to 0 hit points, you gain a

+5 bonus to attack rolls until the end of your next turn.

Your spirit transforms into a howling echo of death itself,

assaults your enemies, consumes their life force, and

channels it into primal power.

Horns of the Undefeated KhanHorns of the Undefeated Khan
Rank 5 Rite • Enchantment, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 100

feet. The target must make a Dexterity saving throw. The

target takes 8d10 force damage on a failed save, or half as

much damage on a success.

In addition, until the end of your next turn, you and your

allies gain a +5 bonus to attack rolls and a +1d12 bonus to

damage rolls against the target. Before your next turn, each

ally within 100 feet of the target can make a saving throw

against one effect that a save can end and safely move up to

15 feet at the start of their turn (no action required).

Horns sound as the great khan—a champion of the primal

forest who has never been defeated in battle—strides from

the spirit world to lead your allies.

Howl of WrathHowl of Wrath
Rank 5 Rite • Enchantment, Fear, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and you

can choose any number of creatures within 25 feet of you.

Each chosen creature who can hear you must make a

Wisdom saving throw. On a failed save, the chosen creature’s

speed is reduced to 0 for 1 minute. On a successful save, the

chosen creature’s speed is reduced by 10 feet until the end of

your next turn.

While suffering a speed reduction from this rite, a creature

can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its turns,

ending the effect on itself on a success.

With your devastating strike, you unleash a wail that makes

your enemies freeze in terror.

Hungry for the KillHungry for the Kill
Rank 5 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, you can safely move up to 30 feet and make a

melee spell attack against one creature within your reach. On

a hit, the target takes piercing damage equal to 7d10 + your

spellcasting ability modifier. If either you or the target is

bloodied or at 0 hit points, you can spend up to five hit dice to

regain hit points and make a saving throw against one effect

that a save can end.

As you shake your enemy’s life loose, you avoid a doom

waiting for you.

Hunt and ReturnHunt and Return
Rank 5 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

You gain a +6 bonus to the attack roll if no other creatures

are within 15 feet of the target. On a hit, the target takes

8d10 slashing damage or 10d10 slashing damage if no other

creatures are within 5 feet of the target.

After the attack, you can move your spirit companion up to

20 feet.

Your spirit companion ranges ahead for a moment,

attacking an enemy before retreating toward your allies.

Hydra RageHydra Rage
Rank 5 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or be

dazed for 1 minute. The target can repeat the saving throw at

the end of each of its turns, ending the daze on a success.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Hydra. Until the rage

ends, once per round when you miss with a melee weapon

attack, you can reroll the attack.

Your overwhelming attack leaves your target staggered, and

the spirit of the hydra courses through you. As you rage, your

weapon darts and bites like the hydra’s many heads.
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Inexorable SmashInexorable Smash
Rank 5 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one

creature within your reach. On a hit, the target takes

bludgeoning damage equal to 7d10 + your spellcasting ability

modifier, and you can move the target up to 30 feet. The

target must then succeed on a Constitution saving throw or

be dazed until the end of your next turn.

You bash your foe, staggering it for a moment.

Infestation of MothsInfestation of Moths
Rank 5 Rite • Offensive, Polymorph, Transmutation, Weapon

(Short)

When you hit a creature with an attack using a ranged or

thrown weapon, your attack deals an extra 8d10 damage, and

you can move the target up to 15 feet. Also on a hit, until the

end of your next turn, the target is insubstantial, and enemies

are blinded while within 5 feet of it. While insubstantial, the

target lacks a body that has physical substance and vital

areas, and gains the following effects:

Cannot attack, cast spells, activate magic items, or

manipulate objects

Resistance to all damage

Immunity to being grappled, paralyzed, petrified, poisoned,

prone, or restrained

Your enemy collapses into a fluttering cloud of moths,

which blind nearby enemies.

Infiltrating DroneInfiltrating Drone
Rank 5 Rite • Bestial, Charm, Conjuration, Focus, Offensive

(Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 15-foot cone

originating from you. Each target must succeed on a

Dexterity saving throw or take 8d6 piercing damage. Then,

one creature of your choice within the cone must succeed on

a Constitution saving throw or be dominated until the end of

your next turn.

You fiercely blast out at your foes with a torrential swarm,

which disguises special beasts that crawl into your

opponent’s ear and place that opponent under your control.

Land Shark ChargeLand Shark Charge
Rank 5 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Long)

When you target a creature with a charging attack using a

weapon, you gain a +6 bonus to the attack roll, you do not

provoke opportunity attacks for movement made during this

charge. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, the

target is knocked prone, and for 1 minute, attack rolls against

the target had advantage. The target can make a Constitution

saving throw at the end of each of its turns ending the effect

on itself on a success.

In addition, you gain a +6 bonus to AC, Strength saving

throws, and Constitution saving throws until the end of your

next turn.

You sink into the earth, tunnel under the ground, reemerge

under your foe, and skewer it with your weapon.

Leap of the Relentless HunterLeap of the Relentless Hunter
Rank 5 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When an enemy marked by you enters a space within 5 feet

of an ally that is within 25 feet of you, you can use your

reaction to safely move up to your speed to a space within 5

feet of the triggering enemy. You can then make a melee

attack using a weapon against the triggering enemy with a +6

bonus to the attack roll. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

5d10 damage, and you can move the target to a different

space within 5 feet of you.

When a foe moves too close to your ally, you cross the

battlefield in the blink of an eye to make a savage attack.

Lightning BarrageLightning Barrage
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 lightning damage,

and for 1 minute the target is blinded. While blinded by this

rite, the target can make a Constitution saving throw at the

end of each of its turns, ending the effect on a success.

As you whirl your weapon, it draws lightning from the air

and sends it cascading over the enemies around you.

Lines of RageLines of Rage
Rank 5 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 8d10 damage.

When you use this rite, you can choose to take 2d10

necrotic damage that cannot be reduced or negated. If you do

so, your attack deals an extra 10d10 damage on a hit instead

of 8d10.

Straining your muscles to the point of agony, you channel

the pain into a devastating blow.

Lunge and VanishLunge and Vanish
Rank 5 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Illusion, Offensive (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one

creature within your reach. On a hit, the target takes slashing

damage equal to 7d10 + your spellcasting ability modifier.

In addition, you become invisible and then safely move up

to 25 feet. You remain invisible until the end of your next

turn.

You disappear after mailing your enemy.

Mountain GraspMountain Grasp
Rank 5 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or have its

speed reduced to 0 until the end of your next turn.

You bring your weapon down in a great overhead arc,

rooting your foe in place with the weight of your blow.

Primal War Band RagePrimal War Band Rage
Rank 5 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and you

enter the rage of the Primal War Band. Until the rage ends,

each enemy within 25 feet of you grants advantage on attack

rolls against itself.

The spirits of an ancient war band spiral around you,

distracting your foes.
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Pummeling HailPummeling Hail
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, you target each creature in a 15-foot-radius,

30-foot-high cylinder centered on a point within 50 feet. Each

target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or take

8d6 cold damage.

In addition, the cylinder creates a zone of hail that lasts for

up to 1 minute. Any creature that enters the zone or starts its

turn there takes 1d12 + 6 cold damage.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

Chunks of ice fall from the sky, battering your foes.

Rapid GrowthRapid Growth
Rank 5 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or be

restrained for 1 minute. While restrained by this rite, the

target can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its

turns, ending the effect on a success.

You call forth the plants from the earth, beseeching them to

hold your enemy in place.

Ravaging LightningRavaging Lightning
Rank 5 Rite • Bestial, Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one or two

creatures within your reach, with a separate attack roll for

each target. A target takes 8d6 lightning damage on a hit, or

half as much damage on a miss.

In addition, each target is subject to ravaging lightning for

1 minute. While affected by ravaging lightning, when the

target misses with an attack, it grants advantage on attack

rolls against itself until the start of its next turn and takes

1d12 lightning damage. While subject to this effect, a target

can make a Wisdom saving throw at the end of each of its

turns, ending the effect on itself on a success. If a target

makes an attack on its turn, it cannot make saving throws

against this effect until the start of its next turn.

Lightning envelops your claws as your strike marks an

opponent for the reprisals of the primal storm spirits.

Razorleaf CutRazorleaf Cut
Rank 5 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 8d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or be

weakened until the end of your next turn. While weakened,

the target deals only half as much damage as normal with

weapon attacks using Strength.

Coils of vines adorned with razor=sharp leaves tear the

flesh of your enemy and drain its strength.

Reckless Ram AssaultReckless Ram Assault
Rank 5 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a charging attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 8d10 damage, and both

you and the target are knocked prone.

You grow massive ram’s horns and bound at your foe,

sending both it and you to the ground.

Rending VinesRending Vines
Rank 5 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Long)

As an action, you fire a piece of ammunition using a ranged

weapon at a point you can see on the ground within your

weapon’s range. Each enemy in a 15-foot radius sphere

centered on that point must succeed on a Dexterity saving

throw or take 8d6 bludgeoning damage and for 1 minute, the

target is restrained.

In addition, the sphere creates a zone of difficult terrain

that lasts for up to 1 minute. Any enemy that starts its turn

within the zone takes 1d12 piercing damage. Until the zone

ends, when an enemy enters the zone, you can use your

reaction to cause the vines to tear at them. The triggering

enemy and each enemy within 5 feet of them must succeed

on a Dexterity saving throw or take 1d12 bludgeoning

damage and for 1 minute, the target is restrained.

A creature restrained by this rite can repeat the saving

throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the restrained

condition on themselves on a success.

Thorny vines erupt from the earth and snake around your

enemies, tearing at them as they try to escape.

Rock Tree RageRock Tree Rage
Rank 5 Rite •Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

As a reaction, when an enemy enters a space within 5 feet

of you, you can make a melee attack using a weapon against

the triggering enemy. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

5d10 damage.

Additionally, you enter the rage of the Rock Tree. Until the

rage ends, when any enemy enters a space within 5 feet of

you, you can make an opportunity attack against that enemy.

In addition, if you are subject to forced movement, you can

reduce the distance of the forced movement by up to 10 feet.

Your overwhelming strike calls the spirit of the great rock

tree, rooting you and allowing you to lash out at approaching

enemies.

Rolling EarthRolling Earth
Rank 5 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 25-foot cone

originating from you. Each target must succeed on a

Dexterity saving throw or take 8d6 bludgeoning damage, and

you can push the target up to 25 feet.

In addition, choose up to five contiguous unoccupied 5-foot

spaces within the cone that are on a solid surface. Until the

end of your next turn, those spaces are blocking terrain that

is up to 10 feet high.

You strike the ground with your open palm, causing it to

shift and roll like the waves of an ocean storm.

Rough AdvantageRough Advantage
Rank 5 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 8d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or have its

speed reduced to 0 until the end of your next turn.

Your attack causes the ground to rise up, holding the target

fast.
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Scavenger’s PrizeScavenger’s Prize
Rank 5 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against one

creature within your reach. On a hit, the target takes

bludgeoning damage equal to 7d10 + your spellcasting ability

modifier, and it is grappled by you. You can then safely move

up to 30 feet, pulling the target with you.

Your foe is trapped in your grasp as you drag it off.

Searing WindsSearing Winds
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 10-foot radius

sphere centered on a point you can see within 50 feet. Each

target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or take

4d6 fire damage and 4d6 force damage.

In addition, until the end of your next turn, each target

deals only half damage with weapon attacks using Strength.

Drawing power from the storms of the deepest deserts, you

hammer your enemies with a pulse of blistering heat.

Seeds of DestructionSeeds of Destruction
Rank 5 Rite • Focus, Necromancy, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

As an action, make a melee attack using a weapon against

any number of creatures within 5 feet of you, with a separate

attack roll for each target. On a hit, your attack deals an extra

5d6 damage.

In addition, a target takes 2d12 necrotic damage the next

time you or one of your allies hits and damages it within the

next 10 minutes.

As you slash at your enemies, you plant destructive primal

magic into them.

Seeker’s Peerless ShotSeeker’s Peerless Shot
Rank 5 Rite • Divination, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, make a ranged weapon attack using a bow

against one or two creatures within your weapon’s range. You

must have ammunition for each target, as normal, and you

make a separate attack roll for each target. On a hit, your

attack deals an extra 8d6 damage. On a miss, reroll the

attack against a different enemy within 25 feet of the creature

you missed.

You send two missiles at the enemy, confident in the spirit’s

power to guide them true.

Shackles of the MountainShackles of the Mountain
Rank 5 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, choose one or two creatures you can see

within 50 feet of you. Each target must succeed on a

Dexterity saving throw or take 8d6 force damage and until

the end of your next turn, any enemy suffers a -5 penalty to

AC and saving throws while within 5 feet of your spirit

companion.

Two spirits—humanoid forms of granite—appear and batter

your foes. They then channel power through your spirit

companion to weaken the defenses of nearby enemies.

Shifting RakeShifting Rake
Rank 5 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, you can safely move up to 10 feet and make a

melee spell attack against one creature within your reach. On

a hit, the target takes slashing damage equal to 7d10 + your

spellcasting ability modifier, and the target cannot safely

move or benefit from the Disengage action until the end of

your next turn.

You can then safely move up to 10 feet.

You easily duck under your foe’s defenses to deliver a

crippling attack.

Shoulder SlamShoulder Slam
Rank 5 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d6 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or be pushed

up to 5 feet and you can safely move up to 5 feet. You can

then make one addition melee attack using a weapon against

a different creature. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 5d6

damage.

When you use this rite as part of a charging attack, you

gain a +6 bonus to the attack roll, and do not grant advantage

on attack rolls against yourself as part of the charge.

You lower your shoulder into your foes, driving them across

the ground.

Sirocco SpiritSirocco Spirit
Rank 5 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

in a 10-foot radius sphere centered on your spirit companion.

Each target must make a Constitution saving throw. On a

failed save, a target takes 8d6 slashing damage, and for 1

minute, the target is blinded and suffers a 1d12 susceptibility

to all damage. On a successful save, the target takes half as

much damage, and for 1 minute the target suffers a 1d12

susceptibility to all damage. A target who was made

susceptible by this rite can repeat the saving throw at the end

of each of its turns, ending all effects of this rite on itself on a

success.

Your spirit companion then disappears.

Your elemental spirit breaks apart to become a storm of

dust and wind that blinds your enemies and makes them

more susceptible to damage.

Slashing DashSlashing Dash
Rank 5 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation

(Short)

As an action, make a melee spell attack against up to three

creatures within your reach, with a separate attack roll for

each target. You can safely move up to 10 feet between each

attack. On a hit, a target takes slashing damage equal to 7d10

+ your spellcasting ability modifier, and you can spend one hit

die to regain hit points.

Invoking the cheetah’s speed, you dash across the

battlefield to rend your foes. Your bloody assault awakens

primal instincts, invigorating you.
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Sparking StrikeSparking Strike
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 lightning damage.

Until the start of your next turn, any enemy that enters a

space within 10 feet of the target takes 2d12 lightning

damage. If no enemy enters a space within 10 feet of the

target, the target takes 4d12 lightning damage at the start of

your next turn.

Lightning arcs from your weapon as you strike,

surrounding the target to lash out at nearby foes.

Spectral ForestSpectral Forest
Rank 5 Rite • Illusion, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

The zone lasts until the end of your next turn and is

difficult terrain for your enemies. Any enemy that enters the

zone or ends its turn there takes 3d12 psychic damage (an

enemy can take this damage only once per turn). You and

your allies have three-quarters cover against enemies while in

the zone.

Your shot conjures a ghostly copse that harries and hinders

your foes while protecting you and your allies.

Spirit DanceSpirit Dance
Rank 5 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a ranged attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and the

target must succeed on a Wisdom saving throw or you can

teleport the target up to 25 feet. Also on a failed save, one ally

of your choice within 5 feet of the destination space can then

use their reaction to make an opportunity attack against the

target.

Cunning spirits emerge from the Feywild to dance with

your enemies and draw them into danger across the

battlefield.

Spirit LanceSpirit Lance
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Short)

As an action, make a ranged spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 50 feet of

it. On a hit, the target takes 10d10 force damage.

Your spirit companion’s form wavers momentarily as a

spear of brilliant energy lances from it toward your enemy.

Spirit of Endings BegunSpirit of Endings Begun
Rank 5 Rite • Focus, Necromancy, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

in a 10-foot radius sphere centered on your spirit companion.

Each target must make a Constitution saving throw. On a

failed save, a target takes 8d6 necrotic damage, and for 1

minute, the target’s life force erodes. On a successful save,

the target takes half as much damage, and is pushed up to 5

feet from your spirit companion. Targets whose life forces are

eroding take 1d12 necrotic damage at the start of each of

their turns and suffer a -4 penalty to AC and saving throws. A

target who failed the initial save can repeat the saving throw

at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect on itself on a

success.

In addition, the sphere becomes a zone that lasts for 1

minute or until your spirit companion is no longer present in

the encounter. Any creature that starts its turn in the zone

takes 1d12 necrotic damage and you can push the target up

to 5 feet from your spirit companion.

Darkness swirls our from your spirit companion, eroding

your enemies’ defenses and stealing their life.

Spirit of Spring’s RenewalSpirit of Spring’s Renewal
Rank 5 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, make a ranged spell attack against one

creature within 50 feet of you. On a hit, the target takes 8d10

bludgeoning damage, and each ally within 5 feet of your spirit

companion can spend up to five hit dice to regain hit points.

Each ally who spends hit dice to regain hit points from this

rite regains an extra 1d12 hit points.

A humanoid spirit formed of bark, vines, and roots appears

and slams your enemy. Channeling power through your spirit

companion, the spirit renews your allies’ strength.

Spirit of the Hunter’s SoulSpirit of the Hunter’s Soul
Rank 5 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet. The target must make a Dexterity saving throw. The

target takes 8d10 slashing damage on a failed save, or half as

much damage on a success.

In addition, choose an ally you can see within 50 feet of

you. That ally gains a +1d12 bonus to damage rolls against

the target for 1 minute. While that ally is within 5 feet of your

spirit companion, the damage bonus increases to 2d12.

The spirit of a great hunter appears and strikes at your foe

with a mighty attack. It then bonds with an ally to continue

the onslaught.
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Spirit of the Shield BreakerSpirit of the Shield Breaker
Rank 5 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet. The target must make a Wisdom saving throw. On a

failed save, the target takes 8d10 slashing damage, and

suffers a -5 penalty to AC and saving throws for 1 minute. On

a successful save, the target takes half as much damage, and

suffers a -2 penalty to AC and saving throws for 1 minute.

While suffering a penalty from this rite, the target can repeat

the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the

effect on itself on a success.

In addition, you conjure the spirit of the shield breaker in a

space within 5 feet of the target. The spirit lasts for 1 minute.

As a bonus action, you can move the spirit up to 25 feet.

While within 5 feet of the spirit or in its space, you and your

allies gain a +1d12 bonus to damage rolls.

A howling warrior bearing a greataxe leaps on your foe,

shattering its defenses and urging your allies to greater glory.

Stone-Splitting RoarStone-Splitting Roar
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and you

howl in a 15-foot cone originating from you. Each enemy in

the cone must succeed on a constitution saving throw or take

2d12 + 6 thunder damage and grant advantage on attack rolls

against themselves until the end of your next turn.

Your strike draws on the strength of the earth and is

followed by a thunderous battle cry that rattles your enemies.

Storm Drake RageStorm Drake Rage
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 lightning damage,

and the target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or

be electrified for 1 minute. While electrified, the target can

repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its turns. On a

failed save, the target takes 2d12 lightning damage. On a

successful save, the effect ends.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Storm Drake. Until

the rage ends, any enemy that hits you with a melee attack

takes 1d12 lightning damage and must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or be knocked prone.

Lightning cascades around you and flows into your enemy.

As you rage, lightning lashes out at any foe that strikes you,

knocking it to the ground.

Summon Guardian BriarSummon Guardian Briar
Rank 5 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Summoning

(Long)

As a bonus action, you summon a Large guardian briar in

an unoccupied space within 25 feet.

The guardian briar is friendly to you and your companions.

Roll initiative for the briar, which has its own turns. You can

use a bonus action on your turn to issue mental commands to

it, which it must obey. The briar persists for 1 minute or until

you dismiss it as a bonus action.

If you don’t issue any commands to the guardian briar by

the end of your turn, on its turn, it attacks an enemy within 10

feet of it if possible. Otherwise, it moves up to its speed to a

space where it is within 10 feet of as many allies as possible.

The creature’s statistics are located at the end of this

supplement.

You summon spirits that coalesce into a mighty creature of

thorns and brambles that protects you and your friends.

Summon Swamp BehemothSummon Swamp Behemoth
Rank 5 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Summoning

(Long)

As a bonus action, you summon a Large behemoth in an

unoccupied space within 25 feet.

The behemoth is friendly to you and your companions. Roll

initiative for the behemoth, which has its own turns. You can

use a bonus action on your turn to issue mental commands to

it, which it must obey. The behemoth persists for 1 minute or

until you dismiss it as a bonus action.

If you don’t issue any commands to the behemoth by the

end of your turn, on its turn, it attempts to use Trample action

against as many enemies as possible.

The creature’s statistics are located at the end of this

supplement.

A primeval swamp spirit assumes solid form at your

summons and thrashes over the battlefield.

Summon Thunder BisonSummon Thunder Bison
Rank 5 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive, Summoning

(Long)

As a bonus action, you summon a Large thunder bison in

an unoccupied space within 25 feet.

The thunder bison is friendly to you and your companions.

Roll initiative for the bison, which has its own turns. You can

use a bonus action on your turn to issue mental commands to

it, which it must obey. The bison persists for 1 minute or until

you dismiss it as a bonus action.

If you don’t issue any commands to the thunder bison by

the end of your turn, on its turn, it moves toward the nearest

enemy and attacks it if possible.

The creature’s statistics are located at the end of this

supplement.

Thunder rumbles in the distance, drawing closer and

closer until a thunderous bison trundles out of the spirit

world to appear by your side.
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Swarming BulwarkSwarming Bulwark
Rank 5 Rite • Bestial, Focus, Offensive, Transmutation (Long)

As an action, you split part of yourself into a swarm that

forms a living wall within 50 feet of you. The wall can be up

to 5 feet thick, 25 feet high, and 40 feet long, and persists for

up to 10 minutes. The wall provides cover to those on the

other side and counts as difficult terrain. Any creature that

enters the wall or starts its turn there takes 2d12 piercing

damage, and must succeed on a Strength saving throw or be

grappled by the wall (attempts to break the grapple are made

against your rite save DC).

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

You burst part of yourself into a furious swarm. The sky

momentarily blackens as you partition that part of yourself

into a living wall.

Tendrils of the Fate WeaverTendrils of the Fate Weaver
Rank 5 Rite • Abjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 50

feet. The target must make a Wisdom saving throw. On a

failed save, the target takes 8d10 bludgeoning damage, and

for 1 minute, the target’s speed is reduced by 10 feet and it

cannot gain advantage on attack rolls. On a successful save,

the target takes half as much damage. While suffering an

effect from this rite, the target can repeat the saving throw

with a -6 penalty at the end of each of its turns, ending the

effects on itself on a success.

In addition, choose an ally you can see within 50 feet of

you. For 1 minute, if any enemy hits that ally, that enemy’s

speed is reduced to 0 until the end of its next turn.

You call on the spirit of the Fate Weaver, a great spider said

to have created the bindings between planes, to wrap your

foe in rock-hard spiderwebs and to protect your friend.

Terrifying PresenceTerrifying Presence
Rank 5 Rite • Enchantment, Fear, Offensive, Raging, Weapon

(Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and for 1

minute or until you fall unconscious, enemies within 5 feet of

you grant advantage on attack rolls against themselves and

they cannot make opportunity attacks.

You land a mighty blow and face your enemies, terrifying

them with the visage of your battle lust.

Thorn AllyThorn Ally
Rank 5 Rite • Focus, Offensive, Spirit, Transmutation (Short)

As an action, choose one creature you can see within 25

feet of your spirit companion. The target must succeed on a

Dexterity saving throw or take 4d10 bludgeoning damage and

4d10 piercing damage, and until the end of your next turn,

any enemy that starts its turn within 5 feet of your spirit

companion is restrained until the end of your next turn.

Thorny branches from thickets in the spirit realm erupt

from your spirit companion to pierce and entangle your

enemy.

Thorn of the HinterlandsThorn of the Hinterlands
Rank 5 Rite • Conjuration, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, you conjure one or two 5-foot thick, 30-foot

long walls of thorny, writhing vines, which cannot be within 5

feet of each other. Each wall can be up to 20 feet high; they

must be on a solid surface, and they last for up to 1 minute.

The walls provide total cover and block line of sight.

For every 1 foot a creature moves through the wall, it must

spend 3 feet of movement. If a creature enter’s the wall’s

space or starts its turn there, that creature takes 1d12 acid

damage and 1d12 poison damage, and must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or be poisoned for 1 minute. While

poisoned by this rite, the target must repeat the saving throw

at the end of each of its turns. On a failed save, the target

takes 1d12 acid damage and 1d12 poison damage. On a

successful save, the condition ends.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

All across the field of battle, thickets and brambles rise up

to entrap your foes.

Threatening FuryThreatening Fury
Rank 5 Rite • Abjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and until

the end of your next turn, whenever the target moves (even if

it took the Disengage action) or makes an attack roll against

you, you can make an opportunity attack against it.

Your fierce attack brings you into your opponent’s reach,

ensuring that it can’t attack you or escape without reprisal.

Thunderhead StrikeThunderhead Strike
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d6 thunder damage, and

the target is knocked prone. If the target stands up or moves

from its space before the end of your next turn, it and each

enemy within 5 feet of it take 6d6 thunder damage.

Booming thunder accompanies the impact from your

weapon, echoing all around with powerful, violent energy.

Thundering BoltsThundering Bolts
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Long)

As an action, while wielding a melee weapon you can

choose any number of creatures you can see in a 15-foot cube

originating from you. Each target must make a Constitution

saving throw. A target takes 10d6 thunder damage on a failed

save, or half as much damage on a success.

In addition, each target is knocked prone.

You smash your weapon into the earth, unleashing a wave

of thunder that knocks your foes to the ground.

Torrent of DestructionTorrent of Destruction
Rank 5 Rite • Offensive, Raging, Transmutation, Weapon

(Long)

As an action, you can safely move up to your speed. During

this movement, you can make a melee attack using a weapon

once against each creature to which you move within 5 feet

of. On a hit, your attack deals an extra 8d6 damage.

The spirits spur you into action, giving you the speed and

fury to sweep across the battlefield like a windstorm.
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Torrential StormTorrential Storm
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 25-foot cube

originating from you. Each target must succeed on a

Constitution saving throw or take 8d6 lightning damage, and

you can move the target up to 15 feet.

In addition, the cube creates a stormy zone that lasts until

the end of your next turn. A creature that failed their saving

throw against this rite that enters the zone on its turn takes

2d12 lighting damage.

Dark clouds gather at your command. Lightning and rain

fall do damage your foes and keep them away from you.

Tree Father’s WardTree Father’s Ward
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, choose one or two creatures you can see in a

25-foot cone originating from you. Each target must make a

Constitution saving throw. On a failed save, a target takes 8d6

bludgeoning damage, and for 1 minute the target suffers a -5

penalty to attack rolls. On a successful save, the target takes

half as much damage. While suffering a penalty to attack rolls

from this rite, the target can repeat the saving throw at the

end of each of its turns ending the effect on itself on a

success.

In addition, each bloodied ally in the cone regains 8d6 hit

points.

You call on the Tree Father to punish your enemies for

attacking and to reward your allies for fighting bravely.

TremorsTremors
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, you target each creature in a 15-foot radius

circle centered on a point you can see on the ground within

50 feet of you. Each target must make a Dexterity saving

throw. A target takes 8d6 bludgeoning damage and is

knocked prone on a failed save, or half as much damage and

is not knocked prone on a success.

In addition, the circle creates a quaking zone that lasts for

1 minute. The zone is difficult terrain. While the zone

persists, you can use a bonus action on each of your turns to

force each target in the zone to make a Dexterity saving

throw. On a failed save, a target takes 1d12 bludgeoning

damage and is knocked prone.

You command the earth, causing tremors to topple your

foes.

Unavoidable StalkerUnavoidable Stalker
Rank 5 Rite • Divination, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage. In addition,

at the end of the target’s next turn, if it is not within 5 feet of

you, you can safely move up to your speed + 10 feet to a space

within 5 feet of the target (no action required).

You strike your target and then continue to track it,

remaining in step with it no matter where it goes.

Vigorous StrikeVigorous Strike
Rank 5 Rite • Abjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and you

gain temporary hit points equal to half your level + 6.

You strike your foe with a mighty assault that bolsters you

against attacks.

Voracious Predator RageVoracious Predator Rage
Rank 5 Rite • Necromancy, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, or an extra

8d10 damage if the target was already bloodied before the

attack.

In addition, you enter the rage of the Voracious Predator.

Until the rage ends, when you reduce an enemy to 0 hit

points with a weapon attack, you gain a +3 bonus to your next

weapon attack roll, and that next attack deals an extra 1d12

damage if it hits.

You swing mightily, and spirit predators arise, empowering

your blows whenever you leave an enemy’s body in your

wake.

Warden’s LureWarden’s Lure
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

As an action, choose any number of creatures you can see

within 20 feet of you. You pull each target up to 15 feet to a

space within 5 feet of you. You then make a melee attack

using a weapon against any number of creatures within 5 feet

of you, with a separate attack roll for each target. On a hit,

your attack deals an extra 5d6 fire damage, and you can move

the target up to 5 feet.

A burst of primal fire surrounds your foes and draws them

close for a blistering attack.

Whirling SkirmishWhirling Skirmish
Rank 5 Rite • Offensive, Transmutation, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon while wielding a separate melee weapon in each

hand, your attack deals an extra 5d6 damage.

In addition, you can safely move up to 35 feet and make a

melee attack using a weapon while wielding a separate melee

weapon in each hand against any number of creatures within

5 feet of you, with a separate attack roll for each target. On a

hit, your attack deals an extra 5d6 damage.

Using the momentum of your strike, you cut across the

battlefield, eluding blows and then imperiling your foes.
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Wind of Death and MercyWind of Death and Mercy
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive, Spirit (Long)

As an action, make a melee spell attack originating from

your spirit companion against one creature within 5 feet of it.

On a hit, the target takes 8d10 cold damage.

In addition, the first ally to regain hit points while within 5

feet of your spirit companion regains 1d12 additional hit

points. The second ally to regain hit points while within 5 feet

of your spirit companion regains 2d12 additional hit points.

The third ally to regain hit points while within 5 feet of your

spirit companion regains 3d12 additional hit points. The

effect ends after the third ally regains these additional hit

points or after 1 minute has passed.

The spirit of a great hunter appears and strikes at your foe

with a mighty attack. It then bonds with an ally to continue

the onslaught.

WindstormWindstorm
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Short)

As an action, you target each creature in a 10-foot radius

sphere centered on a point you can see within 50 feet. Each

target must succeed on a Strength saving throw or take 8d6

bludgeoning damage, and you can move the target up to 35

feet.

A brief but mighty cyclone batters creatures and carries

them away.

Windy AssaultWindy Assault
Rank 5 Rite • Conjuration, Offensive, Weapon (Short)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 damage, and can

knock the target prone. You then pull each enemy within 25

feet of you that is marked by you up to 10 feet.

In addition, each enemy within 25 feet that is marked by

you grants advantage on attack rolls against itself until the

start of your next turn.

Wind topples your foe and then blows others toward you.

Winter HailstormWinter Hailstorm
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Focus, Offensive (Long)

As an action, you target each creature in a 15-foot radius

sphere centered on a point you can see within 100 feet of

you. Each target must make a Constitution saving throw. A

target takes 8d6 cold damage on a failed save, or half as

much damage on a success.

In addition, the sphere creates a zone of wind and hail that

lasts for up to 1 minute. Any creature that enters the zone or

starts its turn there has its speed reduced by 10 feet until the

end of your next turn and takes 1d12 cold damage. As a

bonus action on each of your turns you can end the zone or

increase its radius by 5 feet to a maximum of 25 feet.

You must concentrate on this rite as if concentrating on a

spell.

A blizzard appears, growing to encompass an ever-wider

area.

Winter Phoenix RageWinter Phoenix Rage
Rank 5 Rite • Evocation, Offensive, Raging, Weapon (Long)

When you hit a creature with a melee attack using a

weapon, your attack deals an extra 5d10 cold damage, and

the target must succeed on a Constitution saving throw or be

chilled for 1 minute. While chilled, the target can repeat the

saving throw at the end of each of its turns. On a failed save,

the target takes 2d12 cold damage. On a successful save, the

effect ends.

Additionally, you enter the rage of the Winter Phoenix.

Until the rage ends, you regain 1d12 + 6 hit points at the start

of each of your turns as long as you have at least 1 hit point.

In addition, the first time you are reduced to 0 hit points, you

can immediately spend up to five hit dice to regain hit points.

Your blow erupts in grasping frost as the spirit of the

winter phoenix enters you. As you rage, vitality surges

through you to ward you from death.
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New MonstersNew Monsters
These monsters are summoned from the various rites with

the summoning tag. Though they could be used as normal

monsters as well, and in some cases with various conjure and

summoning spells. You may also consider letting the beasts

be used for Wild Shape.
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Change NotesChange Notes
Version 1.0Version 1.0

First Draft
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